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ABSTRACT
The Musique Multispectral Texture (MMT) model is a method of adding realistic
multispectral textures to synthetic images created using DIRSIG (Digital Imaging and
Remotes Sensing laboratories Image generation Model). This method relies on an input
texture image and a large family of reflectance curves which represent the desired texture
material. This thesis has two main objectives. The first is to determine the best method of
generating the input textures, and the second is to test the quality of themultispectral
textures generated by the MMTmodel. The testing will involve both statistical and human
visual analysis. The thesis intends to prove whether the MMT model can be used to create
statistically accurate multispectral textures from a single band input texture and which input
texture leads to the best output texture.
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1.0 Introduction
In recent years texture generation and classification has become an important area
of imaging research. The use of textures in synthetically generated images can add
realism to the visual aspects of the image as well as the statistical aspects of the image.
For example, if a patch of grass was desired, previous implementations of the DIRSIG
(Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing (DIRS) laboratory Image Generation) model would
produce the patch of grass with a constant reflectance value. While being radiometrically
correct (relative to mean level radionic values), the synthetic grass would not have the
visual and statistical variances found in a real image. By adding texture to the model,
these visual and statistical variances could be generated in the synthetic patch of grass.
Figure 1.0-1 illustrates the difference between the current synthetic material and the
desired synthetic material
Figure 1.0-1
(a) (b)
Facet (a) shows synthetic material generated using current
DIRSIG model. Facet (b) shows desired material with
texture. Both textures have equal mean.
There are many different methods by which synthetic textures can be created.
These methods can be broken down into two main categories. The first uses spectral
characteristics, like reflectance, to add texture. Spectral changes can be made in either
pre-processing or post-processing steps. For example, texture can be added to a material
in a post-processing fashion by adding gaussian noise to the existing digital count for a
material. The second category uses geometric models of the surface. This means the
actual geometric structure of the surface is changed to generate the desired texture. The
geometrical model is used in the preprocessing stage. Every material will exhibit textures
due to both geometric changes as well as spectral reflectance changes. For example, soil
will exhibit texture due to the geometric properties, but will also exhibit texture due to
changes in moisture in the soil. Wet soil will reflect incident light differently than dry
soil, causing changes in appearance. Since materials show both spectral and geometrical
textures, both categories of generating synthetic textures have their advantages and
disadvantages and can be used to generate a number of different textures.
Schott and Salvaggio [1] have implemented a spectral method of adding
multispectral texture to DIRSIG. This method, called The Musique Multispectral Texture
(MMT)[1], is a pre-processing, spectral method of creating multispectral textures in
DIRSIG images. The MMT model relies on reference textures as input to generate output
synthetic multispectral textures. This thesis will examine fourmethods of generating the
input reference textures and will evaluate the output textures in the input texture band as
well as output multispectral textures. This paper describes theMMT method, how it was
used with DIRSIG to add texture to synthetically generated images, and how the quality
of the output textures was determined.
The purpose of this research was to perform a proof-of-concept experiment on the
Musique Multispectral Texture generation model. This involved using four different
methods of creating input textures to the MMT model generated four output synthetic
textures for a given material in a specific spectral band. The output synthetic textures
were compared to texture in real images to determine which input method produces the
best synthetic texture. The generation of accurate multispectral textures was also tested.
This involved making a set of textures of a material in one band based on input texture
from a second band. These textures were then compared to the true texture observed in
real imagery which will henceforth be referred to as the standard texture.
Two approaches were taken to compare the synthetic textures to the standard
textures. The first approach was a statistical approach, using feature vectors to represent
the information in the textures. The feature vectors were compared to determine if the
synthetic texture was statistically close to the standard texture. The second approach used
a psychophysical experiment to determine an observers response to the accuracy of the
synthetic textures. This was important because a goal of adding textures to synthetic
images is to increase photo interpretation accuracy. A psychophysical experiment will
determine whether the synthetic textures look like the standard textures. These two
methods were used to determine how well the MMT model generates multispectral
synthetic textures.
2.0Background
This section will begin with a discussion of texture and then proceed with
synthetic texture generation models. Finally, the background section will present the
basis for comparing the synthetic textures to the truth textures. Included in the following
sections is a literature review of other synthetic generation models.
2.1 Texture
Texture comes from the interaction of incident light with a material. Incident
light is converted into three components: reflection, transmission and absorption. "The
surface properties of a material determine the spatial distribution and the spectral
composition of the reflected and transmitted components"[2]. The surface properties of
the material are what describes texture and can be broken down into two categories. The
first category is geometric surface properties which includes both macroscopic and
microscopic size ranges. Macroscopic geometric surface properties include normal, slope
and curvature and are what make up features like bumps, cracks and wrinkles.
Microscopic geometric surface properties describe features which are approximately the
size of the wavelength of light. These features describe properties such as absorption
and re-emission. The second category is the spectral surface properties. Spectral surface
properties are wavelength dependent functions which affect absorption, reflection and
transmission. The combined effects of two types of surface properties are what
determines the physical characteristics of the reflected light [2], which lead to the texture
characteristics of the material.
Textures can also be seen in images in the self-emission regions. These textures
are caused by changing surface geometry as well as changes in temperature across the
material. Variances in the material can also create a texture. These variances can be
from changes in the spectral properties of the material or different materials found in one
material class (e.g. asphalts and gravels). While texture in the self emission regions is
less prominent, it is still an important feature to examine.
These texture characteristics are present in real image data of textured surfaces.
They can be seen in many natural materials like grass, tree canopies, and bodies of water,
as well as man made surfaces like asphalt, concrete, and brick. The texture information
present in image data is useful in many types of image classification and photo
interpretation. "Textural information describes the brightness variations from spot to spot
within one spectral band and might allow us to distinguish between two objects which are
the same color but differ in texture."[3]
Now that the two component model of texture is described, it is easy to begin the
discussion ofwhy texture is needed in synthetic images. The main reason for adding
texture is added realism. Texture generation is seen as "one of the bestmeans of giving a
synthetic picture a realistic and natural
appearance..."[4]. If any scene generated by the
DIRSIG model is examined, it is clear that while being radiometrically accurate, it lacks
realism. This lack of realism is due to the lack of texture on the different materials in the
scene. For example, grass in a scene looks exactly the same as concrete except for a
different overall gray value. But without knowing the actual material type from previous
information, there is little chance of knowing which facets are grass and which are
concrete. The addition of texture to the scene will add visual cues which would be used
for photo interpretation. The addition of statistically accurate texture would also help in
image classification and will provide a more realistic synthetic image.
2.2 Synthetic Texture Models
There are many different methods of adding texture to a synthetic image. These
methods can be broken down into two categories: geometrical changes and spectral
changes in the image. Geometric changes are ones that involve changing the geometric
structure of the material. This can be done by creating new geometries or changing the
existing ones. One method of geometrically adding texture, which at first glance seems
quite simple, is to add geometry to the scene during scene construction. In the DIRSIG
model, this would mean adding facets to the scene, using Autocad, to represent texture.
For example, a tree would be built one leaf at a time. Although theoretically possible, it is
not a very practical solution due to the time and amount of data needed to represent
realistic texture. Spectral changes would involve changing the spectral properties of the
material such as reflectance or transmittance as a function of location. The following
sections will discuss different models for creating synthetic textures.
2.2. 1 Stochastic Model
One synthetic texture generation model is the perturbation of the geometric data
using a stochastic model to create stochastic textures. This model incorporates geometric
changes in a pre-processing algorithm. Stochastic textures are defined as "a pattern of
reflection or refraction on a surface whose intensities or normal vectors are represented
by a random
function"
[5] . The Haruyama and Barsky (1984) model [5] uses a recursion
technique and stochastic textures to add realistic, random textures by perturbing the
normal vectors of a surface. Recursion is the process of subdividing a patch into smaller
patches (four in this case) repeatedly. The recursion technique was first used by Catmull
(1984) [6] to map a digitized texture onto an image. The Haruyama and Barsky model
[5]uses a stochastic perturbation function which was derived from fractional Brownian
motion (fBm). Brownian motion is one type of stochastic function, introduced by
Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968) [7] and first used for modeling primitives in computer
graphics by Fournier et al. (1982) [8]. The exact equations ofBrownian motion are not
as important to texture generation as is one parameter in the equation called the self
similarity parameter (h). This parameter determines how fast a stochastic factor
decreases as the recursion level becomes deeper and controls the spatial frequency
distribution of the texture. A large h creates a very smooth texture while a small h creates
a very rough texture. The use of the recursion technique as well as fBm for texture
generation can easily be described using a two dimensional case and then can be
expanded to the three dimensional case.
The two dimensional case begins with a straight line as the primitive. The straight
line is sub-divided using the recursion technique and the two dimensional normals to the
line are perturbed using either angle perturbation or vector perturbation. Figure 2.2.1-1
shows the case of normal perturbation using angles.
N.
Figure 2.2.1-1 Normal Perturbation Using Angles
The normals are being perturbed by an angle 6, which is a gaussian random variable with
mean zero and standard deviation 6a. The recursion then takes place and a normal Nm is
found at the midpoint Pm. This new normal is then perturbed with angle 6m which has
mean (61+62 ) /2 and standard deviation ( 6a* 2~h' ),where h, is the self similarity
parameter at level 1. For the first recursion, the standard deviation is modified by the
factor
2~
'
. This is how the self similarity parameter controls the texture. With each
recursion level, 0o is furthermodulated by 2~h' . The method of angle perturbation turns
out to be slow due to the need for conversion from angles to x-y coordinates. Therefore
vector perturbation is commonly used as a faster technique.
Vector perturbation is similar to angle perturbation, but adds a perturbation vector
S to the normal. Figure 3.2.1-2 illustrates vector perturbation.
S,
N.
Figure 2.2. 1 -2 Normal Perturbation Using Vectors
In the figure:
Si =(S ix, S iy),
S2 = (S 2x, S 2y) and
Sm = (S mx. S myX
where S ix, S iy, S 2x> and S 2y are gaussian random variables with mean zero and
standard deviation So. S i and S2 are two dimensional vectors which are added to the
normals to perturb the normals. Sm is a gaussian random variable with mean
(S i +S 2)/2 and standard deviation Sa* 2~h' [5]. The new vector is:
Fm={Nm+Sm}/INm+Sml.
Again, in this case, the standard deviation for each recursion level decreases by a factor
of
2~
'
. In both cases the recursions are repeated until the distance from a midpoint to an
end point has reached the desired length.
This technique is easily expanded to three dimensions by starting with a three
dimensional surface or facet. Either angle or vector perturbation can be used to change
the normals to the surface. The normals at four corner points are first determined and the
perturbed normals, F(0,0), F(0,1), F(1,0), and F(1,1), are obtained by adding a perturbing
vector, S(u,v), and normalizing. The facet is then divided and the normals at five
midpoints are found, c.f. Figure 2.2.1-3. A new perturbing vector is added to these
normals and the recursion is repeated. The above method shows the addition of a vector
to perturb the normal. The angle method can also be used, with the addition of angle 6 to
the normal vector. Figure 2.2.1-3 shows the 2-d facet with normals at the comers as well
as normals at the first two recursion levels.
Figure 2.2.1-3
O First Recursion Level
Second Recursion Level
3-d Facet With Normals At Corners and First Two
Recursion Levels
The strong point of the above method is the ability to change the frequency of the
texture by changing the self similarity parameter (h). Haruyama and Barsky pursued this
idea of different textures by using different values for h at each recursion level instead of
a constant h for all recursions. This does get away from fBm as a truly random function
but it proves to be quite effective in varying the textures. By changing the values of the
self similarity parameter at different recursion levels, a number of different textures could
be generated. This also allows the use of negative numbers to create an even coarser
texture. It was found that the most feasible method of determining the correct values for
h for a specific texture was by pure trial and error. Sample spectra were useless because
they tended to be very erratic while fourier analysis breaks down because it is based on
the assumption of fixed amplitudes, frequencies and phases[5].
The Haruyama and Barsky model for texture generation seems to have many
advantages over other methods studied. First, it is a very general algorithm for texture
generation. Most other methods seem to be directed at one specific texture. Robert
Lewis [1990] presented a texture generation algorithm which uses lattices to ray trace a
primitive which can be added to the facets [9]. This model only works well for very
small textures on very large objects. A method of generating stone wall patterns was
proposed by Kazunori Miyata (1990) [10] but is only useful for stone walls. The
stochastic model allows for any number of random textures using varying self similarity
parameters at different recursion levels. This only creates a problem ifmore structured
textures are desired such as rows of com in a corn field. A second advantage is the ease
of implementation into the current DIRSIG model. By using the parameters in the
attributes list, a texture could be added as one of the material parameters. This texture
will access a texture library which would define the h values at the recursion levels. This
would be applied to the facet before the ray tracer, so the texture would vary with
changes in sensor and source angles due to the perturbed vectors being ray traced.
The major problem with the implementation of this method is the additional run
time the new normals create. Since this method adds texture by adding to the existing
geometry, it will increase the amount of information in the image. This information is
translated as an increase in the number of normals in the scene geometry. The additional
normals will slow down an already slow process of ray tracing. A second problem with
this method is the difficulty in which a specific texture is created. Since the best method
of determining the appropriate value h for the appropriate recursion level is through trial
and error, and since there are an infinite number of these combinations, it would be very
labor intensive to determine the appropriate combinations for a specific texture.
2.2.2 Musique Multispectral Texture
An alternative to changing the geometric structure of the material is to change the
reflection of the material as a function of position. TheMusique Multispectral Texture
(MMT) model is a method of adding statistically accurate, multispectral texture to a
synthetic image by using changes in the spectral reflectance of the material on a pixel by
pixel basis. This model, as developed by Schott and Salvaggio (1993) [1], has been
implemented and used to create textured materials within DIRSIG. The purpose of this
thesis is to test how well the MMT model performs using different texture generation
approaches. This section will review the MMT model and explain how it is implemented
within DIRSIG.
The goal of the MMT model is to produce synthetic textures with proper
multispectral statistics, including mean vectors and covariance matrices for each land
cover class. This begins by defining a set of reflectance curves to represent the material.
These reflectance curves can be multiple measurements of one material (i.e. take ten
reflectance measurements of the same asphalt in different locations) or measurements of
several different types of the material (i.e. light faded asphalt and fresh dark
asphalt).This can be done using existing reflectance data collected for a material class.
Given a set of spectral reflectance curves for a particular class, with mean vector fi and
covariance matrix E , a larger family of reflectance curves can be generated, at full
DIRSIG resolution (396 spectral data points) , to represent the material. The first step in
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this process is to generate the mean vector and covariance matrix for the set of actual
data, which is assumed to be distributed as N396(/z,E). They are given by:
fi'=[n0 Mi A*2 M395].
E =
'0.0
1.0
'2,0
^0,1
"2.1
'0,2
'1.2
'2.2
395,0 395.1 395,2
'0.395
'1,395
a2,395
'395,395
where p. and E are the mean vector and covariance matrix for an individual class, p.' is
the transposed mean vector, fiH is the mean for the n* point of the spectra and
o~
. is the
covariance between the 1th and the j"1 spectral means for this class [1]. The mean is
calculated for each spectral point over the family of curves. Once \x and E are
computed, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the covariance matrix can be computed to
obtain:
A -|A0 A, X2 A395J ,
e =
'0,0
-0,1
'0,2
'1,0
'1,1
'1,2
'2,0
'2,1
'2.2
e0.395 ^1.395 ^2,395
'395,0
'395,1
'395,2
'395.395
where (X0 > a\x > A2 > > A395 > 0) due to the transformation into the uncorrelated
space, and the columns of e contain the normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the
eigenvalues, A , for an individual land cover class [1]. The next step is to conceptually
transform the data into a spectrally non-correlated space through the following transform:
Y = e'(X-ft). (2.2.2-1)
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The vector X' = [x0 x1 x2 x395] , are the original spectral curves. The non-
correlated data set Y is distributed asN396(5,a), with covariancematrix A taking the
form:
A = e'E =
K 0 0 0
0 K 0 0
0 0 A2 0
0 0 0 A,,0395
(2.2.2-2)
This non-correlated covariance matrix is used to generate multivariate random variables
distributed asN396(/I,E) [1]. This is done by first generating a set of gaussian distributed
random numbers, yi , distributed asN(0,A-) for (i = 0,1,2,...,395) to form the vector
Y = [y0 Ji y2 - J395]
This vector is then back transformed using
X = (e') Y+fi (2.2.2-3)
to obtain a multivariate random variable distributed asN396u/,E) which represents a
reflectance curve from a population with specified multivariate statistics. If values are
obtained which are less than zero they are truncated to zero.
To use the MMT model to create a specific texture, a large family of reflectance
curves is first generated, using the above theory and the procedure found in Appendix A
The input to the procedure is a population of representative reflectance curves (Figure
2.2.2-1) which must be sufficiently large in order for the standard statistical assumptions
to hold.
12
Figure 2.2.2-1
Wavelength (microns)
Initial Set ofReflectance Curves for Grass
The output is a much larger population of reflectance curves with the appropriate
multivariate statistics (Figure 2.2.2-3).
Figure 2.2.2-2
Wavelength (microns)
Sample Set ofGenerated Reflectance Curves
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The number of curves generated is defined by the user but, in order to obtain a statistical
match between the specified multivariate normal statistics and the statistics exhibited by
the generated curve set , a large number of curves will need to be generated [1]. In most
cases 100 curves would be recommended.
Once the set of reflectance curves are generated, they can be used in conjunction
with an input image in a defined spectral band pass to generate a synthetic texture. The
input texture must be at least as large as the desired output texture and must represent the
material of the desired output texture (ie, to get a synthetic grass texture, the input texture
must be a texture associated with grass). The approach uses the brightness variations of
the real texture image with respect to its mean to choose the proper reflectance curve to
use for a particular pixel in the synthetic scene [1]. This is done by first ranking each
curve in the synthesized reflectance database in a relative relationship with the mean of
the family of curves. The ranking occurs in the same bandbass as the input texture image,
not the band of the desired output texture. To do this, the mean reflectance value of each
curve, over the desired band pass is calculated using:
mix
P.,,- = *=** (2.2.2-4)
for i = 1 to N wherepavg is the average reflectance over the band pass from A^ to Amax
for the ft1 curve in a family ofN curves, px i is the spectral reflectance for the ft1 curve
at A , and nt is the number of points across the band pass for the
ft1 curve [1]. The mean
and the standard deviation for the reflection values over the bandpass can be calculated
using:
N
P^^-77- (2-2-2"5)
and
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N
2
^^ \ravg,i ravg J
N-l (2.2.2-6)
From the mean and standard deviation, a z-score is computed as:
ravgj r^avg
(2.2.2-7)
The z-score is used to rank each curve within the family of curves. The z-scores can now
be used to select the proper reflectance curve to use for a particular brightness in the
texture image[l]. Figure 2.2.2-1 shows the ranking of reflectance curves by their z-score
as well as some of the variables needed to compute the z-score.
z-score list
for the
reflectance
database
Wavelength (microns)
Figure 2.2.2-3 Ranking of Curves by Their Z-score.
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For every pixel in the desired synthetic texture image, a different reflectance
curve will be used to determine the radiance at that pixel. This is done by accessing the
corresponding pixel in the defined texture image and computing a z-score at that pixel.
The z-score is computed by:
texture
Cu** (2.2.2-8)
where DCij is the digital count for the current pixel in the defined texture, and \iuaurt and
~
tex^e
are the mean and standard deviation for the defined texture. Once zuxture is found, it
is compared to the z-scores for the reflectance curves, and the curve with the closest z-
score is chosen for that pixel in the synthetic texture. This reflectance curve is used
within DIRSIG to calculate the radiance and digital count of that pixel. By varying the
reflectance curves for each pixel of a material, the output radiance will vary, therefore the
digital count across the material will vary, creating a textured material. In this manner, if
a texture were generated within the band pass matching that of the defined texture image,
it would closely match the defined image, however, the texture generated in other band
pass regions will exhibit contrasts as indicated by the relationships in the reflectance
curves [1]. This allows the user to generate multispectral synthetic textures, with the
appropriate contrast changes and statistics. TheMMTmodel will also be useful for
generating textures with some underlying structure, for example agricultural textures such
as corn rows. The changes in reflectance across the defined texture will drive the changes
in reflectance in the synthetic texture, thereby creating the corn row effect.
One major limitation of the MMT model, is that it can't compensate for changes in
texture due to scale or sun-object-sensor angle. Since scale and view angle effect the
texture they are important factors to consider when trying to create textures. Therefore,
the defined input textures will need to be at the same scale and sun-object-sensor angle as
the desired output synthetic texture. Until this limitation is upgraded, the defined texture
library will need to contain the same texture at different scales and view angles. A
second limitation is the fact that the MMT model heavily relies on both the input texture
image as well as a large family of reflectance curves which represent the material class.
Therefore, the input texture image and the family of reflectance curves will be a limiting
factor of how well the MMT model performs.
Since a defined texture in terms of reflectance variation is needed with the MMT
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model, the next four sections will discuss methods of defining the textures. One goal of
this research is to determine which input method produces the best synthetic textures.
One assumption being made is a linear relationship between reflectance and digital count.
By making this assumption changes in digital count in an image can be used as changes
in reflectance. This assumption can be made in the straight line portion of the
density/exposure curve for film which is where most of the input images will come from.
2.2.2. 1 Real Texture Images
The first method of defining the input textures is to use real texture images.
These texture images will come from existing image data. The image data will be
examined to find large continuous regions of a specific material.
The images will come from three areas of existing data: nine inch color infrared
images from gypsy moth studies, color infrared images of golf courses andDaedalus 1 1
band scanned imagery of Stockbridge PA. . The gypsy moth data will be useful for
various agricultural and natural textures. The data will need to be scanned from the nine
inch roll film. The images of the golf course already exist in a digital format and textures
can easily be extracted into a usable format. The Daedalus 1 1 band data will be useful in
comparing multispectral textures. The defined texture could be taken from band 1 and
the synthetic texture could be produced in band 11. The synthetic texture would then be
compared to the Daedalus texture in band 1 1, to determine how well the MMT model
works for multispectral textures.
These real texture images will also be used as models for the next three texture
generation methods.
2.2.2.2 Recursion Model
This model is derived from the stochastic model described earlier in this paper,
but instead of perturbing the geometric normals, the brightness at each pixel will be
adjusted to generate a texture image. The textures are generated using some input global
mean and standard deviation in both the x and y direction, which will be determined from
the same material in the real texture data. Also input is the self-similarity parameter h,
for each recursion level. The code to generate textures using the recursion model can be
found in Appendix B. This model works by first defining the four corners of the image
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using the input mean and standard deviations in conjunction with a gaussian random
number generator. The model then proceeds to run the recursion algorithm to divide the
image to determine the pixel values at the midpoints. At each level, the mean is
determined from the four points at the higher level, and the standard deviation is
modulated by a factor of 2~tt where 1 is the recursion level and h, is the self similarity
parameter for that level. The new mean and standard deviation are input to the gaussian
number generator and random numbers are generated to represent the digital count at
each location. This proceeds until the maximum recursion level is reached and the digital
count at all the pixels is determined. Values less than 0 or greater than 255 are truncated
to 0 and 255 respectively, thereby creating an eight bit texture image. The output texture
can be of any specified dimensions. The basic algorithm has been modified to allow two
different means and two standard deviations in each direction to be input in an effort of
generating agricultural and other structured textures. Figure 2.2.2.2-1 gives two
examples of textures generated using the recursion method. Both images in Figure
2.2.2.2-1 were generated with a mean brightness of 100 and a standard deviation of 20.
The difference in texture is due to different self similarity parameters. Texture A uses all
zeros while texture B uses zeros for the first four levels and 10's for the final three levels.
A self similarity parameter of zero means the standard deviation is not changed at all,
which results in a coarser texture. The value of ten reduces the standard deviation by a
factor of 2*exp(-2*l*10), which results in a reduction of the standard deviation and a
smoother texture.
The most straight forward way to determine the number of recursion levels and
the self-similarity parameter for each level for any given texture is through trial and error.
It might be possible to use the Fourier spectrum of the real texture image to determine the
self similarity parameters but as noted in Haruyama and Barsky (1984), the Fourier
analysis method did not prove useful. Working from a real texture image, the recursion
levels and self similarity parameters are adjusted until the output texture visually matches
the real texture. This can be a somewhat tedious process, but once a knowledge of how
the number of recursion levels and the self similarity parameters affect the output texture,
the generation of specific textures should become less difficult.
2.2.2.3 Gaussian Blobs
This model is fairly simplistic, but will be useful in generating gaussian random
textures with no underlying structure. The first step is to create a random image of a
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specified size using a gaussian random number generator with some mean and standard
deviation. Depending on the size of the desired gaussian blob, every nth pixel value will
be used to fill the specified area. For example, if a 5x5 gaussian blob is desired, the
center pixel in a 5x5 window is selected and the digital count at that pixel is replicated
over the entire window. This is done for the entire random image, creating a texture
image with 5x5 gaussian blobs. The edges between the blobs are then smoothed to create
the output texture image. The inputmean and standard deviation will be determined from
the real texture image, and the size of the blob will depend on the desired texture. The
computer code to generate gaussian blob textures is included in Appendix C. Figure
2.2.2.3-1 shows two examples of textures generated using the gaussian blob method, with
the same mean and standard deviation but with different blob sizes.
In both the recursion algorithm and the gaussian blob algorithm, the actual mean
and standard deviation used to create the textures will not effect the synthetic texture as
long as the input textures are gaussian. The MMTmodel uses changes relative to some
standard deviation (ie, this digital count is some number of standard deviations from the
mean), and will select the proper reflectance curve in terms of the standard deviation of
the reflectance curves.
2.2.2.4 Fractal Compression
In recent years the idea of representing images as fractals has become more and
more popular. In 1993 Barnsley and Hurd presented their ideas for a method of image
compression using fractals[13]. This method takes a normal gray scale image and
generates a fractal representation of that image. From that fractal representation, a copy
of the original image can be extracted. A more in-depth treatment of the method behind
fractal compression can be found in Appendix D, taken from Barnsley and Hurd [13].
The following paragraphs will give an overview of the method and how it can be used to
generate input textures to the MMT model.
Anson [1 1] defines a fractal as "an infinitely magnifiable picture that can be
produced by a small set of instructions and data". So the idea behind fractal compression
is to treat the input image as a fractal and find the set of instructions which can be used to
generate that fractal. That set of instructions is the compressed representation of the
image.
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The set of instructions used to represent the image come from simple contractive
affine transforms. The transforms can be written in the matrix form as [1 1]:
W
(a b\(x\
\y)
fe\ (ax + by + e^
f)~{cx + dy + f_
(2.2.2.4-1)
W is the contractive affine transform which, when applied to point (x,y) in 2-d space, will
remap the point in 2-d space. When applied to an entire image W will either scale, rotate
or skew the image and translate the position of the image. The resulting image will be
smaller than the original image which is a property of the contractive mapping. Figure
2.2.2.4-1 illustrates the contractive affine transform of an image S.
(xl,yl)
(x2,y2) W(xl,yl)
Figure 2.2.2.4-1 Contractive Affine Transform on Image S
If the desired output W(S) is known then the coefficients a,b,c,d,e and f can be
determined which define the affine transform. The affine transform can also include a
third dimension which transforms the brightness level in a gray scale image. When a
transform W is applied to a gray scale image it becomes smaller spatially, the brightness
changes and the contrast decreases [11].
An image S can be represented by some number of these affine transforms applied
to the image. This is called the collage of the image [11] and can be written as:
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S =W1(S)UW2(S)U...UWN(S), (2.2.2.4-2)
where U is the union of two images. By treating real world images as fractals and
applying the Collage theorem to the image, Barnsley [13] determined a method of
compressing images using fractals.
The first step in fractal compression is to break the image S up into non-overlapping
domain regions. They can be any size and shape but must cover the entire image. Next,
a set of possible range regions is defined which can be overlapping and of any shape but
must be larger than the domain regions. For simplicity Figure 2.2.2.4-2 shows the range
and domain regions as squares.
B
Figure 2.2.2.4-2: The Set ofDomain Blocks (A) and Range Blocks (B) for an
Image S.
For each domain block in A, one range block in B must be chosen such that after the
appropriate 3-d affine transform is applied to the image in the range block, it closely
matches the image in the domain block. The coefficients for each transform are stored in
the Fractal Image Format (FTF) file. The set of transforms on the range blocks is the
collage of the image S. The set of coefficients in the FIF file are the set of instructions
which can be used to generate the fractalized image S.
To decompress the image the following method is used. Initialize two images
whose content is unimportant. On image A map the range blocks, as used in the
compression scheme. Likewise, on image B map the domain regions. Begin the process
by using the transform coefficients listed for each domain in the FIF file to map the
specified range onto the domain. This process is repeated until each domain block
transformation has been completed. Next, the contents of image B are transferred back to
the range image A. The domain transforms are repeated and the new domain image B is
again transferred back to range image A. This process is repeated until the differences
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between image A and image B are sufficiently small. The image A is then used as the
decompressed image. The number of iterations depends on the desired quality of the
reproduced image [1 1].
The code in Appendix E, is a basic version of the code to perform the fractal
compression written by Barnsley. The code uses domain regions which are simply 4x4
blocks and uses a reduced set ofmatrix transformations. It can be used to perform simple
image compression and decompression. To generate textures using the compression
technique, a real texture image will be used as input to the program. The compression
algorithm could be used to generate the fractal compression code file. This file can be
used to generate a new representation of the texture through the decompression
technique. Since this is a lossy system, the output texture will only be a close
representation of the original texture. The interesting use of this output texture would be
to determine whether a close representation of the real texture will still produced accurate
synthetic textures when used in conjunction with the MMT model of synthetic texture
generation. Figure 2.2.2.4- 1 shows a comparison between a fractal decompressed image
and the original input image.
The fractal compression model relies on an input texture so no new textures are
ever created, but it is useful in terms of storing a representation of the textures. A very
large set of textures could be stored in a limited space using fractal compression. When a
specific set of textures was desired they could be decompressed and used as input.
The above four methods of defining textures can be used to define the input
textures into the MMT model. Figure 2.2.2.4-3 shows the entire process of generating
synthetic textures.
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Figure 2.2.2.2-1 Input Textures Generated Using the Recursion Algorithm
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Figure 2.2.2.3-1 Input Textures Generated Using the Gaussian Blob Method
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Fiaure 2.2.2.4-1 Fractal Decompressed Texture vs. Real Texture
2.2.3 Hybrid Texture Model
The Musique method of synthetic texture generation relies on the changes in
reflectance over a flatmaterial. A Hybrid texture model would use these changes in
reflection along with geometric textures to create a more realistic texture. In the Musique
method the textures are added to flat surfaces. A geometric model of the texture could be
first built in AutoCad and then changes in reflectance would be added to this 3-D texture
to create the hybrid texture. For example, if a texture of a tree was desired, the full
geometry of the tree would be built, including the trunk branches and canopy, and then
the Musique method would be used to add changes in reflectance over the individual
trees (ie. the texture of the substructure). This combination of geometric changes and
reflectance changes to create the texture would result in synthetic textures which would
be even more realistic than the simple Musique textures. These Hybrid textures would
cast shadows in appropriate places where the Musique textures would not. The geometric
additions of the Hybrid texture would be useful in changes in scale and sun-object-sensor
angles in the scene. The problem with this method is that the actual geometric models
would be difficult to build and will take much longer to interpret in the DIRSIG process
due to the additional facets needed. The hybrid model could be examined in future
studied to determine whether it is an effective model.
2.3 Texture Metrics
Once the synthetic textures are generated, they need to be compared in some way
to a standard texture. This needs to be done to determine which defined texture will
produce the best match in an output synthetic texture. The comparison needs to be made
to determine whether the MMT model is producing accurate multispectral textures as
well. A "best
match"
can be defined as a statistical match or a visual match to a standard
texture. The following sections provide methods of determining the quality of the
output texture from the MMT model.
2.3.1 Feature Vectors
Since there is no one single metric which can fully describe a texture, a group of
metrics or features is used. "The information contained in an image [texture] can be
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represented by features where each feature is a description of some aspect of the
information in the image [texture] "[3] . The individual features of a texture are used to
form a feature vector which can be compared to the feature vectors of other textures to
determine whether the two textures are similar. This idea has been used to classify
images with texture feature vectors [3]. In Dougherty et al. (1992) [14], a number of
features are generated following different morphological procedures on the texture. In
Rosenblum et al. (1991) [3] first order, co-occurrence and run length statistics, edgeness
measures and a contrast measure are all used to generate the feature vector. Both provide
different methods of defining the texture feature vector and will be discussed further in
the following sections.
2.3.1.1 Morphological Features
In their paper, Dougherty et al [14] "examine a texture classification scheme
based on granulometric size distributions" [14]. Morphological granulometries are a way
to characterize a binary texture by treating it as a collection of grains and filtering the
grains in a process called an opening. The opening process acts as a sieve, where grains
of a specific size are filtered out of the image. The "opening process by a structuring
element of a certain size removes all features from an image that are smaller than the
size and geometry of the structuring
element"[15]. For each successive opening the filter
size increases, which removes larger and larger grains from the image [14]. The
sequence of images created through the opening process is called a granulometry [14].
By counting the pixels remaining after each opening, a decreasing function, *F(fc), can be
defined such that for some K, ^(/:)=0 for k >K. The texture information lies in the size
distribution (&). In normal procedures, the first opening is done with a structuring
element of one pixel so (1) gives the total number of
"activated"
pixels in the image
[11]. The images used are all thresholded to a binary image to reduce computation time.
Therefore an activated pixel is one which is above the threshold level. The size
distribution is normalized to yield the probability distribution function, or pattern
spectrum , (k) by:
4>(Jfc) = l-^2 (2.3.1.1-1)
"Moments of the pattern spectrum can be employed to extract textural information"[14].
These moments are used to classify an image pixel through the use of a feature vector
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made up ofmorphological texture moments [14]. By measuring over a small window,
local texture features are generated on a pixel by pixel basis. The structuring elements
used in the opening sequences are four linear element sequences: vertical (v), horizontal
(h), +45diagonal (pd), and diagonal (nd). A sequence of circular structure elements
(c) is also used [14]. The features are then calculated for each of the structuring elements.
The features being used are as follows: pattern-spectrum mean (PSM), pattern-spectrum
standard deviation (PSSD), pattern-spectrum skewness (PSS), MAXL1N (ML) which is
the maximum of the four linear element's PSM and LINEARITY (LIN) which is
MAXLIN divided by PSM for the circular-element sequence [14]. These features are
used to generate a 17 feature vector to represent a texture.
Although this method has been shown to produce feature vectors which are useful
in a Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier, there are some drawbacks to using it in this
research to compare textures. First, the thresholding of the image removes much of the
important texture information from the image. Since many of the textures being studied
will be random in nature, the thresholding will remove some of the important details of
the texture. The textures used by Dougherty et al. were more structured and binary in
nature, and when thresholded did not lose the basic structure of the texture. Some of the
textures used were coffee beans, wood grains, and straw patterns which did not exhibit a
wide variety of pixel values to begin with and were not effected by the thresholding
process. Once thresholded, the example textures still contained large structures which are
needed for the opening process. The textures used in this research might not be suitable
to the opening due to the randomness in the textures. Since these textures would be made
up of much smaller structures following a threshold, the opening would reduce the image
pixels greatly within the first few trials. Therefore much of the texture information is lost
at the beginning of the process. This would also limit the use of morphological features
in this research.
2.3.1.2 Statistical Features
The research done by Rosenblum et al. [3] was used to find the optimal set of
textural and spectral features for classification purposes. Her work can be used to define
a set of features which can be used in this research to compare output synthetic textures to
the standard texture.
The initial process began with a list of 49 features, 46 of which are textural
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features and the rest are spectral features. From this set, an optimal set of features was
selected to use in a classification algorithm. The optimization process reduces the
number of features which needs to be calculated without decreasing classification
accuracy. This work improved on an optimization method developed by Schott et al.
(1988) [16], and Salvaggio et al. (1990) [17], all ofwhich use aMahalanobis like
distance measure between classes to determine separability with a given set of features.
The distance from class i to class j given a set of features is:
di} =ln|Ei|+[(M;-Mi)E:1(M; -M,.)] (2.3.1.2-1)
M, = mean feature vector for class i
M = mean feature vector for class j
E; = covariance matrix for class i
"The distance for all pairs of class means is measured for a set of features. The distances
are summed and the set which produces the highest value should also produce the highest
separability between the
classes"[3]. Since this is not always the case, a distance
threshold was developed. This threshold prevents "one well separated class"from
inflating the value for a set of features [3]. The threshold value determines statistically
how far apart the two classes need to be to keep the probability ofmisclassification
between the two classes low. The threshold distance is calculated by:
d,HresH=-2ln
2n2
(2.3.1.2-2)
P = probability ofmisclassification
k = the number of features being optimized for.
From dthresh and dr a ratio can be found for all class means by
d
drali0 = , with ratio truncated at unity. (2.3. 1 .2-3)
"thresh
The sum of all those values is used as the measure of separation for a particular set of
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features. The optimization process was run on a reduced set of 15 features, which were
determined in a pre-selection process.
"The pre-selection process serves to eliminate features which are highly correlated
with other features, or those features which do not contain much unique information
leaving only the meaningful, uncorrelated features for the optimization process to choose
from" [3]. The method used to pre-select the features was based on a technique of
principle components transforms, designed by Mausel et al. [18]. This method examines
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues calculated from a pooled covariance matrix. The
pooled covariance matrix is computed from the individual class covariance matrices.
"Principle component analysis transforms a data set ofm variables (features) and M
samples (pixels) intom eigenvectors which are all orthogonal"[3]. The transform
produces 49 eigenvectors for the 49 features, which are each a combination of all 49
features of the original data [3]. The features which have a high influence on the
eigenvectors will exhibit a high positive or negative loading on the vector. Since the first
eigenvector contains the most information and each succeeding vector contains less
information, the firstm vectors are examined and the feature with the highest loading in
each vector is selected. By choosing only one feature per orthogonal vector, the result
should be a set of uncorrelated features.
The results of the pre-selection algorithm are a set of 15 features which will be
optimized for specific images. Since the textures being used in this research are not
specific to any type of imagery, a general set of 1 1 features will be used to generate
feature vectors of the textures. From the results ofRosenblum et al [3] (pp 54), the
general set of features can be selected by picking features from the eigenvector pre
selection, which were suitable for at least two of the different image types used. The
following is a list of the features selected (a description of each feature can be found in
Appendix F):
1 Contrast average
2 Contrast range
3 Correlation range
4 Variance range
5 Sum variance range
6 Information measure of correlation A range
7 Gradient
8 Mean brightness
9 Variance
10 Brightness
1 1 Contrast
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Since the output of theMMT model is a single band texture, none of the spectral
information features will be used for evaluation.
Each feature is generated on every pixel in the texture to form a set of feature
images. This is done by using the pixel values in a window around the specific pixel.
The statistics are generated on the pixel values in the window. The size of the window
can affect the output feature values, but by keeping it constant throughout the testing, any
changes due to window size will be carried through to all textures tested. For each
feature image, a mean can be determined and used to build the mean feature vector for
the texture. Figure 2.3.1.2-1 illustrates this concept. The mean vector will be used to
compare the output synthetic textures to the standard texture.
texture image
mean
mean
mean
mean of
feature 1
mean of
feature 2
mean of
feature n
Figure 2.3.1.2-1 Generation ofMean Feature Vector for Given Texture
Features are normally generated on images with different material classes in an effort to
classify the differentmaterials in the image. In this case, the standard texture images and
the output synthetic texture images each only contain one material class, so the features
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will be used to build a statistical representation of the texture in the image.
2.3.1.3 Feature Vector Evaluation
Once the mean vectors are created, they need to be evaluated. This will be done
by statistically comparing the components of the mean vectors of the synthetic textures to
the components of the mean vectors of the standard textures.
A univariate test can be run to compare the individual components of the mean
vectors. The univariate t test is a Z statistic and is calculated by:
(2.3.1.3-1)
where :
HX,H2 are themeans of each population
of , o\ are the variances of each population
/Zprtj are the number of samples in each population.
A Z score in the acceptance region indicates equality between two means.
The distance of the normalized error vector can also be computed to determine
which synthetic mean vector is closest to the standard mean vector. This is done by
computing an error vector, normalizing it, and then determining the magnitude of the
normalized error vector. The error between the mean vector for the synthetic texture and
the mean vector for the standard texture would be determined using:
e = \fi-m\ (2.3 .1 .3-2)
where:
e = error vector
p. = mean vector for standard texture
in = mean vector for synthetic texture.
The error vector is then normalized by dividing each component by the standard
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deviation of the truth feature image for that component. For example, the third element
in the error vector came from subtracting the third element in the mean vectors. These
values in the mean vectors came from feature image number three. The standard
deviation of feature image number three for the truth texture is then used to normalize the
third component in the error vector.
Once the normalized error vector is calculated, the magnitude of the normalized error
vector can be determined using:
\e\ = yjef+el + ej+--- + ef2. (2.3.1.3-3)
The magnitude of the normalized error between the standard texture and each output
texture can be compared and the smallest magnitude would indicate the output texture
which is closest to the standard texture.
The two described statistical tests could be used to prove the output synthetic
textures are statistically close to the standard textures as well as which input texture
produces the best synthetic texture. These tests are also important in proving that the
MMT model can produce multispectral textures by comparing multiband textures made
from a single band to truth images in the specified texture band. For example, textures
can be generated in the red and near infrared regions from a red band input texture image.
The output texture in the red band will be compared to the red truth image while the
output near IR texture will be compared to truth in the IR region.
2.3.2 Spectral Covariance
It will also be important to test whether the spectral covariance is preserved in the
synthetic textures. Since the method to generate the large family of reflectance curves is
expected to produce curves with the same spectral covariance as the original curves, the
spectral covariance in the synthetic images should also be the same as the spectral
covariance of the truth images. This can be tested by comparing the spectral covariance
of the input reflectance curves and the output generated reflectance curves.
2.3.3 Contrast Reversals
Contrast reversals between bands in amultispectral image are sometimes seen due
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to changes in reflectance curves for the material. For example, an image of grass which
exhibits a low mean brightness in the red band and high mean brightness in the near IR
band is contrast reversed from an image with higher mean brightness in the red band a
lower mean brightness in the near IR band (Figure 2.3.3-2). Image A shows the red and
near infrared band images of healthy grass. Image B is of stressed grass and is brighter in
the red region and darker in the near IR region, which is the contrast reversal. This is due
to differences in the reflectance curves of the two images (Figure 2.3.3-1). Figure 2.3.3-1
is an example of a set of reflectance curves which would cause the respective images to
exhibit a contrast reversal. Curve 1 could be normal healthy vegetation which has a low
reflectance in the red region but a high reflectance in the near infrared region, while curve
2 might be stressed vegitation which has a higher reflectance in the red region but lower
reflectance in the near ir region. These differences would cause the contrast reversal to
be seen. The MMT model will be tested to determine whether these contrast reversals are
carried through to the synthetic textures. This can be tested by using a truth image in two
spectral bands which exhibit a contrast reversal , and then generating a synthetic texture
in the same bands. These output synthetic texture should also exhibit a similar contrast
reversal. The mean brightness of all the images could be compared to determine whether
the contrast reversal was generated in the synthetic textures.
Reflectance
Red Near IR
Bandpass
Figure 2.3.3- 1 Reflectance Curves Which Exhibit a Contrast Reversal
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2.3.4 Psychophysics
Since one use of synthetic images is photo interpretation, it will be important to
determine visually how well the synthetic textures compare with the standard texture. A
psychophysical test can be used to compare the synthetic textures to the standard textures.
Psychophysics is the science which uses methods to quantitatively build a descriptive link
between stimulus and response. In this case the stimulus will be a paired comparison of
synthetic textures and the response will be the observers selection ofwhich synthetic
texture looks closest to the standard texture. Psychophysics is used to test many areas of
observer response including image quality, color reproduction and photometry.
Psychophysics is used to build up a rating scale to judge the visual responses of human
observers.
One important psychophysical test is the paired comparison test. In this test, the
observer is shown two images and is asked to compare them based on some defined
judgment. Once a number of comparisons are made by a set of observers, the results can
be tabulated to rate the images for whatever was being tested. The paired comparison test
can be used to determine which synthetic texture in a group of four looks most like the
standard texture. This is done by showing each observer N pairs of synthetic images
where N = (n/2)(n-l), and n = number of images in test group. Each pair is compared to
the standard image and the preference is recorded. Every image in the test group is
paired to each other. For example, if there were four images in the test group, image 1
would be compared to image 2,3 and 4, then image 2 would be compared to image 3 and
4, etc. Once the comparisons are made for a number of observers, the data can be
analyzed. This is done by generating a matrix of frequencies which shows how many
times the image x was preferred to image y. The frequencies can be converted to a table
of z scores, using the standard normal distribution and the z scores can be used to
determine which of the four texture images looked closest to the standard texture image.
Appendix G shows an example of the analysis of the data in a paired comparison test.
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3.0Approach
The thesis work was broken down into 6 work tasks which were as follows:
TASK 1: Build Standard Texture Library
TASK 2: Generate Input Textures
TASK 3 : Generate Synthetic Textures
TASK 4 : Statistical Evaluation
TASK 5 : Psychophysical Evaluation
TASK 6 : Generate Synthetic SceneWith Textures.
The rest of this section gives a detailed description of how each task was accomplished.
3.1 Build Standard Texture Library
The purpose of this task was to find a set of textures which would represent a
variety ofmaterials in a range of bandpasses. These textures would serve as the truth
data for the rest of the experiment, and would also be used as the model textures when
the input textures were being created.
The final set of standard textures came from five different sources. The first
source was a set of color infrared images of golf courses. These photographs were shot at
various altitudes from an airplane onto color infrared film and transferred to PhotoCD.
From these images, textures of grass, asphalt, water and tree crowns in the red and near
infrared spectral regions were acquired. The next source was a set of color infrared
photographs of orange crops and other agricultural areas in Florida. The photographs
were scanned into a digital format using a Sharp JX-610 Color Scanner. These
photographs were useful in obtaining red and near ir agricultural textures such as crops of
orange trees. More water and tree crown textures were also taken from these
photographs. The next source of texture data used was a set of 12 band multispectral
scanner images, called the Itek images. From this set of images came a three band texture
of waves on a shoreline. The three bands were 0.60-0.67, 0.83-1.00 and 2.1-2.6 microns.
The fourth source of texture data was from a previous DIRSIG validation experiment
performed at the Center for Imaging Science. This experiment used images in the 3-5
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mid-wave infrared region (MWIR) and the 8-14 thermal infrared region (LWIR) of a
target scene set up in the Imaging Science parking lot, and were taken from the roof of
Imaging Science building. From these images, close range textures of both grass and
asphalt were obtained in theMWIR and LWIR regions. The final source was a set of
color photographs taken by the author, which were transferred to a PhotoCD. These
photographs included color images taken from the rooftop of the Imaging Science
building to match the MWIR and LWIR images as well as a close-up of rooftop gravel
and a stone cliff from the Letchworth State Park.
All of the standard texture images were 128 x 128 pixels in size and of a single
material. The images were read using Adobe Photoshop on aMacintosh computer and
were written out in standard TD?F-M format. The standard texture images were finally
stored on a writeable optical disk drive for use as the standard texture library.
Table 3.1-1 contains a listing for all the textures found in the standard texture library.
Table 3.1-1 Standard Texture Library List
Name of Texture Source Spectral Band (microns)
asphalt_am_crack_red color photo 0.58-0.67
asphalt_am_lw rooftop 8-14
asphalt_am_mw rooftop 3-5
asphalt_am_red color photo 0.58-0.67
asphalt_pm_crack_red color photo 0.58-0.67
asphalt_pm_lw rooftop 8-14
asphalt_pm_mw rooftop 3-5
asphalt_pm_red color photo 0.58-0.67
asphalt_ired golf course 0.63-0.86
asphalt_red golf course 0.58-0.67
fairway_ired golf course 0.63-0.86
fairway red golf course 0.58-0.67
grass am lw rooftop 8-14
grass am mw rooftop 3-5
grass am red color photo 0.58-0.67
grass pm lw rooftop 8-14
grass pm mw rooftop 3-5
grass pm red color photo 0.58-0.67
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itek_bandl2 (water) multispectral scanner 2.1-2.6
itek_band9 (water) multispectral scanner 0.83-1.00
itek_band7 (water) multispectral scanner 0.60-0.67
lakel ir Florida 0.63-0.86
lakel_red Florida 0.58-0.67
orchard l_ired Florida 0.63-0.86
orchard l_red Florida 0.58-0.67
orchard2_ired Florida 0.63-0.86
orchard2_red Florida 0.58-0.67
rooftop_gravel_red color photo 0.58-0.67
stone_red color photo 0.58-0.67
trees l_ired golf course 0.63-0.86
trees 1 red golf course 0.58-0.67
trees2_ired golf course 0.63-0.86
trees2_red golf course 0.58-0.67
treesal_ired Florida 0.63-0.86
treesal red Florida 0.58-0.67
water l_ired golf course 0.63-0.86
waterl_red golf course 0.58-0.67
These images represent five different materials: asphalt, grass, water, stone and trees.
Textures in the table with the same name represent the same texture image in different
spectral bands. For example waterl_red and waterl_ired is the same image of water in
two different bands. The one exception to this was the rooftop images where the red
MWIR and LWIR were all taken from different texture images. The full set of textures in
the Standard Texture Library can be found in Appendix H.
Two other sources of imagery were also examined. They were Daedalus 1 1 band
scanned imagery of Stockbridge and gypsy moth data, but due to the large gifov, the
textures were smoothed over large areas and were not used in this study.
3.2 Generate Input Textures
The next step was to generate the input textures needed for the MMT model .
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There were four methods of generating the input textures which resulted in four output
synthetic textures for each standard texture image. The fourmethods, as described in
Sections 2.2.2.1 - 2.2.2.4, are real textures, the recursion method, the gaussian blob
method and the fractal compression method. Since the MMT model creates multispectral
textures, the input textures were all created to match the standard texture images in the
red region (0.58-0.67 microns) and used to generate the multispectral textures.
3.2.1 Real Textures
These textures were taken direcdy from the standard texture library. The only
change made was to convert the file to a raw format with no header from the existing
TIFF-M file format.
3.2.2 Recursion Model
The recursion method, as previously described, used the mean and standard
deviation of the standard texture as a starting point. Appendix I contains the mean and
standard deviation of all the standard textures. The self similarity parameter for each
level was determined through a trial and error process. Some intuition was built as to
how different self similarity parameters at different recursion levels would affect the
output texture. Appendix J contains the self similarity parameters used to generate each
recursion texture. Since the recursion method used a random number generator, two
textures with the same parameters might look different and have a different mean and
standard deviation. Therefore, once the proper parameters were chosen to visually match
the standard texture, the algorithm was run repeatedly until the recursion texture's mean
and standard deviation matched as well.
3.2.3 BlobModel
Like the recursion model, the blob model used the mean and standard deviation of
the standard textures as a starting point From there, the blob size was the only parameter
left to be determined. This was chosen by adjusting the blob size and viewing the output
to try to make a visual match to the standard texture. Appendix K contains the blob sizes
used for each texture. Once the blob size was determined, the algorithm was run
repeatedly until the mean and standard deviation of the blob texture matched those of the
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standard texture.
3.2.4 Fractal Compression
The fractal algorithm was run with the standard texture used as the input to the
algorithm. The standard texture was compressed and then decompressed to obtain the
fractal compressed texture. The algorithm used and generated files with a Targa header
so the input and output files needed to be converted from TIFF-M to Targa and from
Targa to raw for the input and output images respectively.
Once the input textures were all created, they needed to be put in the proper
format for DIRSIG to use. This was accomplished by simply adding a seven line header
file to the raw format input texture image. The header file contained:
mean
standard deviation
minimum wavelength of input texture image
maximum wavelength
ground instantaneous field of view
# of columns
# of rows.
The texture files were now suitable for use with theMMT model in DIRSIG.
3.3 Generate Synthetic Textures
The next task was to generate the output synthetic textures using the MMT model.
The only changes between a standard DIRSIG run and a DIRSIG run to create textures
was the use of the input texture image and a material emissivity file which contained a
large family of data curves as opposed to one curve. The complete process of running
DIRSIG to create a synthetic image can be found in the DIRSIG Users Guide [21]. The
following sections describe some of the standard inputs intoDIRSIG and how they were
produced for this experiment.
3.3.1 Geometric Database (.gdb)
The geometric database contains the geometric information describing the input
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AutoCad scene. For this experiment the AutoCad scene consisted of two boxes, one
small one to represent the texture material and one large one for the scene background, as
seen in Figure 3.3.1-1.
material
background
Figure 3.3.1-1 Texture AutoCad Scene
3.3.2 Sensor Look Angle (.adv)
This file contains the sensor and target points in the scene, the elevation, azimuth
and twist angles of the camera, the camera focal length and the size of the output DIRSIG
image . For the texture scene The target point was in the center of the material and the
camera point was 100 cm straight above the target point. This was done to minimize
angle as well as atmospheric effects on the DIRSIG images. The focal length of the
camera lens was 75 mm and the final DIRSIG texture image was 128 x 128. The entire
view of the sensor was of the material being generated, no background was included in
the synthetic image. This meant that the output DIRSIG texture images would be 128 x
128 areas of a single material.
3.3.3 Scene Node (.snd)
The scene node file contained the following scene and sensor information:
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sensor altitude (km)
number of sensor spectral channels
min, max, increment frequency of sensor (cm-1) bandl
" *
*
min, max, increment frequency of sensor ( cm~l) band n
min, max, increment for view angle
month, day, year of simulation (GMT)
time of day (decimal, 24 hour clock, GMT)
latitude, longitude
For the texture.snd file, there were four spectral bands used, the red 0.58-0.67 microns,
the near infrared 0.63 - 0.86 microns, the mid wave infrared 3- 5 microns and the long
wave infrared 8-14 micron. To convert from microns to frequencies simple divide
10000 by the number in microns to get frequency in cm~l. The frequency was
incremented by 100 cm~\ The min and max view angles were -30 and 35 incremented
by 1.0. The date used was May 24, 1987 at noon which is 17.0 in 24 hour GMT. The
longitude and latitude used was 43.0833 and 77.66667. A separate scene node file was
created for the three itek water images since their spectral bandpasses were different from
the above bandpasses.
3.3.4 Radiance (.rad)
The scene node file is used in conjunction with a card deck to generate a radiance
file for each spectral band pass of the sensor. An input weather file can be used if
weather data for a specific day are collected, but in this case no weather file was used,
just the generic weather parameters for a clear summer day.
3.3.5 Materials (.mat)
The materials file contains information which describes each material in the
synthetic scene. To generate the synthetic texture images, two parameters in the
materials file needed to be specified. They were the emissivity file and input texture
image being used. These were set to the emissivity files which contained the large family
of reflectance curves and the input texture file being used.
3.3.6 Emissivities (.ems)
To generate the large family of reflectance curves used in the emissivity files, the
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procedure described in Appendix A was used. The input is a small set of reflectance
curves, which represent the desired material, used to generate the large family of curves.
The small set of curves for asphalt, grass, trees and stone were extracted from the Oracle
reflectance curve database. The Oracle database contains a number of reflectance curves
for a wide variety ofmaterials. The extracted curves are in the form:
index #1 reflectance
index #2 reflectance
index #n reflectance
The index# corresponds to frequency by :
frequency (cm'1) = (39850-(index# * 100)),
and went from 150 to 360 which corresponds to 24850 to 3850 cm'1or 0.4 to 2.56
microns. The output from the Oracle database needed to be reformatted for input into the
curve generation program. The format needed was:
# spectral points per curve
# of input curves
reflectance for point 1 of curve 1
reflectance for point 2 of curve 1
reflectance for point n of curve 1
reflectance for point 1 of curve m
reflectance for point 2 of curve m
reflectance for point n for curve m.
Once the curves were in the above format they were ready for input into the curve
generator. The initial set of reflectance curves for the material water were not included in
the Oracle database so they were generated from a set of water reflectance curves
measured by Vertucci [22] (1988). These data provided a set of reflectance curves which
covered .414 microns to .763 microns. Since the reflectance values were not given at 100
cm'1 increments the data was linear interpolated to fill in the missing values and then
formatted for input into the multiple curve generator. The output from the curve
generator was a data file containing 100 reflectance curves for a specific material. The
format and the number of spectral points per curve of the output files from the curve
generator was the same as that of the input curve. The next step was to add the frequency
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of each spectral point to the output reflectance file. The newly formatted reflectance file
was of the following format:
frequency reflectance for point 1 of curve 1
frequency reflectance for point 2 of curve 1
frequency reflectance for point n of curve 1
frequency reflectance for point 1 of curve m
frequency reflectance for point 2 of curve m
frequency reflectance for point n for curve m.
Following this step, there existed a reflectance file for each material which contained 100
reflectance curves each with 21 1 spectral points from 24850 to 3850 cm'1 in the case of
asphalt, grass, trees and stone and 1 1 1 spectral points from 24150 to 13150 cm'1 in the
case of water. Since these data only represented a portion of the desired spectrum (the
full reflectance curve used by DIRSIG runs from 39850 to 3850 cm'1which is 396
spectral points) the data needed to be merged with the existing emissivity data to
complete the curves. There existed one emissivity curve (where emissivty = 1-
reflectance), which represented the entire DIRSIG spectrum for each material which
meant the existing emissivity data also needed to be expanded from one curve to 100
curves tomerge with the 100 reflectance curves. Since most of the texture information is
found in the visible and near ir bandpasses, which was covered by the reflectance curves,
the emissivity data for the rest of the spectral points was expanded by simply adding or
subtracting a small gaussian random number with mean zero and standard deviation .01
in the case of asphalt, grass, trees and stone and .001 in the case ofwater to each value in
the emissivity curve. This resulted in a set of 100 emissivity curves which covered the
entire DIRSIG spectrum and could be merged with the 100 reflectance curves. This was
done by first converting the generated reflectance data to emissivity values by simply
subtracting each reflectance value from 1. Now there existed two emissivity files each
with 100 emissivity curves for each material, one was from the set of generated
reflectance curves which covered the spectral range 24850 to 3850
cm'1 (24150 to 13150
cm'1 for water) and one was from the original emissivity curve which covered the entire
DIRSIG spectral range of 39850 to 350 cm'1(for clarity the emissivity file generated by
the curve generator will be referred to as the reflectance file even thought the values are
emissivities and not reflectances). The next step was to remove the spectral data points
from the emissivity curves which were then replaced by values from the reflectance
curves (ie. the data points in spectral range covered by the reflectance curves were
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removed from the emissivity file and replaced by data points from the reflectance file).
This resulted in a set of 100 emissivity curves of full DIRSIG resolution for each
material. To eliminate the chance of getting reflectance values which were unnaturally
high or low the set of curves was then reduced to 70 curves by eliminating the highest
and lowest curves in each file. This was accomplished by finding the mean across a
bandpass (.58 - .67) and then removing the curves with the 15 highest and lowestmeans
in this bandbass. Finally each emissivity file was put into the format needed forDIRSIG
which is:
number of emissivity curves in file
ratio of the normal emissivities listed in file to the value at an
angle to this normal (91 ratios at 1 degree increments)
emissivity curve number
frequency 1 (cm'1), emissivity at frequency 1
frequency 396 (cm'1), emissivity at frequency 396
emissivity curve number
The programs found in Appendix L were written to perform the formatting of the
reflectance curves. Figures 3.3.6-1-5 show a sample of the emissivity curves generated
for each material by the curve generation process.
WivelengDi (microns)
Figure 3.3.6-1 Asphalt Emissivity Curves
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Figure 3.3.6-2 Grass Emissivity Curves
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Figure 3.3.6-3 Stone Emissivity Curves
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Figure 3.3.6-4 Tree Emissivity Curves
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Figure 3.3.6-5 Water Emissivity Curves
3.3.7 Sensor File (.sen)
A sensor file contains the sensor gain, offset and normalized spectral responsivity
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P(X ) of the desired sensor. A separate file is used for each bandpass specified in the
scene node. The following is the information found in the sensor file:
# of increments/spectral value
gain (DC/W/cm2sr)
offset (DC)
For these images the gain was 1 the bias was zero and the spectral response was 1 at all
points.
3.3.8 Texture Image (.tex)
This is the input texture image used by DIRSIG to create synthetic textures as
described in section 3.2. The input texture was always the image in the red band and was
used to generate multispectral textures. The output images were generated in bands
which had corresponding truth data for comparison. For example, the standard texture
library contains asphalt_ired and asphalt_red which is the same texture in two spectral
bands. The red input images were used to create a synthetic image of the asphalt in the
red and infrared bands. For each truth texture in the standard texture library there were
four synthetic texture outputs, one for each of the four input texture methods, these four
texture will be referred to as a set of textures.
Once all the files were created, DIRSIG could be run to produce a synthetic scene. The
following is a sample batch file used to run DIRSIG:
#!/bin/csh
# Set up environment based on machine architecture
if (SHOSTARCH= aux) then
setenv TIMER /bin/time
else if (SHOSTARCH= alpha) then
setenv TIMER /bin/ume
else if (SHOSTARCH= mips) then
setenv TIMER /usr/bin/time
else if (SHOSTARCH= paragon) then
setenv TIMER /usr/bin/time
else if (SHOSTARCH= sun4) then
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setenv TIMER /bin/time
else if (SHOSTARCH= sgi) then
setenv TIMER /bin/time
else
echo
" "
echo "Unsupported architecture for dirsig2.5"
echo
" "
exit
endif
endif
# Current run information
setenv DIRSIG_EMISSIVITY/cis/pix2/rar6811/dirsig/data/emissivity (locates emissivity files)
setenv DIRSIG_TEXTURE /cis/pix2/rar68 1 1/images/real (locates input texture files)
setenv DIRSIG_TEXTURE_MIN_WAVELENGTH 0.4 (for materials with no
setenv DIRSIG_TEXTURE_MAX_WAVELENGTH 0.7 input texture files)
STIMER /tos/dirsig/bin/$HOSTARCH/dirsig2.5 -c \
/cis/pix2/rar68 1 1/dirsig/data/dview/texture.adv \ (locates dview file)
/cis/pix2yTar6811/dirsig/data/scene_node/texture.snd\ (locates scene node file)
/c^s/(lirsig/misc/data/weather/jun2487/jun2487.wth \ (locates weather data)
/cis/pix2/rar68 1 l/dirsig/data/materials/texture2.mat \ (locates material file)
/cis/pix2/rar68 1 l/dirsig/data/gdb/asphalt_scene.gdb \ (locates geometric database)
/cis/pix2/rar68 1 1/dirsig/data/radiance/texture.rad \ (locates radiance file)
/cis/pix2/rar68 1 1/dirsig/data/sensor/texture.sen \ (locates sensor file)
d_asphalt_test.dat \ (output file name)
>& texture2.log (log file)
The output was a radiance file for the synthetic image, or texture in this case. The
radiance file was then converted to digital counts using the program make_displayable
which uses an input gain and bias to convert the radiance values to digital counts for each
pixel in the image. To determine the proper gain and bias for each texture image the
following transform was used:
DCF=m*mDC*L +mDC*b + bDC (3.3.8-1)
where:
L = radiance value
gain = m * mDC
bias = mDC *b + bDC
and:
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m = gain from autoscaled image
b = bias from autoscaled image
mDC = _
truth
synthetic
tfryr DC truth ~ 'truth
synthetic
DCsynthetic
The mean and standard deviation of the truth image comes from the texture images in the
standard texture library. The mean and standard deviation of the synthetic image comes
from the autobiased synthetic image. Autobiasing a synthetic image produces a gain and
bias which will force a the minimum radiance value to a digital count of zero and the
maximum radiance value to a digital count of 255. The above transform comes from
Salvaggio et al. [23] (1988) . The purpose is to force the mean and standard deviation of
the synthetic image to match the mean and standard deviation of the truth image. The
gain and bias was determined using the synthetic texture produced with the real texture
input and then applied to the other three synthetic textures and was done for each set of
output textures. Table 3.3-1 lists the output dirsig images along with the gain and bias for
each image. The names follow the following format:
d indicates a DIRSIG image
name name of output texture (corresponds to input
texture)
red,band7 band of input texture
r,ir,mw,lw band of output texture
Table 3.3- 1 Generated DIRSIG Images
Name Gain Bias
d_asphalt_am_crack_red_r 27423.31653 120.5815836
d_asphalt_am_crack_red_mw 483319.3 -199.9706512
d_asphalt_am_crack_red_lw 60531.86005 -500.1309605
d_asphalt_am_red_r 15869.70059 128.877253
d_asphalt_am_red_mw 640722.5158 -301.86304
d_asphalt_am_red_lw 60969.74273 -503.4890741
d_asphalt_pm_crack_red_r 24060.22164 109.059
d_asphalt_pm_crack_red_mw 1210618.11 -540.1429574
d_asphalt_pm_crack_red_lw 78063.3403 -582.0975363
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d_asphalt_pm_red_r 18189.14034 109.1139023
d_asphalt_pm_red_mw 978119.754 -390.4200783
d_asphalt_pm_red_lw 74484.8428 -550.4713089
d_asphalt_red_r 28788.80845 114.5656208
d_asphalt_r_ir 13196.21957 46.7836831
d_grass_am_red_r 274430.3179 64.85230127
d_grass_am_red_mw 2498845.334 -594.4701907
d_grass_am_red_lw 221389.4276 -1355.169228
d_grass_pm_red_r 273652.5037 54.90927011
d_grass_pm_red_mw 3708518.051 -841.6608951
d_grass_pm_red_lw 123990.6374 -722.698449
d_itek_band7_7 2432698.955 22.20286159
d itek band7 9 16470628.91 5.329178089
d_itek_band7_12 20396790.25 27.8229994
d lakel red r 1552477.514 81.557158
d_lakel_red_ir 1004576.942 -11.50122389
d_fairway 1 170427.7273 37.54636387
d_fairway 1 16816.03361 100.6424284
d_orchard l_red_r 171103.2976 -36.66423995
d_orchard 1 68013.70625 -27.23973639
d_orchard2_red_r 102203.6723 -24.3482638
d orchard2 red ir 20514.21782 27.14004078
d_rooftop_gravel_red_r 296499.7933 -103.4069272
d_stone_red_r 80361.01396 86.0072324
d trees 1 red r 31623.05927 -1.23500428
d_treesl_red_ir 37286.44175 -11.15389926
d_trees2_red_r 72582.25307 -2.298712285
d trees2 red ir 63452.97406 -14.96381262
d treesal red r 22308.44956 -4.613809915
d treesal red ir 19196.78597 -17.67772367
d water1 red r 2448504.581 9.539305857
d waterl red ir 1918339.291 -24.0959747
For each name listed there were actually four dirsig images, one for each input image.
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The entire name was followed by an_blobfor a gaussian blob input texture, an for the
fractal compressed input texture, an _recfor the recursion input texture and nothing for
the real texture input. For example d_fairway_red_ir_bk>b would indicate a synthetic
texture named fairway, generated from using the fairway input texture in the red band,
generated in the infrared band, using the input texture made with the gaussian blob
method. The make_displayable program creates a TIFF-M image file.
3.4 Statistical Evaluation
The first step in analyzing the quality of the output synthetic textures is the
statistical evaluation. This was accomplished by generating a set of 1 1 feature images for
each texture, finding the mean of each feature image to generate the mean feature vector
for the texture and then comparing the mean feature vector of the synthetic texture to the
mean feature vector of the truth image. The details of the feature images and statistical
evaluation can be found in Section 2.3.1 . The following sections give a brief description
of how each process was carried out.
3.4.1 Feature Image Generation
To use the feature image generation program, the synthetic files needed to be put
into an Erdas file format. This was easily accomplished using Erdas and the rdtiff
command which reads a TTFF-M file and writes out an Erdas Lan file. The texture image
can now be read by makefeatl which is the program used to generate the feature images.
The command file used to run the makefeat is:
set def pics: [your_account] (where program is run from)
Srun user: [669doel.features]makefeatl(path to program)
pics:[your_account]input_image.lan (input texture image)
128 (# of rows in input image)
128 (# of columns)
256 (# of ^ay levels)
3 (window size)
1 (sample interval)
pics:[your_account]coord.dat (coordinate data)
n (# of features selected)
3 (feature numbers)
4
6
8
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14
22
29
30
31
32
43
32 (quantization level)
1 (sample interval)
pics: [your_account]features.lan (output feature image)
Sexit
The window size is the size of the window around each pixel in the input image in which
the features for the pixel were calculated. The sample interval can be used to sub sample
the input image when generating the features. The coord.dat file contained the data
defining the upper left row and column and the lower right row and column points. The
input images were quantized to the number of levels listed. The output image,
features.lan contains an 1 1 band image, with each band representing one of the feature
images for the texture. This program was used to generate an 1 1 band feature image for
the synthetic textures and the truth textures. The next step was to generate the mean
feature vectors for each texture for use in the final statistical evaluation. Figure 3.4. 1-1
shows an example of an 1 1 band feature image for the synthetic texture d_asphalt_red_r.
3.4.2 Mean Vector Evaluation
The computer program found in Appendix M, was written to perform the
univariate t test to compare the mean vector components of the truth and synthetic
feature images for equality. The program reads in the truth feature image and the
synthetic feature image and calculates the mean of each band in the images. This
generates the mean feature vector for each image. The feature images were sampled at a
rate of every 100 pixels. It was found that if the full image was sampled there were
problems with the t test statistic, which will be discussed further in the Results section.
Once the mean vectors were generated, the components were compared to test equality.
The program writes the error vector, and the t test statistics to the output file. This was
done for each synthetic texture in a set of textures (i.e. textures made with real, gaussian
blob, recursion and fractal texture inputs) and written out to one file. The results of the
univariate test , for each texture set were placed in aMicrosoft Excel file. The 41 files
containing these results can be found in Appendix N. The normalized error vectors and
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the magnitudes of the normalized error vectors were also calculated, and the results can
be found in Appendix O.
3.4.3 Contrast Reversals
To test whether the MMT model synthetic texture would exhibit proper contrast
reversals, a scene was generated which contained two materials, healthy grass and
stressed grass. The healthy grass should exhibit a lower mean brightness in the red image
and a higher mean brightness in the IR image when compared to the stressed grass. The
synthetic textures were generated using real input texture images of healthy and stressed
grass. The mean brightness of the output images for each type of grass were compared to
determine if a contrast reversal had been generated in the synthetic textures.
3.4.4 Spectral Covariance
Spectral covariance was tested by comparing the spectral covariance matrix of the
input reflectance curves to the spectral covariance matrix of the 100 generated reflectance
curves, for both asphalt and stone.
3.5 Psychophysical Evaluation
A paired comparison test was designed to perform a visual test on the synthetic
textures which would compare the four synthetic textures created using the four different
input texture models. This test was done to see which of the four textures in a texture set
visually looked most like the truth image. The test was performed using a Powerpoint
slide show on a Macintosh computer. Each slide in the slide show contained the truth
texture and two test textures as illustrated in Figure 3.5-1. The task of the observer was
to select which test texture looked closest to the truth texture. There were five textures in
the test set for each truth texture, the four synthetic textures and the truth texture itself.
The truth texture was included in the test set as an indicator as to whether the test was
being performed as expected. With five test images there were a total of 10 comparisons
for each texture set. Twenty observers were used and the results were tabulated using the
Logistic scale to determine which synthetic texture lookedmost like the truth texture. An
example set of results is shown in Table 3.5-1. The full set of results of the
psychophysical evaluation can be found in Appendix P.
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Table 3.5-1 Psychophysical Analysis Results for orchardl_red_r
Name: orchard1 red r
Matrix ofFrequencies
-:^:^:^-.^:^:-:':;:::::^i::>-:
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 11 1 9 0
Real 9 10 1 6 1
Blob 19 19 10 19 19
Fractal 11 14 1 10 1
Recursion 20 19 1 19 10
Matrix ofLogistics score
| Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 0.19 -2.56 -0.19 -3.71
Real -0.19 0.00 -2.56 -0.80 -2.56
Blob 2.56 2.56 0.00 2.56 2.56
Fractal 0.19 0.80 -2.56 0.00 -2.56
Recursion 3.71 2.56 -2.56 2.56 0.00
Average 1.26 1.22 -2.05 0.83 -1.26
TheMatrix ofFrequencies table shows the number of times the texture created with the
input texture in the column was preferred to the synthetic texture created with the input
texture in the row. For this example the fractal texture was selected 6 times out of twenty
as being better than the real texture. It was assumed that if the same texture was
compared to itself, a pure guess would result in an even split of the data, therefore the
value 10 was inserted in those locations. The Matrix ofLogistic scores is the calculation
using equation 3.5- 1 below. The average is the average of the Logistic scores for each
column. The column with the highest average was the texture selected as being the
closest match to the truth texture. Since the truth texture was also included in the test set,
it should always receive the highest average Logistic scale value. The Logistic scale value
[24] (Maxwell, 1974)was used because there were zeros in the frequency matrix, which
result in undefined calculations using the Z-score analysis. The Logistic value is
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defined as:
V = log.[(/# +O.S)/(N-f9 + 0.5)] [25] (3.5-1)
where:
N = number of observers
fij = frequency of observation i,j
The additive constant 0.5 prevents any zeros in the analysis. The largest number in the
average column was the image most preferred. In this case the truth image is ignored and
the real image is selected as the preferred image.
3.6 Generation of Synthetic Scenes
The existing foxbat and rooftop scene geometries were used to create synthetic
scenes with the addition ofMMT synthetic textures. Output synthetic scenes were
generated at various viewpoints to illustrate the effects of changes in scale and angle on
the scene. The rooftop scene was generated to compare the synthetic images to truth
images. All images were done at multiple bandpasses and at two different times, 15.0
and 22.0 GMT. A test hybrid texture was also generated by adding trees to the foxbat
scene geometry and then using an input texture of tree crowns to add an MMT texture to
the tree crown geometry.
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4.0 Results
The purpose of this research was to determine whether the MMT model would
produce statistically accurate multispectral textures and which input texture method led to
the best output synthetic texture. The entire set of output synthetic textures can be found
in Appendix Q. It should again be noted that the synthetic textures were normalized to
match the mean and standard deviations of the truth textures before any analysis was
performed (see section 3.3.8). Upon initial observations of the synthetic textures
produced, the MMT model produces accurate looking textures. This is based solely on a
visual analysis of the output textures. Figure 4.0-1 shows four examples of a synthetic
texture compared to a truth texture. It can be seen, especially in the rooftop gravel
texture, that the synthetic textures look very much like the truth textures. The results
from the statistical analysis show the synthetic textures also statistically match the truth
textures. The results from the psychophysical analysis show which input textures led to
the best output textures. The following sections will discuss the results in further detail.
4.1 Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis was performed on the feature images for each texture, and
was done to compare the statistics of the truth texture feature images to the synthetic
texture feature images. There were three statistical tests to evaluate the synthetic
textures, the multivariate test for the comparison of two mean vectors, the univariate test
for comparison of each element in the mean vector and the magnitude of the mean vector.
It was found that when the full feature images were sampled, the statistics were driven
up, so a sub-sample of each of the feature images was used. This sub-sample was every
100 pixels resulting in a sample size of 162 pixels. In some cases, this sub-sampling led
to statistics which could not be calculated since each sub-sample was a value of zero.
This happened in the following images:
itek_band7_7_feat
itek_band7_9_feat
waterl_red_ir_feat.
In these case, the feature image information was concentrated on one specific area and
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Truth Synthetic
asphalt_red d_asphalt_red_r
fairway_r d_fairway_red_r
rooftop_gravel_red d_rooftop_gravel_red_d
trees l_ir d_treesl_red_ir
Figure 4.0-1 Truth vs. Synthetic Textures
was missed when sampled. It was also found that in the case of itek_band7_12, the four
output synthetic textures were exacdy the same, probably due to the lack of information
in this band in the reflectance curves. These four image sets were therefore removed
from the statistical evaluation. The results of the statistical evaluation can be found in
Appendix O. For each set of textures, the error vector, the magnitude of the error vector,
the multivariate test statistic and the univariate test statistics are listed. Also listed is an
unsigned average of the univariate test statistics, which is not a test statistic itself, but was
used to get a general idea about the group of univariate test statistics for each texture. In
the results, Error1 Error 1 1 corresponds to the difference between the means of feature
1-11 for the truth and synthetic textures. Univariatel - Univariate 1 1 are the univariate
test statistics for feature 1-11. The features are as follows:
Co-occurrence:
1 Contrast average
2 Contrast range
3 Correlation range
4 Variance range
5 Sum variance range
6 Information measure of correlation A range
First Order Statistical Features:
7 Gradient
8 Mean Brightness
9 Variance
10 Brightness
Gray Level Difference Statistical Features:
1 1 Contrast
4. 1 . 1 Univariate Test
The univariate test was done to compare the individual elements of the mean
vectors. The test statistic was a Z statistic with an acceptance region of:
-1.96 < Z < 1.96 at an a = 0.05 level of significance and
-2.57 < Z < 2.57 at an a = 0.01 level of significance.
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The univariate statistics show an overall trend of values falling within the acceptance
region at both levels of significance. This means that in these cases the mean feature
values of the synthetic textures were judged to be statistically equal to themean values of
the truth textures. The unsigned average of the univariate statistics gives some indication
of the overall results for each synthetic texture. This is not a true statistical value but can
be used to gain some insight as to how well the synthetic texture performed statistically.
Table 4. 1.1-1 shows the percent of textures where the unsigned average of the univariate
statistics falls within the acceptance region.
Table 4. 1 . 1- 1 Percent ofUnsignedAveragesWithin Acceptance Region by Material
Asphalt Grass Stone Water Trees
a = 0.05 .464 .593 .875 .417 .475
a = 0.01 .589 .656 1.0 .583 .725
This shows that for some materials such as stone and trees the full set of features of the
synthetic textures match very well to the full set of features of the truth textures and for
some materials they don't match as well. The main reason for some materials with better
performance is the quality of the reflectance curve database. If the material is well
represented by the reflectance curves, then this will improve the quality of the synthetic
textures for that material. In the case of grass, for example, there were only two input
reflectance curves used which did not represent the material grass very well. The
synthetic water textures proved to be somewhat difficult to match statistically to the truth
images. Again this is probably due to a poor set of representative reflectance curves. The
reflectance points for water were interpolated from the existing data to fill in missing
points. This interpolation causes an error in the accuracy of the reflectance curves which
translates to errors in the synthetic textures. In the case of asphalt and grass, there were a
number of textures generated in the mid-wave and long-wave infrared regions which
were not well represented in the reflectance curves. The synthetic textures in these
regions did not perform statistically as well as the textures in the red and infrared regions.
Table 4.1.1-2 shows the percent of unsigned averages which fall within each acceptance
region for each spectral band.
Table 4.1.1-2 Percent ofUnsigned Averages Within Acceptance Region by Spectral Band
a = 0.05
a = 0.01
Red Q58-.67)
.676
.779
IR (.63-.86)
.438
.718
MWIR (3-5)
.375
.541
LWIR (8-14)
.167
.208
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The performance in the red band does much better than the other three bands with the IR
band also doing well. This is due to the accurate reflectance data for the red and IR
bands. Another factor in the performance of the textures in the red band is that all
textures were generated from the red band input images. This will produce a more
accurate texture in the red band. A third component in the quality of the output textures
is the amount of texture information found in each band. Most of the texture information
can be found in the red and IR bands, the mid-wave and long-wave bands have almost no
variance in the texture images. Smaller changes in the mid-wave and long-wave
synthetic textures will cause larger errors in the feature analysis, causing the results to be
worse for these regions. Another cause of error in the mid-wave and long-wave bands
was the fact that the truth textures from the red band the mid and long wave bands were
not the same image. For the red and IR images, both truth bands came from the same
multispectral image, but the mid and long wave truth bands came from different images t.
Therefore, when the red band input image was used to generate theMWIR and LWIR
synthetic textures, and these output textures were compared back to truth, the truth
images were not the appropriate images for comparison. For example, the image
asphalt_am_red, asphalt_am_mw and asphalt_am_lw all came from different areas of
asphalt while fairway_redand fairway_ir came from the same multispectral fairway
image. Therefore, when the synthetic asphalt in the long-wave band, which was
generated from the red input image, was compared to the truth long-wave image, errors
were introduced because they were not actually the same texture image.
The overall univariate statistics also show which input texture method produced
the best output textures. Table 4.1.1-3 shows the percentage of unsigned averages of the
univariate statistics which fall into the acceptance regions broken down by the input
texture method.
Table 4.1.1-3 Percent ofUnsigned Averages Within Acceptance Region by Input Texture
Method
;::::::::::::::x:::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::^ Real Blob Fractal Recursion
a = 0.05 .622 .324 .541 .486
a = 0.01 .730 .568 .677 .568
As expected, the real texture inputs led to the statistically best synthetic outputs, followed
by the fractal, recursion and blob inputs in that order. The blob and recursion inputs
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performed better when the input texture had a lower standard deviation or resembled a
pure gaussian texture, like some of the asphalt or grass textures, but could not compare to
the results with the real texture input when the desired texture had a higher standard
deviation or some underlying structure like the orchards or some of the water textures.
Further evaluation of the univariate statistics show that some features produced a
closer match than others more often. This was done by finding the four smallest
(unsigned) test statistics for each mean vector comparison which fell within the .01 level
of significance acceptance region. For example, in the case of the texture set for
asphalt_am_crack
_red_lw,
features 2,8,9 and 10 produced the closest match between
truth and synthetic textures. These values were then normalized by the number of
textures for each material type ( i.e. there were 14 different asphalt texture sets with 4
synthetic textures in each set). Table 4.1.1-2 shows the normalized number of times each
feature had one of the four lowest univariate statistics for each material.
Table 4.1.1-2 Normalized Sum ofLowest Univariate Statistics for Each Material
:wXvi;:;;:;:: '<'.< '.''.>x ;x x:xv:%>
"XvXv'X-XvXyXvX-lX-XvwX-X- Asphalt Grass Stone Water Trees Total j
Feature 1 .053 .125 .375 .063 .175 .791
i Feature 2 .232 .156 .250 .063 .450 1.151
Feature 3 .071 .156 .250 .375 .175 1.027
Feature 4 .107 .250 .000 .375 .325 1.057
Feature 5 .304 .438 .125 .250 .575 1.692
Feature 6 .321 .344 .375 .375 .425 1.840
Feature 7 .071 .250 .375 .250 .350 1.296
Feature 8 .893 .813 .875 .313 .500 3.394
Feature 9 .089 .063 .375 .063 .225 .815
Feature 10 .946 .594 .625 .188 .250 2.603
Feature 11 .196 .188 .625 .250 .250 1.509
As expected, features 8 (mean brightness) and 10 (brightness) came the closest to the real
textures. This leads to the conclusion that overall, the synthetic images look close to the
truth images at least as far as the mean of the images is concerned.
The univariate statistics gave the best statistical indication of how well the MMT
model performed. It was used to show the synthetic textures statistically matched the
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truth textures fairly well, especially in the red spectral band with the real texture input.
4.1.2 Magnitude
The magnitude found on the statistical results in Appendix O is the magnitude of
the normalized error vector listed. This was calculated as another measure of which input
textures led to the best output textures. Since it is not a statistical value, there is no
acceptance region for the magnitude so it can't be used as a direct measure of the quality
of the synthetic textures, although a large magnitude would indicate a poor synthetic
texture. The magnitudes were averaged over the material, the spectral band and the input
texture separately to generate overall results of the synthetic textures. These results are
found in Tables 4.1.2-1 - 4.1.2-3.
Table 4. 1.2-1 Mean of the Error Vector Vlagnitudes by Material
Asphalt Grass Trees Stone Water
2.46835305 2.35346738 1.66896295 0.813782 2.20503254
Table 4. 1.2-2 Mean of the Error VectorMagnitudes by Spectral Band
Red C58-.67) IR (.63-.86) MWIR (3-5) LWIR(8-14)
1.84472424 1.65216586 1.743835 3.84048242
Table 4.1.2-3 Mean if the Error Vector Magnitudes by Input Texture
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
1.82333107 2.42128207 2.17555371 2.08101393
Again, these results lead to similar conclusions as the univariate test statistics. The
easiest material to reproduce was stone, while asphalt and grass appear much worse, but
this is due to the inclusion of the LWIR images in the results. Table 4.1.2-2 shows that
the red, IR andMWIR band images were all generated with about the same results. It
was expected that the MWIR and LWIR images would not be as good as the red and ir
images due to the lack of useful reflectance data in those bands, but the MWIR images
were shown here to do very well. Thismight be due to the normalization process where
the feature images for theMWIR might of had a higher standard deviation thereby
making the magnitude of the error vector smaller. The real texture input was again
shown to lead to the best synthetic texture output in Table 4.1.2-3.
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The statistical analysis using the feature vectors was important in proving the
synthetic textures created using theMMTmodel statistically matched the truth texture
images. While the multispectral textures did not seem as accurate as the red to red
textures, this was not a direct result of theMMT model. This was mostly due to the lack
of texture information found in the reflectance curves for other spectral bands, especially
the MWIR and LWIR bands. The reflectance curves in these regions exhibited very little
variation, which resulted in little variation in the synthetic images. When these were
compared to truth images, very small differences appeared as much larger errors in the
analysis. A better set of reflectance data in these regions would improve the results of the
multispectral textures. The red to IR images were generated with much better results.
The analysis was also useful in showing the real texture inputs led to the best
synthetic textures. The psychophysical test was used to validate the results of the
statistical analysis by also showing the real texture inputs created the closest visual match
to the truth images.
4.1.3 Contrast Reversal
To test whether contrast reversals would be seen in synthetic textures a synthetic
image was generated which contained both healthy and stressed grass. The image was
generated in both the red and IR spectral bands. If a proper contrast reversal was
generated the mean brightness of the healthy grass would be lower in the red image and
higher in the IR image as compared to the stressed vegitation. As seen by the synthetic
images in Figure 4.1.4-1, this was not the case. Figure 4.1.4-1 shows the red and the IR
images which each contain stressed (left) and healthy (right) grass. The contrast reversal
depends on reflectance curves which represent both normal and stressed grass (see Figure
2.3.3-1). The reflectance curves used for the grass textures did not necessarily exhibit
these properties. Since the healthy and stressed grass used the same set of reflectance
curves, there is no guarantee that the curves selected in the texture generation process will
exhibit the contrast reversal. The input textures were both in the red bands, and the red
images do show the darker healthy grass. The curves selected for the red region were the
same curves used to generate the IR image. Therefore, unless the curves selected show a
contrast reversal from the red to IR regions, the contrast reversal will not be seen in the
synthetic textures. A more accurate way to generate images with contrast reversals would
be to generate a separate reflectance database for stressed vegitation. In these reflectance
curves, the reflectance values would not be as high as those in the healthy grass
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reflectance curves. A second way would be to actually measure the reflectance of
different variations of the same grass. This would include both healthy and stressed grass
in the reflectance curve database. This was shown to work by generating a set of five
reflectance curves which exhibited contrast reversals and using that set of reflectance
curves in this test. Figure 4.1.3-2 shows the output synthetic textures generated and the
contrast reversal is seen.
4.1.4 Spectral Covariance
The spectral covariance of the reflectance curves was tested for equality by
comparing the spectral covariance matrix of the input reflectance curves to the spectral
covariance matrix of 100 generated reflectance curves. This was done on the asphalt
curves which used 10 input reflectance curves and the stone curves which used 2 input
reflectance curves. The best means for testing equality turned out to be generating
images of the covariance matrices and comparing them. Figure 4.1.4-1 shows the
covariance matrices for the input curves (A), the output curves (B) and the difference
between the two images. This difference image shows the covariance matrices to be
almost exactly the same (the digital counts are all 0 or 1). Figure 4.1.4-2 shows the same
images for the stone reflectance curves. In this case, with a smaller set of input curves,
the covariance matrices are not as similar as in the case of the asphalt curves. This gives
a strong indication of the need for a large set of input reflectance data when generating a
large family of curves.
4.2 Psychophysical Analysis
The results of the psychophysical test were a very strong indicator ofwhich input
textures produced the best output textures. In both the individual results and the overall
results, the real texture inputs produced the synthetic texture which looked most like the
truth texture, with the fractal textures the second choice overall. The were some instances
of the synthetic texture produced with the gaussian blob or recursion texture inputs being
judged as looking closer to the truth than the others. These cases only occurred when the
textures contained very little information, such as the long and mid wave asphalt and
grass textures and the IR water textures and all the synthetic textures looked similar to
each other. The rest of the time either the real or fractal input was judged as producing
the best output. This was especially the case in textures with more structure to them
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such as the orchards the rooftop gravel and the cracked asphalt. In a few number of
cases the synthetic texture generated with the real texture input was judged as being better
than the actual truth image when the two were compared. This is an indication that the
synthetic textures looked almost identical to the truth textures. The gaussian blob and
recursion algorithms could not be used to create realistic looking textures, when the
textures contained any of these types of underlying structure.
The visual test was important in showing that from a human observers standpoint
the real texture input led to the best synthetic texture output. Since the synthetic textures
not only need to match truth statistically, but visually as well, the visual test was also
useful in showing that most of the synthetic textures do look like the truth images. If the
synthetic textures did not look at all like the truth images it would have been much more
difficult for the observer to determine which test image looked closest to the truth image.
If that were the case, the synthetic textures created with the real texture input would not
have been picked as the closest match so many times and the results would have shown
this. The visual test was a valuable measure of humanobservers'reactions to the
synthetic textures.
4.3 Input Textures
Both the statistical and the psychophysical analysis show that the synthetic
textures generated using the real texture input were statistically and visually closest to the
truth textures. The following sections briefly discusses each input texture method as it
applied to the MMTmodel.
4.3.1 Real Textures
As expected the real texture input led to the best synthetic output, but there are
some disadvantages of using these textures. The main problem is they are limited by the
availability of real texture image data. It was difficult to findmany good examples of
different material types to use as input. This limited the research to the five materials
used. A second problem is obtaining large areas of a single texture in an image. If
512x512 synthetic scenes were to be created, 512x512 homogeneous texture images for
each desired material were needed. On most real imagery, materials are not always found
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in large areas. The real texture images are also limited by the scale, angle and time of day
they were recorded at, which limits the synthetic textures.
4.3.2 Gaussian Blobs
This method was only useful for textures which exhibited very little structure, like
some of the grass or asphalt textures, and only when a small blob size was used. Any
texture with large or underlying structure like the rooftop gravel or the orchards could not
be matched with the gaussian blob technique.
4.3.3 Fractal Textures
While these textures relied on the real input textures, they do seem to have a
couple of advantages. First, if storage space is limited, the compressed image file can be
stored and decompressed as needed. Second, the fractal decompression technique does
allow for changes in the output image size (although the code used in this study did not
work this way) which could be useful if larger synthetic textures are desired.
4.3.4 Recursion Textures
As with the gaussian blob textures, the recursion algorithm was only useful in
very random gaussian like textures. The algorithm could be used to produce textures
with some underlying structure, like the orchards, but the results were not very
convincing. It was also found that there was some blockiness in the textures as a result of
reducing the standard deviation at each recursion level. As the standard deviation went to
zero, the resulting pixels at those recursion levels would just take on the mean value of
the level. This generated large noticeable areas of a constant gray level, as seen in Figure
4.3.4-1.
An important improvement to both the blobmodel and recursion model would be
to determine a method to easily arrive at the proper input parameters (blob size for the
blob model and self-similarity parameters for the recursion model) for a desired output.
Although a Fourier analysis has been shown not to be useful (Haruyama et al. 1984), this
analysis might be used as a starting point for the texture. A relationship between self-
similarity or blob size and frequency spectrum could be determined and implemented into
these models.
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4.4 Synthetic Scenes
The following figures were generated to illustrate the uses as well as some of the
shortcomings of the MMT texture model:
Figure 4.4-1: This figure shows the difference between two synthetic scenes, one with
MMT texture and one without The added realism can be seen with the
added texture. The grass on the left looks more realistic than the asphalt,
which is in part due to the set of reflectance curves used for asphalt
Theses curves include measurements from different asphalts as opposed to
multiple measurements of one asphalt.
Figure 4.4-2: This is the 10:00 a.m. red rooftop image compared to truth. Again the
grass compares very well, while the asphalt does not.
Figure 4.4-3: Comparison of the 10:00 a.m. MWIR synthetic image to truth, there is
almost no texture found in the synthetic image, due to the lack of realistic
reflectance information in this spectral band. This is similar to truth, but
the truth image does show more texture than the synthetic image.
Figure 4.4-4: As with the MWIR, this comparison of the LWIR synthetic image and truth
shows very little texture in the synthetic images, again due to the
reflectance curves in this spectral band.
Figure 4.4-5-8: These images are a repeat of the above four images but at 5:00 p.m. .
They compare in much the same manner as above.
Figure 4.4-9: This is the Foxbat scene created with MMT textures added to the grass,
asphalt, roof and trees. This illustrates one of the limitations of the MMT
model in that the input textures were not scaled properly for the view of
image, and should have been used for a close-up of this scene. The gravel
rooftop texture is barely visible due to a lack of a suitable input texture for
this material. Again the standard deviation of the asphalt texture is too
high due to the input reflectance curves used. This image also shows the
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use of adding geometry to create a texture as seen in the cracks in the
concrete in front of the hangar.
Figure 4.4-10: This image shows a second limitation of the MMT model. The camera
elevation angle has changed, but the textures still look the same as in
Figure 4.4-9, since the same input texture s were used. For this image a
different set of input textures would be needed which would represent the
materials at this camera elevation angle.
Figure 4.4-1 1 : The final synthetic seen shows the use of hybrid textures to create a
synthetic scene with trees. The actual geometry of the trees was added to
the foxbat scene before the processing occurred. An MMT model texture
of trees was added to the tree geometry to create the hybrid texture. This
shows both the texture if the tree crowns as well as shadows from the trees
due to the geometry, which is more realistic than adding MMT textures to
a flat facet. The grass texture also fits in better here due to the close-up
view of the scene.
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5.0 Conclusions andRecommendations
The purpose of this research was to test the Musique Multispectral Texture
generation model for adding multispectral textures to synthetic images. The testing
intended to show that theMMT model could produce accurate multispectral synthetic
textures. This was done by generating synthetic textures and using feature image analysis
on the output as ametric to be compared to truth textures. Both the statistical and
psychophysical evaluations led to the conclusion that the MMT model does generate
accurate multispectral textures. Since the MMT model relies on input textures, this
research also intended to determine which of four input textures produced the best output
textures. Again both the statistical and psychophysical evaluations resulted in the
conclusion that the real texture input led to the best synthetic texture output.
There are two main limiting factors to the MMT model. The first is the model is
limited by the reflectance curve data. If the data accurately represents the desired
material, then the synthetic texture will be accurate. Therefore if a larger set of
representative curves could be obtained, possibly through actual measurements, a better
set of reflectance curves could be generated for each material. This would be especially
useful in cases like healthy and stressed grass. This could be accomplished by measuring
the reflectance of a number of variations of the same grass (ie healthy and stressed areas).
The reflectance curves can't really account for other factors like differences in reflectance
when amaterial is wet. Again, this could be solved by measuring a number of variations
of the same material and including them in the reflectance database. If the reflectance
curve database is improved, the synthetic textures will also be improved. The second
limitation is the input textures used with the MMT model. Since the currentmodel can
not adjust for changes in scale or sun-sensor-object angle the output texture will exactiy
match the input texture. If a change in view angle was desired, a different set of input
textures would be needed. If a generic description of each material could be determined,
then this generic description could be used to generate input textures at different scales
and angles. The generic description could possibly be related to the fourier spectrum of
the materials. Changes in scale might be made by a geometric transformation of the
existing data. The final recommendation would be to take advantage of the hybrid
texture method. As seen in figure 4.4-13, overlaying aMMT texture over a forest
geometry creates an even more realistic synthetic texture. This would also be useful in an
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agricultural texture which had two different materials represented in the texture. For
example, the orchard texture images created for this study were treated as one material,
trees, even though there was dirt in-between the trees. If the actual geometry of the
orchards was created, both the trees and the dirt could be represented in the image and the
properMMT textures could be added to each material.
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AppendixA Generation of A Family ofReflectance Curves
The following is from Schott et. al. [1] :
The methodology described for the production of a set of reflectance curves which
exhibit a specific multivariate normal distribution can be implemented using the
following procedures. In order to carry out these procedures, one must have a sufficiently
large population of representative reflectance curves for the material type of concern.
The routine listed will function as long as there are two curves, however, standard
statistical assumptions should be employed and as large a data set as possible should be
utilized.
1) Place the reflectance curve data in a file suitable for input to the routine
compute_multivariate_stats
# dimensions (number of spectral points)
# input reflectance curves
reflectance point 1, curve 1
reflectance point 2, curve 1
reflectance point 3, curve 1
reflectance point (number of spectral points) , curve 1
reflectance point 1, curve 2
reflectance point 2, curve 2
reflectance point 3, curve 2
reflectance point (number of spectral points) . curve 2
reflectance point 1, curve (# of input reflectance curves)
reflectance point 2, curve (# of input reflectance curves)
reflectance point 3, curve (# of input reflectance curves)
reflectance point (number of spectral points), curve (# input reflectance curves)
2) Execute the code compute_mult ivariate_stat s to generate an output file
containing the mean vector and covariance matrix for the current materials
reflectance curves using;
compute_multivariate_stats < input_file > output_file
3) Execute the following pipe to generate a file containing the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors for the above covariance matrix
compute_multivariate_stats -m < input_file | compute_eigensystems > output_file
4) Execute the code generate_correlated_emissivity to generate the file
containing the emissivity curves from which the DIRSIG code will randomly
choose for the current material using;
generate_correlated_emissivity multivariate_stats_file
eigensystems_file
number_of rves_to_generate
output curve set file
AppendixB Recursion Texture Generation Code
The following computer code was written by Debbie Wexler and upgraded by Robert
Rose
^*************** Texture Generation ***********************/
/* to compile (on cis systems) use -L/usr/local/include -lipilib -lm */
#include <ipilib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define LMAX 9 /* number of iterations */
#define ROWS 513
#define COLS 513
long create_middle(int 1, double *image, int sxl, int syl, int sx2, int sy2, double
mean_on, double mean_off, double stdev_on,double stdev_off , double *h, int on_x,int
on_y, int off_x, int off_y);
int ipi_getnormdist(double *nl,double *n2,double mean,double stdev);
double image[COLS][ROWS];
double h[LMAX];
intmain(int argc, char *argvQ)
{
int const requiredArguments = 20;
double mean_on,mean_off,temp_mean, stdev_on ,stdev_off;
double temp_stdev;
char output_image_name[80];
char output_file_name[80];
FILE *fp_output_file, *fp_output_log;
unsigned char output_file[COLS-l][ROWS-l];
int button;
Byte *picture;
double *tb, *wb, *picops;
int n, m;
int 1; /*iteration level*/
double fx, fy;
double max,min;
intxl;
int x2;
intyl;
inty2;
inton_x,on_y,off_x,off_y,period_x,period_y,modx,mody;
int maxrow, maxcol;
if( argc == requiredArguments ) {
mean_on = atoi(argv[l]);
mean_off = atoi(argv[2]);
stdev_on = atoi( argv[3] );
stdev_off = atoi( argv[4] );
sttcpy(output_image_name,argv[5]);
strcpy(output_file_name,argv[6]);
h[0] = atoi(argv[7]);
h[l] = atoi(argv[8]);
h[2] = atoi(argv[9]);
h[3] = atoi(argv[10])
h[4] = atoi(argv[ll])
h[5]=atoi(argv[12])
h[6]=atoi(argv[13])
h[7] =atoi(argv[14])
h[8] = atoi(argv[15]).
on_x = atoi(argv[16]);
off_x = atoi(argv[17]);
on_y = atoi(argv[18]);
off_y = atoi(argv[19]);
period_x = on_x + off_x;
period_y = on_y + off_y;
maxcol = COLS-1;
maxrow = ROWS-1;
if(maxcol%2!=0) {
maxcol++;
}
if (maxrow%2 != 0) {
maxrow++;
}
/f *f 5f ytV ^f 5K *V ^f* n^ "i6 fc h? h? \]Pf\Y\f* fn^ TOUT f*OTTlPT"^ ? ^v^!pJ|3K:ic*ic:f:;Tc*lF'K'r>/
1 = 0;
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
ipi_gemormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
image[0][0] = fx;
if(period_y==0)
mody = on_y;
else
mody = (maxrow%period_y);
if(mody<on_y) {
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
}
else{
temp_stdev = stdev_off;
temp_mean = mean_off;
}
ipi_getnormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
image[maxrow][0] = fx;
if(period_x==0)
modx = on_x;
else
modx = (maxcol%period_x);
if(modx<on_x){
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
}
else{
temp_stdev = stdev_off;
temp_mean = mean_off;
}
ipi_gemormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
image[0] [maxcol] = fx;
if((modx<on_x) && (mody<on_y)){
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
}
else{
temp_stdev = stdev_off;
temp_mean = mean_off;
}
ipi_getnormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
image[maxrow] [maxcol] = fx;
/******** Call the function to find the middle points *****************/
xl=0;
x2 = maxrow;
yl=0;
y2 = maxcol;
create_middle(l,image,xl,yl,x2,y2,mean_on,
mean_off,stdev_on,stdev_off,h,on_x,on_y, off_x,off_y);
/************* Store the output data ************************/
fp_output_file = fopen(output_image_name, "w");
fp_output_log = fopen(output_file_name, "w");
max = -100000;
min = 1000000;
for(n=0;n<=maxrow- 1 ;n++) {
for(m=0;m<=maxcol- 1 ;m++) {
if(image[n][m] <0){
output_file[n][m] = 0;
}
if(image[n][m]>255){
output_file[n][m] = 255;
}
else{
output_file[n][m] = (unsigned char)image[n][m];
}
}
}
fwrite(output_file,l,(ROWS-l)*(COLS-l),fp_output_file);
fclose(fp_output_file) ;
fprintf(fp_oumutJog,"%lf\n%lf\n%lf^
%lf\n%d\n%d\n%d\n%d\n"
,mean_on,
mean_off,stdev_on,stdev_off,h[0],h[l],h[2],h[3],h[4],h[5],h[6],h[7],h[8],on_x,on_y,off_x
,off_y);
return( 0 );
}
else{
fprintf( stderr, "usage %s :", argv[0] );
fprintf( stderr, 'Nn\tV\rmean_on\nW\t mean_off\n \t\t\tstdev_on\n \t\t\tstdev_off\n" );
fprintf( stderr, "\t\t\toutput image name\nWstoutput filenameSn");
fprintf( stderr, "\tV\th[0]-h[9]\n");
fprintf( stderr, '%t\t\ton_x^\t\r\toff_x\n");
fprintf( stderr, '\r\t\ton_yNn\t\r\toff^\n");
retum( 1 );
}
/************************* Recursion Algorithm ****************************/
long create_middle(int 1, double *image, int sxl, int syl, int sx2, int sy2, double
mean_on, double mean_off, double stdev_on,double stdev_off , double *h, int on_x,int
on_y, int off_x, int off_y)
{
intdx;
intdy;
int period_x,period_y, modx,mody;
double fx, fy,temp_stdev,temp_mean;
intxl,x2,yl,y2;
xl = sxl;
yl = syl;
x2 = sx2;
y2 = sy2;
period_x = on_x + off_x;
period_y = on_y + off_y;
if (1==LMAX)
return;
l++;
/*************** create the middles ********************/
if(l==l)
stdev.on = stdev_on * exp(log(2)*(-(l- l)*h[l- 1]));
stdev_off = stdev_off * exp(log(2)*(-(l-l)*h[l-l]));
}
else
stdev.on = stdev_on * exp(log(2)*(-(l-l)*h[l-l]));
stdev_off = stdev_off * exp(log(2)*(-(l-l)*h[l-l]));
}
dx = (x2-xl)/2;
dy = (y2-yl)/2;
/************* Calculate the five midpoints *******************/
if(period_x=0)
modx = on_x;
else
modx = (xl + dx)%period_x;
if(period_y==0)
modx = on_y;
else
mody = (yl + dy)%period_y;
if((modx<on_x) && (mody<on_y)){
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
}
else{
temp_stdev = stdev_off;
temp_mean = mean_off;
}
ipi_getnormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
*(image+(xl + dx)*ROWS + yl + dy) = fx;
if(period_x==0)
modx = on_x;
else
modx = (xl)%period_x;
if(period_y==0)
modx = on_y;
else
mody = (yl + dy)%period_y;
if((modx<on_x) && (mody<on_y)){
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
}
else{
temp_stdev = stdev_off;
temp_mean = mean_off;
}
ipi_getnormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
*(image+xl*ROWS + yl + dy) = fx;
if(period_x==0)
modx = on_x;
else
modx = (x2)%period_x;
if(period_y==0)
modx = on_y;
else
mody = (yl + dy)%period_y;
if((modx<on_x) && (mody<on_y)){
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
}
else{
temp_stdev = stdev_off;
temp_mean = mean_off;
}
ipi_gemormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
*(image+x2*ROWS + yl + dy) = fx;
if(period_x==0)
modx = on_x;
else
modx = (xl + dx)%period_x;
if(period_y==0)
modx = on_y;
else
mody = (yl)%period_y;
if((modx<on_x) && (mody<on_y)){
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
}
else{
temp_stdev = stdev_off;
temp_mean = mean_off;
}
ipi_gemormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
*(image+(xl + dx)*ROWS + yl) = fx;
if(period_x==0)
modx = on_x;
else
modx = (xl + dx)%period_x;
if(period_y==0)
modx = on_y;
else
mody = (y2)%period_y;
if((modx<on_x) && (mody<on_y)){
temp_stdev = stdev_on;
temp_mean = mean_on;
}
else{
temp_stdev = stdev_off;
temp_mean = mean_off;
}
ipi_getnormdist(&fx, NULL, temp_mean, temp_stdev);
*(image+(xl + dx)*ROWS + y2) = fx;
/*** Call create_middles four times for each box in the array *****/
create_middle(l,image,x 1 ,y 1 ,x 1+dx,y 1+dy,mean_on,mean_off,stdev_on,stdev_off
,h,on_x,on_y, off_x,off_y);
create_middle(l,image,x 1+dx,y 1 ,x2,y 1+dy,mean_on,mean_off,stdev_on,stdev_off
,h,on_x,on_y, off_x,off_y);
CTeate_middle(l,image,x1 ,y 1 -t-dy,x 1+dx,y2,mean_on,mean_off,stdev_on,stdev_off
,h,on_x,on_y, off_x,off_y);
create_im^dle(l,image,xl+dx,yl-Kly,x2,y2,mean_on,mean_off,stdev_on,stdev_off
,h,on_x,on_y, off_x,off_y);
Appendix C Gaussian Blob Texture Generation Code
The following code was written by Stephen L. Schultz
/******** Texturelmage
*
int ipi_textureimage( imageout, template, picops, texture, tpicops,
lower, upper, mean, stddev, cubit );
unsigned char *imageout;
unsigned char *template;
ipi picops *picops;
unsigned char *texture;
* ipi picops *tpicops;
* short lower, upper;
* double mean, stddev;
* int cubit;
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Template is the class map image. It must be the same size as
the output image, and therefore, uses the dimensions set in picops.
Texture is the texture image. It may be of an arbitrary size.
If smaller than the output image, it is mirror-tiled. Its
dimensions are defined by tpicops.
IfTemplate is not present, it operates on the entire image.
IfTexture is not present, it generates texture as Gaussian noise.
Thus, if neither are present, it will generate a noise image.
If just Template is present, it will generate Gaussian noise for
the region defined by the class map.
If just Texture is present, it will produce a texture image with
the remapped mean and standard deviation.
If both are present, it will generate a texture for the region
defined in the class map whose texture is a remapping of the
supplied texture image.
Mean, StdDev, and Cubit are used to gererate the noise images.
Cubit refers to the size of the pixelation. A cubit of 1 will
produce normal pixels. A cubit of 3 will produce pixels whose
sides are 3 pixels long.
It assumes the picops belongs to the output image, and sets the
modified bit accordingly.
Written 09-Feb-1993 by Stephen L. Schultz
Modification History
ll-Mar-1993 SLS Added cubit parameter
12-Mar-1993 SLS Allow for arbitrary texture image sizes
#ifdefVMS
#include <stdio.h>
#include <file.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include "decw$include:Xlib.h"
#include "ipi_disk:[lib]ipilib.h"
#else
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <sys/file.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <ipilib.h>
#include <ipilib_int.h>
extern double sqrt( double );
#endif
int ipi_textureimage( Byte *imageout, Byte *template, ipi picops *picops,
Byte *texture, ipi picops *tpicops,
short lower, short upper,
double mean, double stddev, int cubit ) {
int i, x, y, xx, yy;
int len, tlen, ttlen, cnt;
double sum, ssq;
/* Check input */
if ( ( picops == NULL ) II ( imageout == NULL ) II
( ( texture != NULL ) && ( tpicops == NULL ) ) ) {
return( 0 );
}
/* Calculate image length */
len = picops->xdimens;
if ( tpicops !=NULL) {
tlen = tpicops->xdimens;
ttlen = micops->xdimens * tpicops->ydimens;
}
/* Ifwe have no input images, just generate a noise image */
if ( ( template == NULL ) && ( texture= NULL ) ) {
/* Generate a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation */
for ( y = 0; y < picops->ydimens; y += cubit ) {
for ( x = 0; x < len; x += cubit ) {
ipi_getnormdist( &sum, NULL, mean, stddev );
for ( yy = y; ( yy < y + cubit ) &&
( yy < picops->ydimens ); yy++ ) {
for ( xx = x; ( xx < x + cubit ) && ( xx < len ); xx++ ) {
imageout[ yy * len + xx ] = sum;
}
}
}
/* Ifwe only have the second input image, just modify mean & stddev */
} else if ( template == NULL ) {
/* Calculate the mean & stddev */
sum = 0.0;
ssq = 0.0;
for ( x = 0; x < ttlen; x++ ) {
sum += (double) ( texture[ x ] );
ssq += (double) ( texture[ x ] ) * (double) ( texture[ x ] );
ssq = sqrt( ( (double) ttlen * ssq - sum * sum ) /
( (double) ttlen * ( (double) ttlen 1.0 ) ) );
sum /= (double) ttlen;
/* Map the mean & stddev */
for ( y = 0; y < picops->ydimens; y++ ) {
if ( ( y / tpicops->ydimens ) % 2 == 0 ) {
yy = ( y % tpicops->ydimens );
} else {
yy = tpicops->ydimens - ( y % tpicops->ydimens ) - 1;
for ( x = 0; x < len; x++ ) {
if((x/den)%2==0){
xx = ( x % den );
} else {
xx = tlen - ( x % den ) - 1;
}
imageoutf y * len + x ] = (Byte) ( ( (double)
( texturef yy * den + xx ] ) - sum )
/ ssq * stddev + mean );
}
}
/* Ifwe only have the first input image, texture the imageout by
the mean and stddev over the region specified in template */
} else if ( texture == NULL ) {
/* Generate a Gaussian distribution for the specified region */
for ( y = 0; y < picops->ydimens; y += cubit ) {
for ( x = 0; x < len; x += cubit ) {
ipi_getnormdist( &sum, NULL, mean, stddev );
for ( yy = y; ( yy < y + cubit ) &&
( yy < picops->ydimens ); yy++ ) {
for ( xx = x; ( xx < x + cubit ) && ( xx < len ); xx++ ) {
if ( ( template[ yy * len + xx ] >= lower ) &&
( template[ yy * len + xx ] <= upper ) ) {
if (mean == 0.0 ) {
imageout[ yy * len + xx ] += sum;
} else {
imageout[ yy * len + xx ] = sum;
}
}
}
}
/* Otherwise texture the imageout by the input image as modified by
the mean & stddev, over the region specified in template */
} else {
/* Calculate themean & stddev over the specified region */
cnt = 0;
sum = 0.0;
ssq = 0.0;
for ( y = 0; y < picops->ydimens; y++ ) {
if ( ( y / tpicops->ydimens ) % 2 == 0 ) {
yy = ( y % tpicops->ydimens );
} else {
yy = tpicops->ydimens - ( y % tpicops->ydimens ) - 1;
}
for ( x = 0; x < tlen; x++ ) {
if((x/tien)%2==0) {
xx = ( x % den );
} else {
xx = den - ( x % den ) - 1;
}
if ( ( template [ y * len + x ] >= lower ) &&
( template[ y * len + x ] <= upper ) ) {
sum += (double) ( texture[ yy * den + xx ] );
ssq += (double) ( texture[ yy * tlen + xx ] ) *
(double) ( texture[ yy * tlen + xx ] );
cnt++;
}
}
}
if ( cnt > 0 ) {
ssq = sqrt( ( (double) cnt * ssq - sum * sum ) /
( (double) cnt * ( (double) cnt - 1.0 ) ) );
sum /= (double) cnt;
} else {
ssq = 0.0;
sum = 0.0;
}
}/* Check for no shift of standard deviation */
if ( stddev == 0.0 ) {
stddev = ssq;
}
/* Map the texture over */
for ( y = 0; y < picops->ydimens; y++ ) {
if ( ( y / tpicops->ydimens ) % 2 == 0 ) {
yy = ( y % tpicops->ydimens );
} else {
yy = tpicops->ydimens - ( y % tpicops->ydimens ) - 1;
}
for ( x = 0; x < len; x++ ) {
if((x/den)%2==0){
xx = ( x % den );
} else {
xx = tlen - ( x % den ) - 1;
}
if ( ( template [ y * len + x ] >= lower ) &&
( template[ y * len + x ] <= upper ) ) {
/* Check for using imageout value as mean */
if ( mean == 0.0 ) {
imageout[ y * len + x ] = ( (double)
( texture[ yy * den + xx ] ) - sum ) / ssq *
stddev + (double) (imageout[ y * len + x ]);
} else {
imageout[ y * len + x ] = ( (double)
( texture[ yy * den + xx ] ) - sum ) / ssq *
stddev + mean;
}
}
/* Set the modified bit */
picops->mask 1= Ipi_M_Modified;
/* Return success */
return( 1 );
}
AppendixD Fractal Image Compression
The following paragraphs give a more in-depth description of Fractal Image
Compression.
From fractals, came the idea that large bits of real world images look like smaller
bits of the same real world images [11]. Barnsley and Hurd [1993] used this idea to
compress images using the Fractal Image Compression (FIC) technique [13]. Fractal
Image Compression uses a set of affine transform contraction mappings to generate the
compressed representation of an image. A contraction mapping is a transformation
f\X -> X with constant s, where 0 < s < 1, such that :
d(f(x),f{y))<sd(x,y) Vx,yeX
where:
X : metric space
d: distance measurement
s: contractivity factor.
When the contraction mapping f is repeated an infinite number of times, it will always
converge to some limit [13]:
]imfon(x) -> xf for each x e X
Contraction mappings in the metric space map a point x to point f(x). The contraction
mapping can also be defined in the Hausdorff Space H. To describe the Hausdorff Space,
as well as the contraction mapping in H space the following definitions are given [13]:
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Then H(X) denotes the space whose
points are compact subsets ofX, other than the empty set [13].
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, x e X, and Be H(X). Then:
d(x,B) = min{d(x,y) : y e B}. This defines the distance from point x to
set B [13].
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let A and B belong to H(X). Then :
d(A,B) = max{d(x,B) :xeA). This defines the distance from set A to set
B [13].
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Then the Hausdorff distance between the
points A and B inH(X) is d given by: h(A,B) = d(A,B) v d(B,A). Where
x v y is the maximum of x and y, and h is the Hausdorffmetric on H [13].
Let w : X - X be a contractionmapping on the metric space (X, d) with
contractivity factor s. Then w : H(X) H(X) defined by:
w(B) = (w(x) : x e B}, where B e H(X) is a contraction mapping on
(H(X), h(d)) with contractivity factor s [13].
The Hausdorff space can be described as a space of images.
Next, an iterated function system (JFS) is defined as "a complete metric space
(X, d) together with a finite set of contraction mappings xvn : X > X with respective
contractivity factor sn, for n = l,2,---,N . The notation for this JFS is
{X; wn , n = l,2,---,N } and its contractivity factor is s = max{ sn: n = l,2,---,N }
"
[13] .
The following theorem can be stated about the IFS:
Let {X; wH , n = 1,2,- ,N } be a iterated function system with contractivity factor
s. Then the transformation W : H(X) -> H(X) defined by :
W(B) = (jwn(B)
for all B e H(X), is a contraction mapping on the complete metric space
(H(X),h(d)) with contractivity factor s; that is h(W(B), W(Q) < sh(B,C)
for all B,C e H(X). It has a unique fixed point, A e H(X) which obeys:
N
A = W(A) = {Jwn(A)>
n=l
and is given by A = limWon() for any B e H(X) [13].
The above theorem basically states that repeated operations of the contraction mapping
will converge to the fixed point A which is a member of the Hausdorff space. The fixed
pointA is called the attractor of the JES [13].
The final theorem which needs to be discussed is called the Collage Theorem.
This theorem "is central to the design of IFS's whose attractors are close to given sets"
[13].
Let (X,d) be a complete metric space. Let T e H(X) be given, and let e > Obe
given. Chose an IFS {X; (w0 ),wl ,w2 , , wN } with contractivity factor
0 < s < 1 so that
f N
T,[Jwn(T)
=i
<,
where h(d) is the Hausdorffmetric. Then
h(T,A)<
\-s
where A is the attractor of the IFS. Equivalently,
h(T,A)<(l-sYlh
N \
T,{Jwn(T)
71=1
forallTeH(X)[13].
"The collage theorem tells us that to find an IFS whose attractor is close to or looks like a
given set, one must try to find a set of transformations, contraction mappings on a
suitable space within which the given set lies, such that the union, or collage, of the
images of the given set under the transformations is close to or looks like the given set.
The degree to which two images look alike is measured using theHausdorff
metric"[13].
The goal of fractal image compression is to find a set of contraction mappings which
represent the image. This is done with local iterated function systems which operate on a
subset of a given space.
To describe the fractal compression algorithm, the binary image case is first used
and then expanded to include compression of grayscale images. The process begins with
some binary input image G. The image is covered with a set of domain blocks, D such
that the set of domain blocks covers G. Each domain block in the set is square. Figure
3.2.2.4-2 illustrates the use of domain blocks to cover the image.
Figure 3.2.2.4-2 The Possible Set ofDomain Blocks for Image G
Next a set of range blocks, R, is introduced such that Rf]G * 0. These blocks are twice
the size of the domain blocks. There are no restrictions on the number of range blocks
used and they do not have to cover the whole image. Figure 3.2.2.4-3 illustrates the use
of the range blocks.
Figure 3.2.2.4-3 The Possible Set ofRange Blocks for Image G
Once the domain and range blocks is introduced, a set of local contractive affine
transforms is defined. This set of transforms, T, is used to map one of the range blocks,
R, onto each domain block >,. The affine transform contraction mapping takes on the
form:
w,. =0.5A(R) + 1,
where A(j) is one of the following matrix operations [13]:
(\ 0\
,0 1,
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rotation
270
rotation
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and t is a translation value. So for every pixel at location (x,y) in the specified range
block a contractive mapping plus a shift is used for the transformation. The
transformations are selected to minimize the Hausdorff distance [13]:
%.(*nG),D.r)G).
So for each domain block a range block and transform is selected so that the transformed
part of the image from the range block looks most like the part of the image in the
domain block. The set of local transformations:
is called the collage of image G [13]. The compressed image is in the form of the local
IFS code which is a file containing the layout of the range and domain blocks and the
transformation for each domain block.
For the grayscale case, it can be shown in a similarmanner as above that a
grayscale contractive mapping, F, follows:
hmFon(ii/) = (j),
7i-~
where 0 is the attractor of the fractal transform [13]. "The operator F is essentially the
operator W^ for a local IFS that acts in three dimensions" [13]. In this case the third
dimension is grayscale. The local operator w, is defined by:
wi{x,y,z) = (wi(x,y),vi(z)),
which takes on the matrix form:
W; =
a.t b, X
X"
c, 4 o y + *y
OOP z Qi.
The value P is a fixed positive number with a value between 0 and contractivity factor s.
The compression is completely defined by the values for P, Q the range block location
and the matrix transformation used, which again are picked to minimize the Hausdorff
distance between the transformed range block image and the domain block image. Rx,Ry
are simply used to translate the information in the range block to the spcific location in
the domain image[13].
Once the compression is completed, the file containing the transformation
information is stored and can be used to regenerate the image using the decompression
technique described in section 3.2.2.4.
AppendixE Fractal Image Compression Code
The following code was written by Barnsley et. al [13].
/*
compress.c - Fractal Image Compression Demonstration Program
Copyright 1992 Lyman P. Hurd, Michael F. Barnsley
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <malloc.h>
Mnclude "fractal.h"
main(int argcchar **argv)
{
FILE *image_file,*fractal_file;
ImageHeader header;
Rectangle image,domain_block,range_block,flipped_range_block,
reduced_image;
unsigned long current_distance,mimmum_mstonce,infinity;
Symmetry current_symmetry;
short curtent_range_x,current_range_y,domain_x,domain_y,current_shift;
Pixel domain_mean;
AffineMap best_map;
fprintf(stderr,"\nFractal Image Compression Demonstration - Version 1.0AW);
fprintf(stderr, "NnCopyright (c) 1992 Lyman P. Hurd, Michael F. BarnsleyW);
if (argc != 3)
{
fprintf(stderr,'\nUsage: compress image_file fractal_file.\n");
exit(l);
}
/* Step 0: Allocate memory for blocks */
domain_block.width=range_block.width=
flipped_range_block.width=DB_SIDE;
domain_block.height=range_block.height=
flipped_range_block.height=DB_SIDE;
domain_block.length=range_block.length=
flipped_range_block.length=DB_SIDE*DB_SIDE;
domain_block.pixel =
(Pixel *) calloc(DB_SIDE*DB_SIDE,sizeof(Pixel));
range_block.pixel =
(Pixel *) calloc(DB_SIDE*DB_SIDE,sizeof(Pixel));
flipped_range_block.pixel =
(Pixel *) calloc(DB_SIDE*DB_SIDE,sizeof(Pixel));
infinity=2551*2551*DB_SIDE*DB_SIDE;
/* Step 1: Input Image */
if (NULL == (image_file=fopen(argv[l],"rb")))
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open file %s.\n",
argv[l]);
exit(l);
}
if (NULL == (fractal_file=fopen(argv[2],"wb")))
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open file %s.\n",
argv[2]);
exit(l);
}
read_tga_header(image_file,&header);
fprintf(stderr,"Width %d Height %d\n",header.width,header.height);
if ( 1 !=fwrite(&header,sizeof(ImageHeader), 1 ,fractal_file))
fprintf(stderr,"Errorwriting header to fractal file %s.\n",
argv[2]);
exit(l);
}
image.width=header.width;
image.height=header.height;
image.length=header.width*header.height;
image.pixel = (Pixel *)calloc((int)image.length,sizeof(Pixel));
reduced_image.width=header.width/2;
reduced_image.height=header.height/2;
reduced_image.length=header.width*header.height/4;
reduced_image.pixel = (Pixel *) calloc((int)reduced_image.length,sizeof(Pixel));
if (NULL == image.pixel)
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to allocate %ld bytes for image buffer.Nn",
image.length);
exit(2);
}
if (image.length!=fread(miage.pkel,sizeof(Pkel),(mt)image.length,image_file))
fprintf(stderr,"Error reading header from image file %s.\n",
argv[l]);
exit(l);
}
fclose(image_file);
/* rescale (contract) image in spatial and intensity directions */
reduce_image(&image,&reduced_image);
/* MAIN LOOP */
for (domam_y=0;domain_y<(short)image.height;domain_y+=DB_SIDE)
for(domam_x=0;domain_x<(short)image.width;domain_x+=DB_SrDE)
{
/* Step 2: Get Domain Block */
fprintf(stderr,"Dx %d Dy %d\n",domain_x,domain_y);
minimum_distance=infinity;
copy_rectangle(&image,domain_x,domain_y,&domain_block,0,0,
DB_SIDE,DB_SIDE);
domain_mean=mean(&domain_block) ;
for (current_range_y=0;current_range_y<= (short)reduced_image.height-
DB_SIDE;current_range_y-i~i-)
for (current_range_x=0;current_range_x<=(short)reduced_image.width-
DB_SIDE;current_range_x++)
{
/* Step 3: Get Range Block */
copy_rectangle(&reduced_image,current_range_x,
current_range_y,&range_block,0,0J3B_SIDE,DB_SrDE);
/* best mean square fit is given by shifting means to be equivalent */
/* see text for other distance measures */
current_shift = ((short) domain_mean)
-((short) mean(&range_block));
intensity_shift(&range_block,current_shift);
/* Step 3: Loop Over Symmetries */
for (current_symmetry=0;current_symmetry<NSYMS ;
current_symmetry-!-+)
{
flip(&range_block,&flipped_range_block,
current_symmetry);
current_distance = 12_distance(&domain_block,
&flipped_range_block);
if (current_distance<aiiinimum_distance)
{
imnimum_distance=current_distance;
best_map.shift=current_shift;
best_map.syiiimetry==current_symmetry;
best_map.range_x=current_range_x;
best_map.range_y=current_range_y;
}
}
fwrite(&best_map,sizeof(AffineMap), 1 ,fractal_file);
fprintf(stderr,"Error %d\n",mmimum_distance);
}
fclose(fractal_file);
free(image.pixel);
retum(O);
}
/*
decompress.c - Fractal Image Compression Demonstration Program
Copyright 1992 Lyman P. Hurd, Michael F. Barnsley
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <alloc.h>
#include "fractal.h"
#define DEFAULTJTERATES 16
main(int argcchar **argv)
{
AffineMap *affine_map_array,*map_ptr,
FILE *image_file,*fractal_file,*initial_file;
ImageHeader header,initial_header;
short iterate,arg_offset=0,iterates=DEFAULT_ITERATES ;
long number_of_maps,i;
short domain_x,domain_y;
Rectangle image,reduced_image^ange_block,transformed_range_block;
fprintf(stderr,
"\nFractal Image Decompression Demonstration - Version 1.0A\n");
fprintf(stderr,
'ViCopyright (c) 1992 Lyman P. Hurd, Michael F. BarnsleyW);
if ((argc < 3)ll(argc>5))
{
fprintf(stderr,
"\nUsage: decompress [num_iterates] [initial_image] fractal_file image_file.\n");
exit(l);
}
if (argc==4)
{
iterates=atoi(argv[ 1]);
arg_offset=l;
}
if (argc==5)
{
iterates=atoi(argv[ 1]);
initial_file=fopen(argv[2],"rb");
arg_offset=2;
}
/* Read in affine maps and header information. */
if (NULL == (fractal_file=fopen(argv[arg_offset+l],"rb")))
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open fractal file %s.\n",
argv[arg_offset+1] ) ;
exit(l);
}
if (NULL == (image_file=fopen(argv[arg_offset+2],"wb")))
{
fprintf(stderr,"Unable to open image file %s.\n",
argv[arg_offset-i-2]);
exit(l);
}
if (1 !=fread(&header,sizeof(LxiageHeader),l,fractalJile))
{
fprintf(stderr,"Error reading header from fractal file %s.\n",
argv[arg_offset-i- 1 ] ) ;
exit(l);
}
write_tga_header(image_file,&header);
number_of_maps = header.width*header.height/(DB_SIDE*DB_SIDE);
affine_map_array = (AffineMap *)
calloc(number_of_maps,sizeof(AffineMap));
if (number_of_maps!=
fread(affine_map_array,sizeof(AffineMap),number_of_maps,fractal_file))
{
fprintf(stderr,"Error reading data from %s.\n",argv[arg_offset-i-l]);
exit(l);
}
fclose(fractal_file) ;
image,width = header,width;
image.height = header.height;
image.length = header.width*header.height;
image.pixel = (Pixel *) calloc(image.length,sizeof(Pixel));
reduced_image.width = header,width/2;
reduced_image.height = header.height/2;
reduced_image.length = header.width*header.height/4;
reduced_image.pixel = (Pixel *)
calloc(reduced_image.length,sizeof(Pixel));
range_block.width = DB_SK)E;
range_block.height = DB_SIDE;
range_block.length = DB_SIDE*DB_SIDE;
range_block.pixel = (Pixel *) calloc(range_block.length,sizeof(Pixel));
transformed_range_block.width = DB_SIDE;
transformed_range_block.height =DB_SIDE;
transformed_range_block.length = DB_SIDE*DB_SIDE;
transformed_range_block.pixel =
(Pixel *) calloc(transformed_range_block.length,sizeof(Pixel));
/* Set source buffer to a predetermined starting condition. */
if (argc<5)
{
for (i=0;i<image.length;i++)
image.pixel[i]=ARBITRARY_PIXEL_VALUE;
}
else
{
read_tga_header(initial_file,&initial_header);
fread(image.pixel,image.length,sizeof(Pixel),initial_file);
}
/* Loop for a prescribed number of iterations. */
for (iterate=0;iterate<iterates;iterate++)
{
reduce_image(&image,&reduced_image);
/* Loop over domain blocks. */
for (domain_y=0,map_ptr=affine_map_array;
domain_y<image.height;domain_y+=DB_SIDE)
for(domam_x=0;dorrmin_x<image.width;domain_x+=DB_SIDE,map_ptr-i--i-)
{
/* Extract range block. */
copy_rectangle(&reduced_image,map_ptr->range_x,
map_ptr->range_y,&range_block,0,0,
DB_SJDE,DB_SIDE);
intensity_shift(&range_block,map_ptr->shift);
/* Apply indicated symmetry. */
flip(&range_block,&transformed_range_block,
map_ptr->symmetry);
/* Insert transformed block into image. */
copy_rectangle(&transformed_range_block,0,0,&image,
domain_x,domain_y,DB_SIDEJ)B_SIDE);
}
}
if (image.length != fwrite(image.pixel,sizeof(Pixel),image.length,
image_file))
{
fprintf(stderr,"Errorwriting data to %s.\n",argv[arg_offset+2]);
exit(l);
}
free(affine_map_array);
free(image.pixel);
free(reduced_image.pixel);
fclose(image_file);
return(O);
}
/*
fractal.h Fractal Image Compression Demonstration Program
Copyright 1992 Lyman P. Hurd, Michael F. Barnsley
*/
#include<stdio.h>
#include "tga.h"
#define DB_SIDE 4
#defineMAX_PDCEL_VALUE 255
#define NSYMS 8
#define NUMJTS 16
#define FLIP_X 1
#define FLIP_Y 2
#define FLIP_DIAG 4
#define ARBITRARY_PDCEL_VALUE 128
#define SWAPPED_RAS_MAGIC 0x956aa659
typedef unsigned char Pixel;
typedef unsigned char Symmetry;
typedef struct rectangle { unsigned short width,height;
unsigned long length;
Pixel *pixel;
} Rectangle;
typedef struct affinemap {
unsigned short range_x,range_y;
short shift;
Symmetry symmetry;
} AffineMap;
typedef struct imageheader {
unsigned short width,height;
} ImageHeader;
extern Pixel mean(Rectangle *rectangle);
extern long 12_distance(Rectangle *rectl,Rectangle *rect2);
extern void copy_rectangle(Rectangle *src_rect,short src_x,
short src_y.Rectangle *dest_rect,short dest_x,
short dest_y,short width,short height);
extern void reduce_image(Rectangle *src_rect,
Rectangle *dest_rect);
extern void flip(Rectangle *range_block,
Rectangle *transformed_range_block,
Symmetry symmetry);
extern void intensity_shift(Rectangle *rectangle,short shift);
extern long swap_bytes(long qbyte);
extern void read_ras_header(FILE *image_file, ImageHeader *header);
extern void read_tga_header(FILE *image_file, ImageHeader *header);
extern void write_ras_header(FILE *image_file, ImageHeader *header);
extern void write_tga_header(FILE *image_file, ImageHeader *header);
/* End header file */
#define TGA_GRAYSCALE 3
struct tga_hdr {
unsigned char id,cmaptype,imtype,coll,col2,col3,col4,col5;
short xorigin,yorigin,width,height;
unsigned char depth,descriptor;
};
util.c - Fractal Image Compression Demonstration Program
Copyright 1992 Lyman P. Hurd, Michael F. Barnsley
*/
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "fractal.h"
Pixel mean(Rectangle *rectangle)
inti;
long sum=0;
for (i=0;i<(int)rectangle->length;i++)
sum += rectangle->pixel[i];
retum((Pixel)(sum/(long)rectangle->length));
void intensity_shift(Rectangle *rectangle,short shift)
short i;
for(i=0;i<(short)rectangle->length;i++)
rectangle->pixel[i]=(Pixel)(rectangle->pixel[i]+shift);
long 12_distance(Rectangle *rectl,Rectangle *rect2)
/* recti and rect2 must have the same length */
{
long d,distance=0;
inti;
for(i=0;i<(int)rectl->length;i-H-)
{
d=rect 1 ->pixel[i]-rect2->pixel[i] ;
distance += d*d;
}
return(distance);
}
void copy_rectangle(Rectangle *src_rect,short src_x,short src_y,
Rectangle *dest_rect,short dest_x,short dest_y,
short width,short height)
{
int i,j;
for (j=0;j<height;j++)
for (i=0;i<width;i++)
dest_rect->pixel[i+dest_x+(j+dest_y)*dest_rect->width] =
src_rect->pixel[(src_x+i)+(src_y+j)*src_rect->width];
}
void reduce_image(Rectangle *src_rect,Rectangle *dest_rect)
{
int i,j;
for (j=0;j<(int)dest_rect->height;j++)
for(i=0;i<(int)dest_rect->width;i++)
{
/* spatial rescale by 2 */
dest_rect->pixel[i+j*dest_rect->width] =
(src_rect->pixel[2*i+(2*j)*src_rect->width]+
src_rect->pixel[2*i+ 1+(2*j)*src_rect->width]+
src_rect->pixel[2*i+(2*j+ 1 )*src_rect->width]+
src_rect->pixel[2*i+ 1+(2*j+l )*src_rect->width])/4;
/* intensity rescale by 3/4 */
dest_rect->pixel[i+j*dest_rect->width] =
(dest_rect->pixel[i+j*dest_rect->width]*3)/4;
}
void flip(Rectangle *range_block,Rectangle *transformed_range_block,
Symmetry symmetry)
short i,j,x,y,t;
for(j=0;j<(int)range_block->height;j+-i-)
for(i=0;i<(int)range_block->width;i++)
{
if (symmetry & FLIP_X) x=(range_block->width-l)-i;
else x=i;
if (symmetry & FLIP_Y) y=(range_block->height-l)-j;
else y=j;
if (symmetry & FLIP_DIAG) /* not allowed unless width=height */
t=y;
y=x;
x=t;
}
transformed_range_block->pixel[x+y*range_block->width] =
range_block->pixel[i+j*range_block->width] ;
}
}
void read_ras_header(FTLE *image_file, ImageHeader *header)
{
long int rheader[8];
if (8 != fread(rheader,sizeof(long int),8,image_file))
{
fprintf(stderr,"Error reading raster headerAn");
exit(l);
}
if(rheader[0] != SWAPPED_RAS_MAGIC)
{
fprintf(stderr,"Invalid raster file.W);
exit(l);
}
header->width=(short)swap_bytes(rheader[l]);
header->height=(short)swap_bytes(rheader[2]);
void write_ras_header(FTLE *image_file, ImageHeader *header)
{
static long int rheaderD={SWAPPED_RAS_MAGIC,0,0,Ox8000000,0,OxlOOOOOO,0,0};
rheader[ 1 ]=swap_bytes(header->width) ;
rheader[2]=swap_bytes(header->height);
rheader[4]=swap_bytes(header->width*header->height);
if (8 != fwrite(rheader,sizeof(long int),8,image_file))
{
fprintf(stderr,"Error writing raster header.Nn");
exit(l);
}
}
long swap_bytes(long qbyte)
{
retum(((qbyte&0xff000000)24) I ((qbyte&0xff0000)8) I
((qbyte&0xff00)8) I ((qbyte&0xff)24));
}
void read_tga_header(FILE *image_file, ImageHeader *header)
{
struct tga_hdr tgaheader;
if (1 != fread(&tgaheader,sizeof(struct tga_hdr),l,image_file))
{
fprintf(stderr,"Error reading Targa header.W);
exit(l);
1
if ((tgaheader.imtype != TGA_GRAYSCALE)ll(tgaheader.depth!=8))
{
fprintf(stderr,"Invalid Targa file.W);
exit(l);
}
header->width=tgaheader.width;
header->height=tgaheader.height;
}
void write_tga_header(FILE *image_file, ImageHeader *header)
{
static struct tga_hdr tgaheader=
{0,0,TGA_GRAYSCALE,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,8,0};
tgaheader.width=header->width;
tgaheader.height=header->height;
if (1 != fwrite(&tgaheader,sizeof(struct tga_hdr),l,image_file))
fprintf(stderr,"Error writing Targa header.W);
exit(l);
}
}
AppendixFDescription ofFeatures
The following descriptions of the features used in the feature vectors is from Rosenblum
et. al. [3]
Textural Features
These features are measures of the interaction between neighboring pixels in a
single band. They can be calculated using the following methods.
Co-occurrence Matrix Features
Some of the features defined below are calculated from grey level co-occurrence
matricies. Specifications that go along with these features are the distance between the
two pixels compared, the orientation between them and the size of the window (which
controls how many pixels will be compared to each other). Because these features are
dependent on the angle over which they are calculated, the actual feature values that will
be recorded are the average and range of the feature values over four angles of
computation (0, 45, 90, 135).
The notation to describe the calculation of these features is as follows:
Ng = the number of grey levels in the quantized image
R = the dimension of the co-occurrence matrix (equal to Ng by the nature of
the co-occurrence matrix)
p(i,j) = the (i,j)th entry in the co-occurrence matrix for grey levels i and j.
px(i) = the ith entry of the marginal probability matrix which is obtained by
summing the rows of p(i,j)
p (i) = the jth entry of the marginal probability matrix which is obtained by
summing the columns of p(i,j)
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First Order Statistical Features
These are basic features which are simple statistical measures on the window of
pixels.
Gradient: measure of edgeness in a window:
0(d) = X [W> J) ~ '(' + d> J')\ +W> d, j)\ + |/(i, j) - /(/,j + d)\ + |/(i, ;) - I(i,j - d)\]
i,j=N
d = distance between pixels compared
I(i,j) = the value of point (i,j) in image I
N = dimension of the window
Mean Brightness: mean grey level over a window.
Variance: variance of grey levels within same window.
Brightness: grey level of each pixel from the original image, or the monochrome image
itself.
Grey Level Difference Statistical Feamres
These features are calculated from amatrix with entries based on grey levels a
distance d apart. The absolute value of the difference between the grey level of the pair
of pixels is computed and entered into the matrix.
fd=\l(i,j)-I(i + d,j + d)\
The probability pd(k) is the probability density of fd{i,j) where k is the range of values
possible for fd(i,j) (i.e. the number of grey levels - 1). Based upon that distribution the
following feature is defined
Contrast:
N.-l
f=^Pd(k)
k=0
Appendix G PairedComparison Example
Consider the following values taken from 5 images and 22 observers:
N = (n/2)(n-l) = (5/2)(5-l) =10
The following frequencies were observed
1 2 3 4 5
1 0 8 11 10 5
2 14 0 17 14 5
3 11 5 0 11 3
4 12 8 11 0 2
5 17 17 19 20 0
where the column is chosen as being better than the row. This table shows the frequency
that a specific image was chosen as better than the other. The same image is never
compared to itself, therefore zeros are entered in those spaces.
Matrix ofProportions
1 2 3 4 5
1 .50 .36 .50 .46 .23
2 .64 .50 .77 .64 .23
3 .50 .23 .50 .50 .14
4 .55 .36 .50 .50 .09
5 .77 .77 .86 .91 .50
This table is the frequency table divided by the number of observers. The .50 in the
diagonals is from the assumption that if the same image was compared to itself either one
would be selected half the time.
Z-scores
1 2 3 4 5
1 0.00 .35 0.00 -0.11 -0.75
2 0.35 0.00 0.75 0.35 -0.75
3 0.00 -0.75 0.00 0.00 -1.10
4 0.11 -0.35 0.00 0.00 -1.34
5 0.75 0.75 1.10 1.34 0.00
The scale for the test is then determined by summing the Z-scores in every column
Scale
12 3 4 5
1.21 -0.70 1.85 1.57 -3.93
From the scale ratings it ca be seen that image 3 was the most preferred while image 5
was the least preferred.
AppendixH Standard Texture Library
The following images are the truth textures found in the standard texture library.
asphalt_am_red asphalt_am_mw asphalt_am_lw
asphalt_pm_red asphalt_pm_mw asphalt_pm_lw
asphalt_am_crack_red
asphalt_pm_crack_red
asphalt_red
asphalt_ired
2rass_am_red 2rass_am_mw srass_am_lw
grass_pm_red grass_pm_mw grass_pm_lw
fairway_red fairway_ired
itek band7 itek band9 itek bandl
lakel red lakel ired
1
*
H ,7
orchard l_red orchard 1 ired
orchard2 red orchard2_ired
rooftop_gravel_red
stone red
trees 1 red trees 1 ired
trees2_red trees2 ired
treesal red treesal ired
water 1 red water 1 ired
Appendix I Mean and StandardDeviation Standard Texture Library
The following table lists the mean and standard deviation for each texture in the
standard texture library.
Table I- 1 Mean and StandardDeviation ofTextures in Standard Texure Library
Name Mean St. Dev.
asphalt_am_crack_red 135.83 6.19
asphalt_am_lw 45.29 1.79
asphalt_am_mw 111.91 1 .05
asphalt_am_red 137.70 4.20
asphalt_pm_crack_red 122.36 5.66
asphalt_pm_lw 120.53 2.29
asphalt_pm_mw 240.71 2.22
asphalt_pm_red 119.11 4.47
asphalt_ired 61.30 7.24
asphalt_red 130.68 8.39
fairway_ired 121.13 5.88
fairway_red 74.61 4.67
grass_am_lw 39.30 3.25
grass_am_mw 100.97 1-64
grass_am_red 124.61 7.53
grass_pm_lw 58.18 1-70
grass_pm_mw 190.82 2.30
grass_pm_red 114.44 7.61
itek_bandl2 (water) 40.34 1.80
itek_band9 (water) 48.45 9.79
itek_band7 (water) 53.54 19.60
lakel.ir 7.52 5.01
lakel.red 1 13.42 10.86
orchardl_ired 142.48 60.22
orchardl_red 125.50 75.10
orchard2_ired 79.00 17.79
orchard2_red 72.39 44.71
rooftop_gravel_red 135.59 45.33
stone_red 150.84 12. 19
trees l_ired 81.23 30.27
trees l_red 28.72 13.68
trees2_ired 140.6O 56.24
trees2_red 66.47 31.6I
treesal_ired 29.08 15.30
treesal_red 16.20 9.01
waterl_ired 12.70 15.67
waterl_red 62.73 27.77
Appendix J Recursion Texture Parameters
The following table lists the parameters used to create each recursion input
texture.
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Appendix K Blob Texture Parameters
The following table lists the parameters used to create each gaussian blob input
texture.
Appendix K
Name Mean St. Dev Blob Size
asphalt_am_crack_red 137 20 1
asphalt_am_red 139.5 14 1
asphalt_pm_crack_red 124 17 1
asphalt_pm_red 121 13 1
asphalt_red 131 12 3
fairway_red 75 6.5 3
grass_am_red 125 10.3 3
grass_pm_red 115 9 5
itek_band7 (water) 40 80 1
lakel red 114 15 3
orchardl red 129 100 10
orchard2 red 70 53 10
rooftop_gravel_red 136 61 4
stone red 151 17 3
trees1_red 29 15 10
trees2 red 66 36 11
treesal 17 1 1 8
water! red 18 100 1
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Appendix L Reflectance File FormatPrograms
The following program reads in the set of 100 reflectance curves and writes them
in the following format:
frequency reflectance
Written by Robert A. Rose
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define NUM_OF_CURVES 100
#define NUM_OF_POINTS 21 1
main()
{
int c,r,x;
int frequency[NUM_OF_POINTS];
double temp;
double reflectance[NUM_OF_POINTS] [NUM_OF_CURVES] ;
char input_file[80], output_file[80];
FILE *fp, *sp;
fprintf(stderr,"Input name of file to format:\n");
gets(input_file);
fprintf(stderr,"Input name of output_file:\n");
gets(output_file);
fp = fopen(input_file,"r");
sp = fopen(output_file,"w");
x = 150;
for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_POINTS; C++ ){
frequency[c] = (39850-(x*100));
x++;
}for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_CURVES; c++){
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
fscanf(fp,"%lf\n",&reflectance[r][c]);
}
}
for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_CURVES; c++){
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
temp =1- reflectance[r][c];
reflectance[r][c] = temp;
}
}
for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_CURVES; c++){
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
fprintf(sp,"%d %lf\n", frequency[r], reflectance [r][c]);
}
}
)
This program interpolates the reflectance data for water to frequency increments of 100
cmA-l.
Written by robert Rose
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define NUM_OF_FILES 6
#define NUM_OF_POINTS 23
main()
{
int c, r, x, new_frequency;
double wavelength[NUM_OF_POINTS], frequency[NUM_OF_POINTS];
double reflectance[NUM_OF_POINTS] [NUM_OF_FILES+ 1 ] ;
double new_reflectance[l 1 l][NUM_OF_FTLES+l];
char input_file_name[80];
FILE *fp, *sp, *output_file, *new_freq_file;
fp = fopen("wavelength.dat","r");
new_freq_file = fopen("new_frequency.dat","w");
output_file = fopen("frequency.dat","w");
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
fscanf(fp,"%lf ', &wavelength[r]);
frequency[r] = (10000.0/wavelength[r]);
reflectance[r][0] = frequency[r];
for(c=l; c<NUM_OF_FILES+l; c++){
fprintf(stderr,"Input filename with water reflectance values:\n");
gets(input_file_name);
sp = fopen(input_file_name,"r");
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
fscanf(sp,"%lf\n", &reflectance[r] [c]);
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_FTLES+l; c++){
fprintf(output_file,"%lf\t" ,reflectance[r] [c] );
fprintf(output_file,"\n") ;
x = 0;
for(new_frequency = 24150; new_frequency>=13150; new_frequency=new_frequency-
100) {
new_reflectance[x][0] = new_frequency;
for(r=l; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
if((new_frequency<=frequency[r-l]) && (new_frequency>=frequency[r])) {
for(c=l; c<NUM_OF_FILES+l; c++){
new_reflectance[x][c] =reflectance[r-l][c] + (((new_frequency-frequency[r-l])*
(reflectance[r][c]-reflectance[r-l][c]))/(frequency[r]-frequency[r-l]));
new_reflectance[x][c] = new_reflectance[x][c]/100.0;
}
}
}
x++;
for(c=l; c<NUM_OF_FILES+l; c++){
for(r=0;r<lll;r++){
fprintf(new_freq_file,"%lf%lf\n",new_reflectance[r][0], new_reflectance[r][c]);
}
}
This program generates the set of 100 emissivity curves to be merged with the 100
reflectance curves
Written by Robert Rose
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "/usrAocal/include/ipilib.h"
int ipi_gemormdist(double *nl,double *n2,double mean,double stdev);
#defme NUM_OF_OUTPUT 100
main()
{
int c,r,x,t;
int frequency[396];
double mean, stdev, new_val;
double emissivity[396][NUM_OF_OUTPUT];
char input_file[80], output_file[80];
FILE *fp, *sp;
fprintf(stderr,"Input file to be read in:\n");
gets(input_file);
fprintf(stderr,"Input output file name:\n");
gets(output_file);
fp = fopen(input_file,"r");
sp = fopen(output_file,"w");
for(r=0;r<396;r++){
fscaiif(fp,"%d%lf\n",&frequency[r],&erriissiviry[r][0]);
}
mean = 0.0;
stdev = 0.001;
x = 0;
for(r=0;r<396;r++){
for(c=l; c<NUM_OF_OUTPUT; c++){
if(emissivity[r][0] = 1.0) {
emissivity[r][c] = 1.0;
}
else{
ipi_gemormdist(&new_val, NULL, mean, stdev);
emissivity[r][c] = emissivity[r][0] + new_val;
if(emissivity[r][c] > 1.0) {
emissivity[r][c] = emissivity[r][0] - new_val;
x++;
)
}
}
t = 0;
for(r=0;r<396;r++){
for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_OUTPUT; c++){
if(emissivity[r][c] > 1.0) {
t++;
}
}
}
fprintf(sp,"The number of values greater than l:%d\n",x);
fprintf(sp,"The number of converted values greater than 1: %d\n",t);
for(c=0;c<NUM_OF_OUTPUT; c++){
for(r=0;r<396;r++){
fprintf(sp,"%d %lf\n",frequency[r],emissivity[r][c]);
}
}
}
/**************%**************4C**3|C%*4C*******************************
This program merges the reflectance curves and emissivity curves and writes out 100
emissivity curves
Written by Robert Rose
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
main()
{
int c,r,x,t,frequency[396];
double reflectance[211][100], emissivity[396][100];
double junk;
charinput_reflectance_file[80],input_emissivity_file[80], output_file[80];
FILE *fp,*gp, *sp, *tp;
fprintf(stderr,"Input reflectance file name :\n");
gets(input_reflectance_file) ;
fprintf(stderr,"Input emissivity file name\n");
gets(input_emissivity_file);
fprintf(stderr,"Output file name:\n");
gets(output_file);
fp = fopen(input_reflectance_file,"r");
gp = fopen(input_emissivity_file,"r");
sp = fopen(output_file,"w");
tp = fopen("junk.dat","w");
for(c=0; c<100; c++){
for(r=0;r<396;r++){
fscanf(gp,"%d %lf\n",&junk,&emissivity[r] [c]);
for(c=0; c<100; c++){
for(r=0;r<211;r++){
fscanf(fp,"%d %lf\n",&junk,&reflectance[r] [c]);
for(r=0;r<396;r++){
frequency[r] = (39850 - (r*100));
t = 0;
for(c=0;c<100;c++){
fprintf(sp,"%d\n",t);
x = 0;
for(r=0;r<150;r++){
fprintf(sp,"%d %lf\n",frequency[r],emissivity[r][c]);
for(r=150;r<361;r++){
fprintf(sp,"%d %lf\n",frequency[r] ,reflectance[x] [c]);
x++;
}
for(r=361;r<396;r++){
fprintf(sp,"%d %lf\n",frequency[r] ,emissivity[r] [c]);
t++;
}
}
This program removes the 30 curves with the highest and lowestmeans over a bandpass
and writes out the final emissivity file needed for DIRSIG.
Written by Robert Rose
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#define NUM_OF_CURVES 100
#define NUM_OF_POINTS 396
struct reflectance_curve {
int curve_number;
int frequency[NUM_OF_POINTS];
double mean;
double reflectance[NUM_OF_POINTS];
};
main()
{
int c,r,t,x;
double sum;
char input_file[80], output_fde[80];
struct reflectance_curve curves[NUM_OF_CURVES];
struct reflectance_curve temp_curve;
FILE *fp,*sp;
fprintf(stderr,"Input file namerNn");
gets(input_file);
fprintf(stderr,"Output file name:\n");
gets(output_file);
fp = fopen(input_file,"r");
sp = fopen(output_file,"w");
for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_CURVES; c++){
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&curves[c].curve_number);
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
fscanf(fp,"%d%lf\n",&curves[c].frequency[r],
&curves[c] .reflectance[r] );
}
/*** calculate mean over bandpass .52 - .7 microns (red) ***/
for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_CURVES; c++){
sum = 0.0;
for(r=206;r<257;r++){
sum = sum + curves[c].reflectance[r];
curves[c].mean = sum/51.0;
for(t=0; KlOOOOOOO; t++){
x=0;
for(c=0; c<NUM_OF_CURVES-l; c++){
if(curves[c].mean > curves[c+l].mean){
temp_curve.curve_number = curves[c].curve_number;
curves[c].curve_number = curves[c+l].curve_number;
curves[c+l].curve_number = temp_curve.curve_number;
temp_curve.mean = curves[c].mean;
curves[c].mean = curves[c+l].mean;
curves[c+l].mean = temp_curve.mean;
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
temp_curve.frequency[r] = curves[c].frequency[r];
curves[c].frequency[r] = curves[c+l].frequency[r];
curves[c+l].frequency[r] = temp_curve.frequency[r];
temp_curve.reflectance[r] = curves[c].reflectance[r];
curves[c].reflectance[r] = curves[c+l].reflectance[r];
curves[c+l].reflectance[r] = temp_curve.reflectance[r];
}
x++;
if(x==0){
goto here;
}
}
}
here:
x = 0;
for(c=15; c<85; c++){
fprintf(sp,"%d\n",x);
for(r=0; r<NUM_OF_POINTS; r++){
fprintf(sp,"%d%lf\n",curves[c].frequency[r],
curves[c] .reflectancefr]);
}
x++;
)
}
Appendix M Univariate t testProgram
/* This program calculates univariate t test statistics on the mean values of two mean
vectors given two multispectral input files
Written by Robert Rose
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <ipilib.h>
main( int argc, char *argv[] )
{
int const requiredArguments = 4;
char filel[80],file2[80];
Byte *imagel, *image2;
ipi picops *picopsl, *picops2;
double mean_vector_rruth[l 1], mean_vector_test[l 1];
double st_dev_truth[l l],st_dev_test[l 1], t[l 1];
double temp;
int x, y, band1, band2, offsetl, offset2;
int num_of_pixels;
int index, cols, rows, xdimens, ydimens;
FILE *fp;
fp = fopen(argv[3],"a");
/* check the command line */
if( argc != requiredArguments ) {
fprintf( stderr, "Suck
me!!\n"
);
exit( 0 );
}
/* initialize picops */
picops 1 = ipi_initpicops(0);
picops2 = ipi_initpicops(0);
/* assign the input file names */
strcpy( filel, argv[ 1 ] );
strcpy( file2, argv[ 2 ] );
/* read in images */
if( ipi_loadimage( filel, picops1, &imagel )= 0 ) {
fprintf( stderr, "ERROR: could not load image v%s"\n", filel );
exit( 0 );
}
if( ipi_loadimage( file2, picops2, &image2 ) == 0 ) {
fprintf( stderr, "ERROR: could not load image v%sV, file2 );
exit( 0 );
}
/* check to see if dimension are same */
if((picopsl->xdimens != picops2->xdimens)l I (picopsl->ydimens !=
picops2->ydimens)) {
fprintf(stderr, "ERROR: Images are not same dimension\n" );
exit( 0 );
}
/* assign x,y dimension */
xdimens = picopsl->xdimens;
ydimens = picops l->ydimens;
fprintf(fp,"\n%s\n",argv[2]);
/* calculate number of pixels */
num_of_pixels = (xdimens * ydimens)/100;
fprintf(stderr,"The image is %d x %d\n",picopsl->xdimens,picopsl->ydimens);
fprintf(stderr,"File type is %d\n", picops l->headertype );
fprintf(stderr,"The number of pixels in the image is %d\n",
num_of_pixels);
fprintf(stderr,"The image is %d x %d\n",xdimens, ydimens);
/* calculate mean vectors */
for(bandl=0; bandl<ll; bandl++){
mean_vector_truth[bandl] = 0.0;
mean_vector_test[bandl] = 0.0;
for(y = 0; y < ydimens; y++ ) {
for(x = 0; x < xdimens; x=x+100 ) {
offsetl = (y * xdimens * 1 1) + (x * 1 1 );
mean_vector_truth[bandl] =mean_vector_truth[bandl] + image 1 [offsetl +
bandl];
mean_vector_test[bandl] =mean_vector_test[bandl] + image2[offsetl + bandl];
}
}
fprintf(fp, "NnThe mean vectors are:\n");
for( bandl = 0; bandl < 11; bandl++ ) {
mean_vector_truth[bandl] =mean_vector_truth[bandl]/num_of_pixels;
mean_vector_test[bandl] =mean_vector_test[bandl]/num_of_pixels;
fprintf(fp,"%lf\t%jT\n",mean_vector_truth[bandl],mean_vector_test[bandl]);
}
/* calculate standard deviation */
for(bandl =0; bandl < 11; bandl++){
st_dev_truth[bandl] = 0.0;
st_dev_test[bandl] = 0.0;
for(y = 0; y<ydimens; y++){
for(x=0; x<xdimens; x=x+100){
offsetl = (y* xdimens * 11) + (x*ll);
st_dev_truth[bandl] = st_dev_truth[bandl] +pow((imagel[offsetl+bandl]
mean_vector_truth[bandl]),2);
st_dev_test[bandl] = st_dev_test[bandl] + pow((image2[offsetl+bandl]
mean_vector_test[bandl]),2);
}
st_dev_truth[bandl] = st_dev_truth[bandl]/(num_of_prxels-l);
st_dev_truth[bandl] = pow(st_dev_truth[bandl],0.5);
st_dev_test[bandl] = st_dev_test[bandl]/(num_of_pixels-l);
st_dev_test[bandl] = pow(st_dev_test[bandl],0.5);
fprintf(fp,"Standard deviation of band%d =
\t%lf\t\t%lf\n",bandl,st_dev_truth[bandl],st_dev_test[bandl]);
}
/* compute test statistic */
fprintf(fp,"\nThe t-stats are:\n");
for(bandl=0; bandl<ll; bandl++){
temp =
(pow(st_dev_truth[bandl],2)/num_of_pixels)+(pow(st_dev_test[bandl],2)/num_of_pixel
s);
temp = pow(temp,0.5);
t[bandl] = ((mean_vector_test[bandl] - mean_vector_truth[bandl])/temp);
fprintf(fp,"%lf\n",t[bandl]);
AppendixN StatisticalAnalysis Results
The following tables contain the statistical analysis results for each texture.
Name : asphalLam_crack rec lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -6.740741 12.641975 24.580247 -43.444444
Error 2 -3.092593 9.765432 18.753086 -25.697531
Error 3 -5.882716 13.092593 25.037037 -34.074074
Error 4 -6.487654 14.882716 -170.135802 -37.061728
Error 5 -2.728395 3.530864 -189.666667 -21.41358
Error 6 -4.240741 5.771605 -184.814815 -18.154321
Error 7 -11.777778 4.271605 13.283951 -43.148148
Error 8 -4.240741 -13.709877 -29.209877 -6.895062
Error 9 -6.845679 19.561728 35.049383 -49.191358
Error 10 1.061728 2.654321 -29.728395 -2.919753
Error 1 1 -6.635802 11.734568 20.339506 -32.876543
Univariate 1 1.102899 -2.417434 -5.792011 5.354474
Univariate 2 0.684502 -2.515054 -5.888575 4.418521
Univariate 3 1.038991 -2.723613 -6.429996 4.80098
Univariate 4 1.019133 -2.754815 11.271078 4.740457
Univariate 5 1.02846 -1.486785 13.03483 5.223484
Univariate 6 1.220834 -1.995544 12.701241 4.419292
Univariate 7 2.064697 -1.014802 -4.404279 5.577991
Univariate 8 0.240211 0.755258 1.537783 0.387473
Univariate 9 0.857265 -2.899959 -6.181143 4.909152
Univariate 10 -0.061188 -0.153788 1.56647 0.166096
Univariate 11 1.156249 -2.545111 -5.257202 4.676684
Unsigned Avg 0.95222082 1.93292391 6.73314618 4.06132764
Name : asphalt am crack rec mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -20.746914 -38.925926 -34.722222 -33.37037
Error 2 1.617284 -14.358025 -3.728395 -4
Error 3 -18.703704 -22.216049 -26.67284 -19.08642
Error 4 -20.716049 -35.148148 -29.91358 -28.074074
Error 5 -8.820988 -15.475309 -11.012346 -20.302469
Error 6 -20.91358 -39.82716 -25.246914 -27.623457
Error 7 -26.771605 -40.506173 -30.660494 -44.061728
Error 8 3.37037 3.814815 3.91358 1.790123
Error 9 -32.993827 -56.006173 -47.246914 -43.5
Error 10 3 4.333333 3.666667 1.777778
Error 1 1 -4.228395 -21.555556 -19.95679 -10.098765
Univariate 1 1.677695 3.001208 2.711204 2.614527
Univariate 2 -0.162499 1.35688 0.372266 0.396606
Univariate 3 2.310626 2.64325 3.16961 2.400703
Univariate 4 1.890613 3.0407 2.668529 2.480121
Univariate 5 0.960411 1.635098 1.193229 2.12058
Univariate 6 2.29209 4.052946 2.763565 2.971097
Univariate 7 2.758637 4.031414 3.183877 4.257669
Univariate 8 -0.170473 -0.193187 -0.198235 -0.09018
Univariate 9 1.997335 3.236459 2.794523 2.590694
Univariate 10 -0.151377 -0.21941 -0.185334 -0.089425
Univariate 11 0.38428 1.835259 1.733561 0.909755
Unsigned Avg 1.34145782 2.29507373 1.90672118 1.90194155
Name : asDha t_am_crack red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -4.993827 7.882716 4.62963 13.993827
Error 2 -5.851852 4.302469 -1.228395 4.993827
Error 3 1.87037 12.382716 3.401235 15.209877
Error 4 -13.117284 2.617284 -4.709877 -1
Error 5 -6.185185 4.438272 -5.12963 0.358025
Error 6 3.67284 -6.037037 6.845679 4.04321
Error 7 12.549383 15.740741 18.858025 25.87037
Error 8 4.382716 18.17284 7.08642 9.722222
Error 9 -15.37037 0.975309 -4.851852 1.783951
Error 10 1.617284 13.006173 0.493827 13.154321
Error 1 1 -6.635802 6.635802 0.580247 8.45679
Univariate 1 1.195846 -2.240609 -1.24776 -4.363381
Univariate 2 1.629174 -1.476369 0.370777 -1.761042
Univariate 3 -0.374755 -2.851127 -0.68945 -3.594508
Univariate 4 2.500121 -0.643122 1.006707 0.228267
Univariate 5 1.172673 -0.988977 0.9721 -0.07296
Univariate 6 -0.430922 0.678872 -0.801967 -0.467694
Univariate 7 -2.103051 -2.725792 -3.233323 -4.843052
Univariate 8 -0.235123 -1.01242 -0.382969 -0.529178
Univariate 9 3.55472 -0.320874 1.372208 -0.602297
Univariate 10 -0.090723 -0.753892 -0.027613 -0.762683
Univariate 11 1.700902 -2.199637 -0.171472 -2.962511
Unsigned Avg 1.36254636 1.44469918 0.93421327 1.83523391
Name : asphal t am red lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.123457 -29.037037 -6.685185 17.339506
Error 2 3.141975 -16.641975 -3.746914 15.376543
Error 3 -0.148148 -27.271605 -7.938272 18.641975
Error 4 -1.030864 -28.666667 -7.54321 21.419753
Error 5 -4.006173 -13.537037 -2.117284 6.314815
Error 6 -1.716049 -10.141975 -4.518519 10.012346
Error 7 -4.716049 -29.018519 -10.592593 7.407407
Error 8 -7.753086 -12.660494 -1.185185 -9.450617
Error 9 2.216049 -31.722222 -8.734568 26.141975
Error 10 1.592593 -0.796296 1.592593 3.185185
Error 1 1 0.006173 -20.697531 -3.87037 14.876543
Univariate 1 0.020811 3.996447 1.111252 -3.629565
Univariate 2 -0.769763 3.126746 0.847364 -4.594613
Univariate 3 0.02649 4.006113 1.367619 -4.279339
Univariate 4 0.162287 3.811377 1.17573 -4.41283
Univariate 5 1.217774 3.671678 0.85497 -3.204597
Univariate 6 0.493703 2.938719 1.352634 -4.265191
Univariate 7 0.943898 4.172546 1.903019 -1.889428
Univariate 8 0.434627 0.699539 0.067742 0.527207
Univariate 9 -0.286704 3.517535 1.087308 -4.180466
Univariate 10 -0.091945 0.045611 -0.091945 -0.184878
Univariate 11 -0.00114 3.262576 0.725204 -3.510264
Unsigned Avg 0.40446745 3.02262609 0.96225336 3.15257982
Name : asphal t_arn_red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -36.055556 -39.462963 -14.512346 -25.493827
Error 2 -16.320988 -16.740741 4.271605 0.728395
Error 3 -16.345679 -23.932099 -20.037037 -22.759259
Error 4 -28.580247 -31.734568 -17.061728 -26.796296
Error 5 -12.95679 -17.08642 5.037037 -12.641975
Error 6 -33.283951 -35.907407 -15.888889 -20.901235
Error 7 -40.907407 -39.308642 -18.080247 -20.407407
Error 8 3.333333 4.45679 4.382716 2.098765
Error 9 -49.567901 -54.302469 -23.87037 -39.888889
Error 10 4.111111 4 5.111111 1.444444
Error 1 1 -12.876543 -17.222222 -1.061728 -10.901235
Univariate 1 2.796169 3.039744 1.193883 2.041403
Univariate 2 1.530207 1.548269 -0.435116 -0.073749
Univariate 3 2.066625 2.853212 2.46552 2.710679
Univariate 4 2.565827 2.798623 1.561383 2.358525
Univariate 5 1.379921 1.777117 -0.577112 1.344201
Univariate 6 3.49039 3.679924 1.820595 2.360541
Univariate 7 4.010422 3.965306 1.969074 2.247673
Univariate 8 -0.168591 -0.226073 -0.222256 -0.10581
Univariate 9 2.910833 3.158217 1.470604 2.38239
Univariate 10 -0.208038 -0.202357 -0.259316 -0.072596
Univariate 11 1.127151 1.483642 0.098104 0.976129
Unsigned Avg 2.02310673 2.24840764 1.09754209 1.51579055
Name : asphal t am red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 20.617284 16.685185 26.117284 13.228395
Error 2 9.104938 7.469136 7.709877 3.598765
Error 3 9.179012 10.759259 10.561728 11.648148
Error 4 15.160494 19.876543 14.722222 21.376543
Error 5 9.549383 11.265432 12.419753 11.62963
Error 6 3.666667 -3.635802 10.858025 16.246914
Error 7 11.783951 10.62963 25.104938 14.228395
Error 8 2.283951 4.611111 5.296296 3.641975
Error 9 14.95679 5.802469 5.481481 15.432099
Error 10 0.598765 0.098765 1.209877 -0.95679
Error 1 1 7.703704 10.08642 13.135802 8.123457
Univariate 1 -4.229485 -3.353286 -5.557118 -2.46378
Univariate 2 -2.425162 -1.994364 -1.970183 -0.856712
Univariate 3 -1.863796 -2.224475 -2.227031 -2.379384
Univariate 4 -2.400937 -3.297608 -2.343415 -3.460483
Univariate 5 -1.627574 -2.023398 -2.144346 -1.991669
Univariate 6 -0.403386 0.392273 -1.271408 -1.867507
Univariate 7 -1.988601 -1.830595 -4.78584 -2.367604
Univariate 8 -0.121668 -0.24721 -0.284459 -0.19473
Univariate 9 -3.466567 -1.238031 -1.111756 -3.560634
Univariate 10 -0.033731 -0.005555 -0.068277 0.05366
Univariate 11 -1.938864 -2.699622 -3.384442 -2.002389
Unsigned Avg 1.86361555 1.75512882 2.28620682 1.92714109
Name : asphalt pm crack red lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -73.395062 -61.419753 -66.617284 -64.851852
Error 2 -47.716049 -35.901235 -33.530864 -39.574074
Error 3 -33.080247 -38.796296 -41.462963 -39.58642
Error 4 -47.808642 -47.765432 -52.240741 -49.358025
Error 5 -35.481481 -45.679012 -48.049383 -45.802469
Error 6 -40.302469 -31.944444 -40.592593 -35.839506
Error 7 -51.734568 -46.246914 -48.54321 -48.191358
Error 8 -6.814815 -8.716049 -8.271605 -8.407407
Error 9 -108.641975 -94.530864 -101.746914 -94.376543
Error 10 -12.234568 -14.333333 -13.388889 -14.123457
Error 1 1 -54.728395 -37.833333 -42.080247 -44.475309
Univariate 1 7.339765 6.728801 7.087841 6.916995
Univariate 2 5.710575 4.714134 4.605457 5.0524
Univariate 3 5.020653 5.651498 5.934951 5.737119
Univariate 4 5.048565 5.061182 5.423982 5.19132
Univariate 5 4.295547 5.329963 5.493571 5.243584
Univariate 6 5.275827 4.379509 5.234681 4.669095
Univariate 7 5.9485 5.291751 5.697023 5.549109
Univariate 8 0.34922 0.444401 0.422239 0.429011
Univariate 9 8.461643 7.94998 8.187257 7.96806
Univariate 10 0.634576 0.73923 0.692277 0.728816
Univariate 11 6.366991 4.902432 5.690964 5.667077
Unsigned Avg 4.95016927 4.65389827 4.95184027 4.83205327
Name : aspha t_pm_crack_red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -59.882716 -85.790123 -31.222222 -23.62963
Error 2 -37.993827 -52.790123 -21.759259 -5.95679
Error 3 -38.932099 -35.425926 -22.074074 -7.203704
Error 4 -53.808642 -66.882716 -31.049383 -11.975309
Error 5 -46.759259 -60.37037 -34.314815 -12.32716
Error 6 -33.333333 -49.271605 -14.37037 -5.024691
Error 7 -43.111111 -69.08642 -25.888889 -22.771605
Error 8 1.617284 1.820988 0.604938 0.493827
Error 9 -85.481481 -116.395062 -46.253086 -31.5
Error 10 1.888889 1.777778 0.388889 0.555556
Error 1 1 -46.666667 -51.691358 -16.796296 -12.5
Univariate 1 6.007591 7.847734 3.564432 2.725947
Univariate 2 4.954367 6.357213 3.04513 0.974275
Univariate 3 4.467488 4.345558 2.752423 0.996681
Univariate 4 5.375866 6.493497 3.423222 1.492743
Univariate 5 5.432664 6.723151 4.157858 1.763017
Univariate 6 4.426577 6.039345 2.202361 0.815713
Univariate 7 5.448488 7.492763 3.485827 3.043761
Univariate 8 -0.079731 -0.08982 -0.029747 -0.024276
Univariate 9 6.521331 8.232728 4.053629 2.822795
Univariate 10 -0.093177 -0.087671 -0.019112 -0.027314
Univariate 11 5.069849 5.643155 2.129122 1.643434
Unsigned Avg 4.35246627 5.39569409 2.62389664 1.48454145
Name : aspha t_pm_crack red_r
-~
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -18.04321 -5.709877 -10.58642 -0.833333
Error 2 -4.753086 -1.685185 -5.37037 1.864198
Error 3 -10.679012 -11.228395 -8.296296 -2.709877
Error 4 -1.938272 -1.993827 -6.820988 -1.185185
Error 5 5.030864 0.95679 9.925926 10.987654
Error 6 -1.91358 -5.685185 -8.820988 2.746914
Error 7 3.888889 5.438272 5.444444 10.148148
Error 8 3.308642 8.709877 2.160494 16.944444
Error 9 -7.388889 -2.358025 -6.790123 3.41358
Error 10 -7.030864 -4.265432 -6.512346 1.265432
Error 1 1 -7.919753 -0.561728 -1.62963 1.450617
Univariate 1 4.705389 2.117622 3.399223 0.332975
Univariate 2 1.7747 0.739017 2.058958 -0.876407
Univariate 3 2.724163 2.934066 2.113666 0.794211
Univariate 4 0.383019 0.388965 1.235742 0.230039
Univariate 5 -0.773425 -0.145718 -1.561732 -1.736838
Univariate 6 0.21266 0.641072 0.937336 -0.312371
Univariate 7 -0.691805 -1.02542 -0.989217 -1.914317
Univariate 8 -0.183286 -0.490015 -0.119273 -0.975361
Univariate 9 2.229875 0.862651 2.182039 -1.359085
Univariate 10 0.423211 0.259064 0.392615 -0.078209
Univariate 11 2.551818 0.236588 0.615306 -0.618868
Unsigned Avg 1.513941 0.89456345 1.41864609 0.838971
Name : asphal t_pm_red_lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -93.820988 -83.765432 -84.438272 -89.209877
Error 2 -60.277778 -41.907407 -47.419753 -49.376543
Error 3 -41.32716 -45.876543 -34.901235 -35.216049
Error 4 -70.567901 -60.333333 -51.240741 -51.728395
Error 5 -53.04321 -52.493827 -38.580247 -45.91358
Error 6 -63.62963 -48.728395 -46.845679 -57.098765
Error 7 -68.598765 -55.209877 -61.530864 -63.475309
Error 8 -5.697531 -7.098765 -5.802469 -7.049383
Error 9 -136.691358 -123.901235 -122.462963 -128.283951
Error 10 -10.765432 -12.759259 -11.814815 -12.024691
Error 1 1 -71.685185 -61 -64.962963 -70.888889
Univariate 1 8.821224 8.22894 8.217035 8.534011
Univariate 2 6.726005 5.579595 5.814644 6.054574
Univariate 3 5.795406 6.306603 5.273708 5.38023
Univariate 4 6.501924 6.155854 5.375988 5.464701
Univariate 5 5.878042 5.985747 4.697541 5.490035
Univariate 6 7.101094 5.987225 5.884642 6.493711
Univariate 7 7.526112 6.407204 6.783976 7.087598
Univariate 8 0.292858 0.363512 0.298157 0.361034
Univariate 9 9.754847 9.291752 9.133311 9.462184
Univariate 10 0.560629 0.660847 0.613507 0.624047
Univariate 11 7.565124 7.102104 7.307606 7.555844
Unsigned Avg 6.04756955 5.64267118 5.40001045 5.68254264
Name : asphal r._pm_red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -56.5 -28.41358 -68.037037 -55.04321
Error 2 -39.561728 -7.851852 -40.074074 -31.679012
Error 3 -29.660494 -16.432099 -32.030864 -28.574074
Error 4 -45.17284 -19.54321 -53.012346 -45.419753
Error 5 -41.907407 -19.246914 -49.67284 -48.098765
Error 6 -36.5 -5.037037 -41.709877 -29.746914
Error 7 -48.654321 -29.82716 -56.506173 -43.932099
Error 8 1.450617 0.425926 1.444444 0.95679
Error 9 -82.012346 -34.635802 -92.993827 -72.141975
Error 10 1.5 0.611111 1.111111 1.277778
Error 1 1 -40.364198 -18.777778 -51.358025 -36.018519
Univariate 1 5.796229 3.260892 6.606962 5.599654
Univariate 2 4.982581 1.295317 5.232728 4.37335
Univariate 3 3.721775 2.152044 3.988923 3.562098
Univariate 4 4.863111 2.346207 5.483353 4.811592
Univariate 5 5.107508 2.632215 5.787923 5.508617
Univariate 6 4.570427 0.8463 5.247266 3.963479
Univariate 7 5.766057 3.771715 6.436453 5.341366
Univariate 8 -0.071484 -0.020935 -0.071179 -0.047091
Univariate 9 6.305113 3.182042 6.98109 5.804392
Univariate 10 -0.073921 -0.030049 -0.054703 -0.062935
Univariate 11 4.5185 2.412423 5.575685 4.175537
Unsigned Avg 4.16151873 1.99546718 4.67875136 3.93182827
Name : asphalLpm_red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -27.462963 -22.685185 -23.469136 -14.981481
Error 2 -12.438272 -10.820988 -11.12963 -9.987654
Error 3 -13.098765 -16.345679 -10.716049 -10.395062
Error 4 -17.5 -15.604938 -12.12963 -16.864198
Error 5 -6.271605 -6.962963 -1.95679 -4.987654
Error 6 -1.240741 -14.006173 7.82716 3.524691
Error 7 -25.777778 -22.277778 -15.216049 -14.876543
Error 8 -13.030864 -10.358025 -12.018519 -6.944444
Error 9 -13.604938 -19.037037 -10.469136 -12.734568
Error 10 -22.709877 -20.950617 -34.024691 -21.598765
Error 1 1 -13.882716 -14.641975 -13.32716 -12.333333
Univariate 1 9.389566 9.508449 8.655807 7.628004
Univariate 2 7.242932 6.57278 6.316634 5.860122
Univariate 3 4.174611 4.861094 3.472927 3.365648
Univariate 4 4.095073 3.825521 2.983547 3.809982
Univariate 5 1.306102 1.42108 0.415536 1.006539
Univariate 6 0.14614 1.53847 -0.933257 -0.41685
Univariate 7 5.622188 5.611939 4.052479 4.053079
Univariate 8 0.725853 0.581621 0.671451 0.393873
Univariate 9 7.029478 8.309307 5.874433 6.275593
Univariate 10 1.402269 1.301454 2.022012 1.33865
Univariate 11 7.425174 7.617057 6.974468 6.483624
Unsigned Avg 4.41448964 4.64988836 3.85205009 3.69381491
Name : asphal t_red_ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 21.555556 18.098765 17.117284 13.08642
Error 2 17.432099 16.648148 13.098765 11.950617
Error 3 8.228395 4.969136 6.061728 -11.697531
Error 4 14.37037 7.290123 13.67284 5.160494
Error 5 23.907407 1.117284 20.401235 3.802469
Error 6 29.04321 8.728395 32.580247 4.141975
Error 7 21.851852 6.444444 17.691358 5.074074
Error 8 -12.450617 -3.117284 -13.358025 -31.907407
Error 9 20.432099 20.95679 14.030864 14.067901
Error 10 -7.617284 -15.425926 -20.493827 -28.395062
Error 1 1 20.87037 17.666667 12.419753 11.839506
Univariate 1 -5.181168 -4.346402 -3.871101 -3.002772
Univariate 2 -5.041942 -4.856251 -3.505745 -3.312043
Univariate 3 -3.355273 -1.94277 -2.384737 3.096872
Univariate 4 -3.029389 -1.541406 -2.927562 -1.04339
Univariate 5 -5.380077 -0.200963 -4.24974 -0.707431
Univariate 6 -3.610864 -1.006387 -4.094247 -0.467974
Univariate 7 -4.429578 -1.160964 -3.352052 -0.890717
Univariate 8 0.925582 0.240504 0.989491 2.191195
Univariate 9 -5.313252 -5.674103 -3.348152 -3.578276
Univariate 10 0.632766 1.236212 1.608356 2.146929
Univariate 11 -5.893825 -4.823174 -3.066061 -3.054362
Unsigned Avg 3.89033782 2.45719418 3.03611309 2.13563282
Name : asphal t red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -1.283951 9.981481 -5.722222 6.160494
Error 2 1.074074 5.314815 -4.839506 1.925926
Error 3 2.592593 9.055556 6.493827 1.444444
Error 4 -6.617284 2.419753 -2.888889 -3.765432
Error 5 1.37037 7.864198 -0.012346 0.771605
Error 6 -3.45679 0.185185 11.654321 -6.932099
Error 7 6.265432 7.530864 6.17284 5.895062
Error 8 -5.12963 0.975309 -4.907407 -14.882716
Error 9 -1.660494 8.351852 -1.950617 2.771605
Error 10 2.493827 -1.240741 -4.783951 -10.549383
Error 1 1 -3.790123 6.12963 -4.549383 3.450617
Univariate 1 0.317536 -2.870965 1.281099 -1.72071
Univariate 2 -0.382586 -1.970143 1.484292 -0.702604
Univariate 3 -0.703392 -2.765058 -1.886164 -0.393853
Univariate 4 1.351895 -0.564325 0.61447 0.826098
Univariate 5 -0.248165 -1.551718 0.002154 -0.144087
Univariate 6 0.374402 -0.020731 -1.355739 0.757459
Univariate 7 -1.144808 -1.409611 -1.084171 -1.098249
Univariate 8 0.313732 -0.060826 0.300387 0.881948
Univariate 9 0.507674 -2.933203 0.575062 -0.918996
Univariate 10 -0.158724 0.077988 0.297388 0.643192
Univariate 11 1.110761 -2.125672 1.338661 -1.211902
Unsigned Avg 0.60124318 1.48638545 0.92905336 0.84537255
Name : fairway red_ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -11.302469 1.623457 -1.209877 7.067901
Error 2 -11.537037 -0.030864 -7.969136 -3.765432
Error 3 -8.166667 2.975309 -5.481481 -0.993827
Error 4 0.061728 9.037037 -2.981481 -3.796296
Error 5 -12.271605 -3.969136 -1.716049 -9.012346
Error 6 -13.530864 4.919753 -6.364198 -5.314815
Error 7 -6.308642 5.302469 -7.253086 7.320988
Error 8 -10.759259 -12.864198 -9.845679 -5.833333
Error 9 -14.111111 8.339506 -3.080247 -1.345679
Error 10 -21.308642 -24.271605 -20.716049 -17.259259
Error 1 1 -2.666667 7.030864 -0.074074 6.604938
Univariate 1 2.180153 -0.368426 0.268613 -1.760671
Univariate 2 3.013905 0.010354 2.153619 1.187632
Univariate 3 1.647804 -0.664597 1.141769 0.219066
Univariate 4 -0.010909 -1.695241 0.502155 0.629697
Univariate 5 2.060533 0.671652 0.313143 1.530714
Univariate 6 1.560793 -0.610593 0.759203 0.637784
Univariate 7 1.067158 -0.963599 1.17742 -1.41274
Univariate 8 0.596305 0.708724 0.546895 0.328066
Univariate 9 3.056173 -2.575429 0.782532 0.357804
Univariate 10 1.216092 1.37278 1.184148 0.997763
Univariate 11 0.621791 -1.954799 0.01752 -1.845558
Unsigned Avg 1.54832873 1.05419945 0.80427427 0.99159045
Name : fairway red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -1.771605 -9.919753 4.450617 7.709877
Error 2 -2.58642 -6.54321 1.055556 4.191358
Error 3 1.17284 10.333333 5.944444 9.753086
Error 4 2.462963 3.703704 0.296296 2.104938
Error 5 3.197531 2.753086 7.382716 11.728395
Error 6 5.092593 16.962963 10.141975 12.469136
Error 7 -0.444444 -1.95679 6.104938 6.240741
Error 8 -8.462963 -12.092593 -9.333333 -2.45679
Error 9 -1.839506 7.524691 7.728395 11.333333
Error 10 -15.061728 -19.123457 -15.203704 -9.290123
Error 1 1 -4.148148 -7.895062 -0.716049 -1.166667
Univariate 1 0.368717 1.720875 -0.973743 -1.770054
Univariate 2 0.712385 1.550564 -0.308091 -1.313
Univariate 3 -0.205494 -2.008497 -1.114357 -1.884511
Univariate 4 -0.430718 -0.63634 -0.048655 -0.348971
Univariate 5 -0.552978 -0.444941 -1.246304 -2.136632
Univariate 6 -0.643346 -2.231574 -1.289302 -1.60338
Univariate 7 0.080443 0.326735 -1.135462 -1.166823
Univariate 8 0.483831 0.684148 0.532124 0.14308
Univariate 9 0.338625 -1.540871 -1.594447 -2.441451
Univariate 10 0.875853 1.098205 0.883889 0.550317
Univariate 11 1.183768 2.013002 0.209477 0.339244
Unsigned Avg 0.53419618 1.29597745 0.84871373 1.24522391
Name : grass am redjw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -21.314815 -97.302469 -106.82716 -71.91358
Error 2 -9.506173 -66.462963 -67.240741 -47.067901
Error 3 -27.654321 -38.944444 -42.123457 -31
Error 4 -23.123457 -60.444444 -65.425926 -42.919753
Error 5 -23.080247 -48.135802 -48.401235 -34.796296
Error 6 -60.864198 -48.697531 -64.030864 -33.45679
Error 7 -26.851852 -67.765432 -70.888889 -42.617284
Error 8 -11.975309 -20.314815 -14.524691 -24.067901
Error 9 -28.277778 -139.432099 -150.425926 -106.302469
Error 10 -23.055556 -28.407407 -27.148148 -35.018519
Error 1 1 -6.481481 -68.512346 -78.759259 -47.265432
Univariate 1 4.717495 9.957546 10.407878 8.209793
Univariate 2 2.827189 8.704851 9.060132 7.287414
Univariate 3 5.163092 5.99792 6.417028 5.345868
Univariate 4 3.221136 6.206796 6.61695 4.829241
Univariate 5 3.832677 6.258722 6.206483 4.837197
Univariate 6 7.213452 6.287144 7.352396 4.706216
Univariate 7 4.483001 7.401394 7.955305 5.327237
Univariate 8 0.686574 1.136027 0.826651 1.330423
Univariate 9 5.72316 10.893119 11.311733 9.359607
Univariate 10 1.354114 1.64268 1.576139 1.984443
Univariate 11 1.912641 8.328888 8.994831 6.872705
Unsigned Avg 3.73950282 6.61955336 6.97504782 5.46274036
Name : grass am red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.617284 -9.216049 -9.54321 -21.814815
Error 2 5.654321 -4.481481 1 -10.58642
Error 3 -0.58642 -17.333333 -13.160494 -29.111111
Error 4 -0.271605 -17.493827 -11.487654 -29.234568
Error 5 2.580247 -0.037037 -0.703704 -3.91358
Error 6 2.45679 -3.796296 0.728395 -8.216049
Error 7 -5.12963 -7.839506 -11.771605 -21.166667
Error 8 -2.925926 -3.222222 -4.728395 -5.197531
Error 9 4.277778 -11.734568 -7.179012 -26.962963
Error 10 0 0.123457 -0.123457 -0.493827
Error 1 1 2.382716 -3.444444 -3.845679 -13.987654
Univariate 1 -0.110888 1.569909 1.593488 3.405867
Univariate 2 -1.329632 0.92836 -0.230103 2.166928
Univariate 3 0.137497 3.257508 2.600831 4.943945
Univariate 4 0.054983 2.934464 2.091028 4.529065
Univariate 5 -0.831593 0.011861 0.225267 1.229266
Univariate 6 -0.685163 1.016198 -0.224493 2.164487
Univariate 7 1.090803 1.659957 2.232884 3.55643
Univariate 8 0.15357 0.168985 0.24696 0.271114
Univariate 9 -0.576483 1.479717 0.934097 3.171846
Univariate 10 0 -0.006529 0.006524 0.026069
Univariate 11 -0.451192 0.636593 0.709471 2.407535
Unsigned Avg 0.49289127 1.24273464 1.00864964 2.53386836
Name : grass_am_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -15.148148 -10.740741 -12.432099 -2.506173
Error 2 -6.419753 -0.475309 -2.5 -0.339506
Error 3 -3.290123 -0.518519 -6.030864 -13.746914
Error 4 -5.012346 5.388889 -5.802469 -5.512346
Error 5 -0.438272 -2.462963 -3.222222 -7.179012
Error 6 0.660494 1.845679 -0.037037 -4.351852
Error 7 -0.685185 -3.333333 -1.993827 3.265432
Error 8 -10.203704 -11.641975 -10.598765 -11.765432
Error 9 -14.993827 -9.833333 -12.290123 -8.462963
Error 10 -18.32716 -19.530864 -18.234568 -18.32716
Error 1 1 -11.32716 -5.179012 -2.197531 -6.67284
Univariate 1 3.808746 3.039915 3.483732 0.858276
Univariate 2 2.200333 0.201424 1.016468 0.148092
Univariate 3 0.750187 0.122525 1.366311 2.77769
Univariate 4 0.887506 -1.099203 1.049517 0.99629
Univariate 5 0.074513 0.409761 0.54365 1.164052
Univariate 6 -0.071636 -0.198835 0.004054 0.465932
Univariate 7 0.103679 0.504213 0.305494 -0.529405
Univariate 8 0.578708 0.657694 0.600426 0.664558
Univariate 9 5.015823 3.798491 4.524115 3.556644
Univariate 10 1.054949 1.120082 1.050112 1.055795
Univariate 11 3.60599 2.248554 1.097632 2.824232
Unsigned Avg 1.65018818 1.21824518 1.36741009 1.36736055
Name : grassjpm_red lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -43.098765 -34.290123 -15.277778 -37.259259
Error 2 -27.654321 -25.055556 -8.567901 -23
Error 3 -26.185185 -21.62963 -17.006173 -41.123457
Error 4 -40.061728 -35.91358 -19.179012 -44.179012
Error 5 -31.87037 -27.728395 -16.697531 -39.740741
Error 6 -20.333333 -20.506173 -4.919753 -15.351852
Error 7 -24.246914 -23.08642 -10.561728 -29.382716
Error 8 -16.962963 -17.259259 -18.814815 -17.703704
Error 9 -52.209877 -45.604938 -15.932099 -42.04321 .
Error 10 -20.901235 -21.567901 -23.123457 -21.567901
Error 1 1 -37.611111 -26.216049 -8.555556 -25.759259
Univariate 1 5.756901 5.050628 2.747194 5.665794
Univariate 2 4.860465 4.519814 1.918995 4.550977
Univariate 3 4.580927 3.946793 2.963312 5.929729
Univariate 4 5.793034 5.276436 3.20745 6.153126
Univariate 5 4.66662 4.082201 2.625615 5.334066
Univariate 6 3.854718 3.913436 1.187431 3.314315
Univariate 7 3.914901 3.649696 1.846385 4.132299
Univariate 8 0.888186 0.902943 0.980087 0.925098
Univariate 9 5.074525 4.518776 1.891323 4.568281
Univariate 10 1.105284 1.138533 1.215692 1.138533
Univariate 11 5.4852 4.375462 1.90045 4.664071
Unsigned Avg 4.18006918 3.761338 2.043994 4.21602627
Name : grass pm_red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -52.166667 -44.358025 -72.135802 -56.17284
Error 2 -23.623457 -34.567901 -47.530864 -37.518519
Error 3 -41.438272 -39.185185 -45.660494 -52.481481
Error 4 -38.234568 -38.240741 -59.265432 -52.382716
Error 5 -21.487654 -18.055556 -44.339506 -24.493827
Error 6 -47.395062 -32.617284 -64.030864 -57.222222
Error 7 -41.604938 -34.123457 -58.5 -51.419753
Error 8 -10.191358 -10.376543 -11.617284 -10.475309
Error 9 -104.530864 -94.462963 -133.512346 -119.302469
Error 10 -13.135802 -13.135802 -13.611111 -13.203704
Error 1 1 -38.055556 -35.728395 -50.259259 -42.358025
Univariate 1 4.566896 3.900131 5.965283 5.035026
Univariate 2 2.783478 3.628236 4.894765 4.13292
Univariate 3 5.836622 5.703723 6.172716 6.946203
Univariate 4 3.884461 3.865016 5.466142 5.027791
Univariate 5 2.659175 2.260157 4.789611 3.070284
Univariate 6 5.892173 4.708685 7.290981 6.858497
Univariate 7 4.787902 4.149645 6.326953 5.645285
Univariate 8 0.528521 0.537844 0.60012 0.542826
Univariate 9 8.161274 7.53971 9.516122 9.08755
Univariate 10 0.684435 0.684435 0.708259 0.687843
Univariate 11 3.733159 3.386618 4.64066 4.137931
Unsigned Avg 3.95619055 3.66947273 5.124692 4.65201418
Name : grass pm_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -5.907407 -9.117284 -24.148148 -12.166667
Error 2 -6.104938 -12.67284 -4.253086 -7.074074
Error 3 0.833333 -12.438272 -5.808642 -18.975309
Error 4 -13.530864 0.932099 -19.944444 -11.259259
Error 5 -3.746914 -1.012346 -7.728395 0.320988
Error 6 -3.388889 -10.388889 -0.759259 -14.623457
Error 7 -11.555556 -24.407407 -24.092593 -21.561728
Error 8 -10.981481 -4.067901 -10.41358 -4.117284
Error 9 -6.104938 2.407407 -7.12963 -7.796296
Error 10 -19.493827 -11.197531 -18.209877 -11.098765
Error 1 1 -7.154321 -3.345679 -8.524691 -6.425926
Univariate 1 1.820018 2.486305 5.25844 3.248654
Univariate 2 2.054286 3.22827 1.527366 2.185484
Univariate 3 -0.187546 2.198137 1.208235 3.374451
Univariate 4 2.157257 -0.175996 3.012269 1.908771
Univariate 5 0.531012 0.148404 1.049826 -0.049411
Univariate 6 0.412037 1.24729 0.094951 1.742063
Univariate 7 2.424956 4.285262 4.192725 4.218701 i
Univariate 8 0.632734 0.239349 0.60099 0.242312
Univariate 9 1.512139 -0.644654 1.767386 1.836484
Univariate 10 1.139324 0.671849 1.068425 0.665804
Univariate 11 2.295383 1.067106 2.622212 2.09612
Unsigned Avg 1.37879018 1.49023836 2.03662045 1.96075045
Name : itek_band7 12
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 105.703704 105.703704 105.703704 105.703704
Error 2 73.938272 73.938272 73.938272 73.938272
Error 3 43.179012 43.179012 43.179012 43.179012
Error 4 74.864198 74.864198 74.864198 74.864198
Error 5 61.438272 61.438272 61.438272 61.438272
Error 6 72.358025 72.358025 72.358025 72.358025
Error 7 74.049383 74.049383 74.049383 74.049383
Error 8 -29.024691 -29.024691 -29.024691 -29.024691
Error 9 143.697531 143.697531 143.697531 143.697531
Error 10 -32.5 -32.5 -32.5 -32.5
Error 1 1 89.820988 89.820988 89.820988 89.820988
Univariate 1 -11.358667 -11.358667 -11.358667 -11.358667
Univariate 2 -9.639329 -9.639329 -9.639329 -9.639329
Univariate 3 -8.423506 -8.423506 -8.423506 -8.423506
Univariate 4 -9.773042 -9.773042 -9.773042 -9.773042
Univariate 5 -9.037862 -9.037862 -9.037862 -9.037862
Univariate 6 -9.494226 -9.494226 -9.494226 -9.494226
Univariate 7 -9.982875 -9.982875 -9.982875 -9.982875
Univariate 8 1.689779 1.689779 1.689779 1.689779
Univariate 9 -11.302993 -11.302993 -11.302993 -11.302993
Univariate 10 1.903404 1.903404 1.903404 1.903404
Univariate 11 -10.280618 -10.280618 -10.280618 -10.280618
Unsigned Avg 8.44420918 8.44420918 8.44420918 8.44420918
Name : itek band7 7
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0 -19.54321 0 0
Error 2 0 -12.716049 0 0
Error 3 0 -17.944444 0 0
Error 4 0 -22.351852 0 0
Error 5 0 -22.709877 0 0
Error 6 0 -56.444444 0 0
Error 7 0 -42.444444 0 0
Error 8 -3.888889 -28.179012 -3.888889 -3.888889
Error 9 0 -19.067901 0 0
Error 10 -12.444444 -24.833333 -12.444444 -7.777778
Error 1 1 0 -12.135802 0 0
Univariate 1 NaN 11.323843 NaN NaN
Univariate 2 NaN 10.28113 NaN NaN
Univariate 3 NaN 10.613173 NaN NaN
Univariate 4 NaN 11.120496 NaN NaN
Univariate 5 NaN 11.206751 NaN NaN
Univariate 6 NaN 11.669171 NaN NaN
Univariate 7 NaN 12.213135 NaN NaN
Univariate 8 0.548429 3.288536 0.548429 0.548429
Univariate 9 NaN 11.004214 NaN NaN
Univariate 10 1.863377 3.250443 1.863377 1.211519
Univariate 11 NaN 9.687339 NaN NaN
Unsigned Avg #VALUE! 9.60529373 #VALUE! #VALUE!
Name : itek_band7 9
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -5.802469 -34.753086 -4.728395 -7.623457
Error 2 -5.45679 -24.296296 -4.981481 -4.351852
Error 3 -5.179012 -19.549383 -5.290123 -7.895062
Error 4 -6.265432 -30.259259 -7.54321 -13.290123
Error 5 -8.481481 -32.802469 -8.444444 -15.41358
Error 6 -28.222222 -77.339506 -27.364198 -33.197531
Error 7 -6.351852 -37.45679 -7.401235 -8.450617
Error 8 ^-29.567901-25.765432 -25.061728 -35.41358
Error 9 -8.222222 -40.567901 -6.666667 -8.481481
Error 10 -17.030864 -13.611111 -17.030864 -16.407407
Error 1 1 -4.41358 -25.358025 -3.308642 -6
Univariate 1 6.561745 11.714089 6.681849 7.480446
Univariate 2 6.337652 10.658408 6.43791 7.027751
Univariate 3 6.397386 10.0215 6.424231 7.017436
Univariate 4 6.649352 11.715575 6.81892 7.399557
Univariate 5 5.749252 11.669574 5.800373 6.783198
Univariate 6 6.217276 11.11391 6.189958 6.856121
Univariate 7 5.655801 11.094743 5.500706 6.290918
Univariate 8 2.636902 2.339917 2.287105 3.060274
Univariate 9 6.766141 11.94372 6.766387 7.753143
Univariate 10 1.67372 1.355132 1.672142 1.616236
Univariate 11 5.778938 9.979996 5.791099 6.672737
Unsigned Avg 5.49310591 9.41877855 5.48824364 6.17798336
Name : lakel_red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 15.555556 30.450617 12.438272 29.876543
Error 2 10.302469 25.993827 8.709877 23.493827
Error 3 4.12963 17.37037 5.351852 14.314815
Error 4 2.709877 15.487654 3.240741 7.876543
Error 5 7.216049 11.469136 8.623457 4.67284
Error 6 11.283951 -8 10.481481 -1.055556
Error 7 9.388889 7.358025 7.425926 8.388889
Error 8 -7.666667 60.141975 -9.765432 40.691358
Error 9 14.518519 28.765432 7.981481 28.925926
Error 10 -8.654321 57.728395 -11.024691 38.302469
Error 11 4.259259 23.296296 3.469136 22.302469
Univariate 1 -2.101496 -5.003732 -1.609848 -4.841773
Univariate 2 -1.714293 -5.500835 -1.421936 -4.819115
Univariate 3 -0.875733 -5.548207 -1.266269 -4.360679
Univariate 4 -0.544948 -4.27815 -0.654272 -1.863654
Univariate 5 -1.680903 -3.069236 -2.064357 -1.06186
Univariate 6 -1.959095 1.169737 -1.784986 0.155523
Univariate 7 -1.408808 -1.191902 -1.08918 -1.295292
Univariate 8 0.810081 -9.338415 1.020644 -5.573105
Univariate 9 -2.35502 -5.856787 -1.202342 -5.863801
Univariate 10 0.865189 -8.236989 1.077918 -4.945738
Univariate 11 -0.651781 -4.862297 -0.524042 -4.589147
Unsigned Avg 1.36066791 4.91420791 1.24689036 3.57906245
Name : lakel red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -5.228395 -4.666667 -6.487654 2.666667
Error 2 -2.481481 -5.018519 -4.839506 -1.432099
Error 3 -0.185185 4.876543 0.796296 10.734568
Error 4 -8.308642 -5.901235 -11.061728 0.024691
Error 5 -0.895062 -4.135802 -3.716049 3.12963
Error 6 -1.858025 -15.858025 -1.240741 -2.074074
Error 7 -7.024691 -22.950617 -2.796296 0.228395
Error 8 0.703704 45.648148 0.469136 32.302469
Error 9 -4.975309 -1.604938 -5.358025 3.209877
Error 10 -7.895062 46.87037 -8.450617 27.419753
Error 1 1 -3.277778 -6.024691 -3.54321 -0.728395
Univariate 1 2.47122 3.041529 2.764157 -2.146718
Univariate 2 2.344512 5.213381 3.258428 1.678822
Univariate 3 0.039594 -1.205897 -0.171091 -2.59968
Univariate 4 2.211049 1.855713 2.707038 -0.007348
Univariate 5 0.199953 0.965241 0.770035 -0.709271
Univariate 6 0.255947 2.148697 0.169171 0.268574
Univariate 7 1.846962 5.618432 0.796507 -0.07085
Univariate 8 -0.039346 -2.897633 -0.026216 -1.97433
Univariate 9 2.341621 1.248781 2.376078 -2.822486
Univariate 10 0.452279 -3.154104 0.483433 -1.745302
Univariate 11 2.901574 5.677558 2.681046 0.883489
Unsigned Avg 1.37309609 3.00245145 1.47301818 1.35517
Name : orchardl red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -5.777778 -19.753086 10.753086 -6.320988
Error 2 2.296296 -16.932099 2.814815 -0.160494
Error 3 7.783951 9.993827 3.648148 14.549383
Error 4 -4.666667 4.296296 -5.450617 0.555556
Error 5 -5.660494 -0.549383 -3.197531 -3.54321
Error 6 -14.697531 -4.228395 -8.154321 -6.561728
Error 7 1.580247 12.950617 28.407407 -3.54321
Error 8 14.82716 12.098765 14.444444 37.697531
Error 9 -0.141975 -15.555556 1.555556 -1.82716
Error 10 15.876543 19.722222 18.080247 41.858025
Error 1 1 -3.160494 -14.753086 2.265432 -4.530864
Univariate 1 1.679339 4.001123 -4.178716 1.810891
Univariate 2 -0.911755 4.125491 -1.09149 0.062093
Univariate 3 -2.373666 -3.08139 -1.014379 -5.231759
Univariate 4 1.116504 -1.067993 1.255261 -0.14644
Univariate 5 1.496061 0.144285 0.873975 1.006661
Univariate 6 2.393161 0.775313 1.458172 1.239623
Univariate 7 -0.261288 -2.39652 -6.075747 0.563698
Univariate 8 -1.349551 -1.08635 -1.309786 -3.873683
Univariate 9 0.049961 3.51306 -0.561942 0.637207
Univariate 10 -1.379022 -1.748821 -1.573561 -4.125055
Univariate 11 1.365669 4.33901 -1.127325 1.916295
Unsigned Avg 1.306907 2.38903236 1.86548673 1.87394591
Name : orchardl red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.487654 -20.444444 9.450617 1.919753
Error 2 0.351852 -14.833333 0.271605 0.82716
Error 3 1.617284 -2.555556 2.981481 11
Error 4 0.87037 5.481481 4.5 -2.432099
Error 5 1.358025 -10.734568 6.277778 -4.62963
Error 6 -9.592593 8.654321 -13.91358 -7.938272
Error 7 -0.018519 -16.462963 25.654321 -8.648148
Error 8 0.240741 1.425926 0.611111 32.290123
Error 9 0.351852 -30.567901 1.148148 3.216049
Error 10 0.277778 3.95679 1.382716 35.617284
Error 1 1 0.148148 -10.438272 3.969136 -0.376543
Univariate 1 0.172987 4.404869 -4.579945 -0.864358
Univariate 2 -0.156024 4.174796 -0.113811 -0.444523
Univariate 3 -0.500636 0.755207 -0.958099 -4.562956
Univariate 4 -0.223897 -1.468465 -1.228701 0.679336
Univariate 5 -0.408409 2.439675 -2.130329 1.455859
Univariate 6 1.564047 -1.81145 2.152354 1.350697
Univariate 7 0.003756 2.744603 -7.12659 1.691496
Univariate 8 -0.025735 -0.15274 -0.065275 -4.342694
Univariate 9 -0.142201 5.475034 -0.467753 -1.657275
Univariate 10 -0.028608 -0.415409 -0.142546 -4.634401
Univariate 11 -0.06688 3.378906 -2.126936 0.201463
Unsigned Avg 0.29938 2.47465036 1.91748536 1.98955073
Name : orchard2_red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -28.401235 3.623457 -33.401235 -3.493827
Error 2 -34.993827 -5.006173 -32.611111 1.024691
Error 3 1.135802 34.154321 6.04321 35.796296
Error 4 3.820988 19.91358 -8.876543 2.432099
Error 5 -0.246914 11.12963 -6.271605 0.425926
Error 6 -11.333333 -13.839506 -8.796296 -37.524691
Error 7 -12.709877 18.061728 -25.314815 -3.604938
Error 8 -12.061728 -3.17284 -11.333333 21.141975
Error 9 -36.290123 16.216049 -45.919753 12.888889
Error 10 -18.82716 -23.240741 -21.216049 7.95679
Error 1 1 -27.932099 -2.092593 -36.592593 -3.858025
Univariate 1 4.4832 -0.731319 4.952544 0.674917
Univariate 2 6.039102 1.143874 5.743254 -0.269903
Univariate 3 -0.166047 -6.504796 -0.933107 -7.058163
Univariate 4 -0.644375 -3.636856 1.301836 -0.397924
Univariate 5 0.045506 -2.134019 1.057269 -0.07689
Univariate 6 2.008326 2.226314 1.640346 5.073407
Univariate 7 1.705 -2.939753 3.087494 0.48484
Univariate 8 0.880886 0.238513 0.830582 -1.760375
Univariate 9 5.335265 -4.107301 6.071573 -3.204775
Univariate 10 1.47074 1.781959 1.645047 -0.701912
Univariate 11 5.170946 0.51592 6.044953 0.952523
Unsigned Avg 2.54085391 2.36005673 3.02800045 1.87778445
Name : orchard2 red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 3.314815 59.154321 -5.395062 70.506173
Error 2 -4.54321 54.808642 -16.246914 66.722222
Error 3 -3.506173 54.358025 7.135802 68.018519
Error 4 -1.518519 49.32716 8.660494 44.993827
Error 5 -2.407407 44.530864 -4.055556 47.567901
Error 6 -3.358025 -30.567901 -0.444444 -46.833333
Error 7 2.67284 52.716049 -19.12963 69.030864
Error 8 -0.975309 29.95679 -0.407407 64.333333
Error 9 2.290123 83.006173 2.265432 96.228395
Error 10 -4.919753 11.759259 -6.901235 47.95679
Error 1 1 -3.345679 41.209877 -17.351852 49.734568
Univariate 1 -0.41611 -9.720801 0.642106 -12.159091
Univariate 2 0.57347 -9.535934 1.904409 -12.20392
Univariate 3 0.42444 -9.013377 -0.927196 -11.950811
Univariate 4 0.21531 -9.366823 -1.32569 -8.704951
Univariate 5 0.335104 -8.10763 0.554669 -9.192234
Univariate 6 0.928162 5.309606 0.13673 6.957295
Univariate 7 -0.268077 -6.541022 1.725434 -9.066503
Univariate 8 0.088014 -3.03953 0.03695 -7.693101
Univariate 9 -0.219251 -10.725317 -0.216469 -12.81856
Univariate 10 0.463788 -1.239773 0.664764 -6.097038
Univariate 11 0.506013 -8.554184 2.395293 -10.827758
Unsigned Avg 0.40343082 7.37763609 0.95724636 9.78829655
Name : rooftop_jgravel_red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.074074 -11.388889 10.265432 6.444444
Error 2 0.611111 -12.098765 2.030864 4.018519
Error 3 -7.160494 -10.055556 -6.82716 -5.5
Error 4 -0.530864 -9.283951 3.123457 -3.833333
Error 5 0.691358 -11.432099 6.95679 -9.648148
Error 6 -3.191358 11.697531 -5.493827 -2.135802
Error 7 1.37037 -17.228395 25.222222 -1.783951
Error 8 0.148148 13.864198 -0.493827 -2.604938
Error 9 -0.006173 -14.012346 0.839506 5.376543
Error 10 0.401235 15.388889 -0.074074 -2.240741
Error 1 1 0.209877 -6.592593 5.191358 2.895062
Univariate 1 -0.024413 3.217841 -4.601687 -2.752783
Univariate 2 -0.2197 3.508946 -0.806275 -1.774739
Univariate 3 1.630129 2.335808 1.508592 1.3936
Univariate 4 0.156516 2.515021 -0.994009 1.160045
Univariate 5 -0.207673 2.974977 -2.37531 2.62528
Univariate 6 0.491358 -2.017708 0.799977 0.328946
Univariate 7 -0.284815 2.946324 -6.992562 0.377844
Univariate 8 -0.011993 -1.190921 0.039845 0.212798
Univariate 9 0.002203 3.922576 -0.328117 -2.499637
Univariate 10 -0.032086 -1.311586 0.005904 0.181272
Univariate 11 -0.086073 2.470699 -2.772778 -1.481569
Unsigned Avg 0.28608718 2.58294609 1.92955055 1.34441027
Name : stone red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 1.154321 4.802469 -0.333333 5.166667
Error 2 -0.796296 5.364198 -0.320988 4.376543
Error 3 1.320988 5.074074 -3.839506 -2.314815
Error 4 -2.660494 9.598765 4.728395 4.753086
Error 5 -2.691358 4.82716 4.555556 -1.388889
Error 6 3.925926 5.302469 5.407407 -5.320988
Error 7 -4.259259 3.160494 3.530864 3.104938
Error 8 -4.895062 -2.166667 -4.802469 -4.296296
Error 9 1.598765 3.197531 -0.401235 3.697531
Error 10 -13.37037 -9.191358 -13.160494 -12.487654
Error 1 1 -0.006173 0.401235 0.407407 -0.074074
Univariate 1 -0.291521 -1.359621 0.081858 -1.453696
Univariate 2 0.207701 -1.769197 0.089022 -1.380362
Univariate 3 -0.316496 -1.298487 0.848354 0.507849
Univariate 4 0.413221 -1.780596 -0.809371 -0.828987
Univariate 5 0.404405 -0.80568 -0.732841 0.215348
Univariate 6 -0.441309 -0.620357 -0.614889 0.568267
Univariate 7 0.623301 -0.511108 -0.562778 -0.495525
Univariate 8 0.286081 0.127878 0.280715 0.251596
Univariate 9 -0.48363 -1.08833 0.116569 -1.202497
Univariate 10 0.798856 0.557198 0.786644 0.748793
Univariate 11 0.002204 -0.15279 -0.151713 0.028879
Unsigned Avg 0.38806591 0.91556745 0.46134127 0.69834536
Name : treesl red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -6.635802 -28.104938 -17.179012 8.518519
Error 2 -4.425926 -24.814815 -4.820988 3.938272
Error 3 -15.746914 -16.654321 -7.17284 -14.82716
Error 4 -9.592593 -3.216049 -10.728395 -3.932099
Error 5 1.197531 0.919753 -0.530864 0.320988
Error 6 15.876543 4.814815 8.901235 9.512346
Error 7 8.876543 -6.32716 2.197531 15.987654
Error 8 -19.580247 -19.759259 -17.709877 -44.388889
Error 9 -11.882716 -26.765432 -8.259259 6.444444
Error 10 -16.518519 -25.567901 -14.895062 -48.092593
Error 1 1 -10.481481 -22.901235 -9.345679 0.598765
Univariate 1 1.984652 5.910778 3.94724 -3.540537
Univariate 2 1.735189 6.48818 2.006486 -2.135791
Univariate 3 5.401861 5.793439 3.709797 4.930267
Univariate 4 2.638827 0.97997 2.846039 1.139874
Univariate 5 -0.308519 -0.230516 0.133377 -0.076494
Univariate 6 -2.274696 -0.637387 -1.248943 -1.260247
Univariate 7 -1.633529 1.021282 -0.361726 -2.92542
Univariate 8 1.978709 2.018246 1.816827 3.713278
Univariate 9 3.403651 6.053104 2.750418 -3.274779
Univariate 10 1.753857 2.618607 1.604112 4.04428
Univariate 11 3.945832 7.171155 4.08727 -0.37036
Unsigned Avg 2.45993836 3.538424 2.228385 2.49193882
Name : treesl red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.197531 -20.444444 -6.425926 18.419753
Error 2 -0.716049 -27.722222 -8.734568 2.944444
Error 3 -11.530864 -13.901235 -7.283951 -2.648148
Error 4 -12.925926 0.345679 -12.54321 -2.716049
Error 5 -12.018519 -1.166667 -2.777778 -4.32716
Error 6 1.438272 33.123457 4.962963 21.604938
Error 7 1.351852 -8.518519 -1.302469 22.864198
Error 8 -13.450617 -16.055556 -12.160494 -47.407407
Error 9 -0.555556 -29.364198 -7.074074 13.358025
Error 10 -15.938272 -22.623457 -17.024691 -52.382716
Error 1 1 3.185185 -13.419753 -0.901235 10.858025
Univariate 1 0.052462 3.757773 1.390304 -6.337076
Univariate 2 0.395698 6.447605 2.919115 -1.71637
Univariate 3 3.535272 4.297855 2.374975 0.979096
Univariate 4 3.069638 -0.093341 2.989559 0.719754
Univariate 5 2.778416 0.29713 0.788708 1.023125
Univariate 6 -0.158531 -4.428153 -0.553716 -2.492457
Univariate 7 -0.214253 1.258687 0.197439 -4.096181
Univariate 8 1.533259 1.842899 1.395683 4.227995
Univariate 9 0.185054 5.445413 1.808189 -5.838422
Univariate 10 1.851368 2.582809 1.963349 4.695845
Univariate 11 -1.228591 3.518761 0.27613 -4.706288
Unsigned Avg 1.36386745 3.08822055 1.51428791 3.348419
Name : trees2 red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -4.512346 0.697531 -3.666667 -0.382716
Error 2 -0.135802 -2.123457 -0.030864 2.432099
Error 3 4.425926 20.135802 2.716049 -12.425926
Error 4 -1.796296 10.08642 4.364198 -7.598765
Error 5 0.481481 17.17284 6.493827 -7.259259
Error 6 -0.024691 -47.222222 0.061728 6.592593
Error 7 2.055556 21.104938 5.333333 -4.987654
Error 8 -1.555556 11.5 -0.617284 -11.703704
Error 9 0.006173 8.32716 2.061728 7.555556
Error 10 -2.191358 10.061728 -1.104938 -10.944444
Error 1 1 -3.91358 -4.228395 -2.271605 -4.018519
Univariate 1 1.145205 -0.188903 0.931171 0.109966
Univariate 2 0.042129 0.629348 0.009498 -0.824735
Univariate 3 -0.929761 -5.050163 -0.544153 2.169966
Univariate 4 0.355873 -2.29884 -0.959842 1.473487
Univariate 5 -0.08972 -3.857516 -1.315374 1.294995
Univariate 6 0.004248 5.576814 -0.010379 -1.194888
Univariate 7 -0.329719 -3.939076 -0.863059 0.770112
Univariate 8 0.121686 -0.962929 0.048425 0.895343
Univariate 9 -0.001558 -2.413479 -0.542369 -2.223901
Univariate 10 0.168591 -0.81997 0.085612 0.829755
Univariate 11 1.70003 1.791728 0.979311 1.80052
Unsigned Avg 0.44441091 2.50261509 0.57174482 1.23524255
Name : trees2 red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 1.17284 3.320988 -4.469136 8.098765
Error 2 0.148148 0.425926 -3.561728 1.395062
Error 3 -10.308642 11.5 -8.154321 -9.641975
Error 4 -3.216049 9.567901 0.148148 -4.907407
Error 5 0.666667 11.475309 3.148148 3.37037
Error 6 -1.320988 -36.895062 5.993827 11.722222
Error 7 0.277778 16.5 3.191358 -7.67284
Error 8 -12.401235 4.037037 -11.623457 -22.277778
Error 9 0.623457 4.895062 -3.246914 4.018519
Error 10 -18.117284 -1.728395 -17.376543 -27.283951
Error 1 1 -0.796296 -0.765432 0.154321 -1.635802
Univariate 1 -0.321156 -0.957313 1.110275 -2.693901
Univariate 2 -0.046825 -0.140778 1.013171 -0.487464
Univariate 3 2.10876 -3.637581 1.714875 2.26038
Univariate 4 0.720994 -2.65289 -0.035341 1.150307
Univariate 5 -0.133086 -2.687789 -0.657027 -0.735971
Univariate 6 0.172593 4.020339 -0.827642 -1.789997
Univariate 7 -0.040781 -2.823795 -0.470676 1.120585
Univariate 8 1.169276 -0.424792 1.09944 2.057776
Univariate 9 -0.183446 -1.594932 0.882152 -1.360002
Univariate 10 1.711121 0.181596 1.65167 2.544698
Univariate 11 0.342394 0.33329 -0.068225 0.71155
Unsigned Avg 0.63185745 1.768645 0.86640855 1.53751191
Name : treesa' red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -13.549383 -2.734568 -19.333333 -32.364198
Error 2 -7.858025 3.12963 -9.740741 -18.277778
Error 3 -4.833333 12.382716 -15.098765 -22.666667
Error 4 -7.67284 17.611111 -13.395062 -17.481481
Error 5 -0.382716 21 -6.567901 -8.969136
Error 6 5.567901 33.845679 1.320988 8.981481
Error 7 -7.222222 9.049383 -20.728395 -28.598765
Error 8 0.271605 -5.382716 -6.549383 -1.382716
Error 9 -8.240741 9.648148 -7.635802 -17.666667
Error 10 -19.524691 -25.641975 -26.962963 -17.54321
Error 1 1 -6.160494 -0.851852 -7.709877 -16.148148
Univariate 1 4.730328 0.933604 5.908287 7.120855
Univariate 2 2.694122 -1.311634 3.085825 4.783723
Univariate 3 1.569387 -5.55328 3.656559 5.144117
Univariate 4 1.798152 -6.056741 2.877987 3.70679
Univariate 5 0.09267 -6.788069 1.427108 2.039726
Univariate 6 -0.726018 -4.59618 -0.165089 -1.185907
Univariate 7 2.026672 -2.857074 4.461672 5.73841
Univariate 8 -0.025461 0.508183 0.594306 0.136379
Univariate 9 2.049511 -2.849488 1.917824 3.819731
Univariate 10 1.921847 2.638892 2.598498 1.845479
Univariate 11 2.914605 0.372699 3.517919 4.851441
Unsigned Avg 1.86807027 3.13325855 2.74646127 3.67023255
Name : treesa* red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -12.691358 0.814815 -15.962963 -29.179012
Error 2 -7.950617 3.191358 -9.259259 -18.450617
Error 3 -11.839506 2.592593 -17.5 -25.259259
Error 4 -14.32716 8.117284 -15.814815 -30.635802
Error 5 -8.58642 10.17284 -9.901235 -25.944444
Error 6 -4.024691 37.62963 2.265432 -8.290123
Error 7 -9.882716 4.944444 -20.314815 -33.197531
Error 8 -16.790123 -32.845679 -18.95679 -20.104938
Error 9 -12.160494 4.530864 -11.691358 -23.864198
Error 10 -38.08642 -56.104938 -41.617284 -38.407407
Error 1 1 -5.654321 -0.154321 -8.888889 -17.475309
Univariate 1 4.568631 -0.429984 5.112854 7.385964
Univariate 2 2.821412 -1.588754 2.961108 5.281952
Univariate 3 4.12877 -1.349366 4.776967 6.700734
Univariate 4 3.766241 -3.382124 3.890882 6.580163
Univariate 5 2.319447 -4.055537 2.564237 5.791286
Univariate 6 0.469152 -5.027748 -0.269092 0.979369
Univariate 7 3.295853 -2.200309 5.041207 7.443616
Univariate 8 1.878117 3.519676 2.052083 2.446806
Univariate 9 3.683962 -2.079342 3.527267 6.158988
Univariate 10 4.575486 6.688959 4.942699 5.199631
Univariate 11 2.774408 0.086281 3.879729 5.643833
Unsigned Avg 3.11649809 2.76437091 3.54710227 5.41930382
Name : waterl red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 5.95679 -13.092593 5.95679 5.95679
Error 2 2.216049 -10.506173 2.216049 2.216049
Error 3 0.012346 -5.765432 0.012346 0.012346
Error 4 3.549383 -13.561728 3.549383 3.549383
Error 5 3.074074 -10.703704 3.074074 3.074074
Error 6 75.462963 13.91358 75.462963 75.462963
Error 7 24.37037 -13.265432 24.37037 24.37037
Error 8 5.524691 -20.95679 5.524691 5.524691
Error 9 3.197531 -15.814815 3.197531 3.197531
Error 10 5.358025 -14.641975 5.358025 5.358025
Error 1 1 3.851852 -7.919753 3.851852 3.851852
Univariate 1 -12.397738 7.175003 -12.397738 -12.397738
Univariate 2 -10.986094 8.321508 -10.986094 -10.986094
Univariate 3 -1.413617 8.868465 -1.413617 -1.413617
Univariate 4 -11.836946 8.338234 -11.836946 -11.836946
Univariate 5 -10.507238 7.165159 -10.507238 -10.507238
Univariate 6 -10.905507 -1.569737 -10.905507 -10.905507
Univariate 7 -10.981941 3.146957 -10.981941 -10.981941
Univariate 8 -11.653036 8.076322 -11.653036 -11.653036
Univariate 9 -12.75037 9.194751 -12.75037 -12.75037
Univariate 10 -8.592204 4.99139 -8.592204 -8.592204
Univariate 11 -11.001192 6.311276 -11.001192 -11.001192
Unsigned Avg 10.2750803 6.65080018 10.2750803 10.2750803
Name : waterl red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -1.697531 -18.061728 0.018519 2.876543
Error 2 -1.141975 -13.08642 -0.376543 1.037037
Error 3 -0.62963 -17.308642 -0.092593 0.518519
Error 4 1.203704 -22.388889 3.265432 5.969136
Error 5 1.549383 -16.166667 2.487654 6.450617
Error 6 18.895062 8.104938 29.82716 43.265432
Error 7 0.771605 -43.580247 8.845679 14.524691
Error 8 -12.753086 -38.358025 -11.864198 -11.469136
Error 9 -1.648148 -19.888889 -0.67284 1.351852
Error 10 -11.728395 -30.388889 -12.166667 -12.611111
Error 1 1 -0.154321 -11.604938 0.512346 2.141975
Univariate 1 2.572857 10.137262 -0.031937 -9.804407
Univariate 2 3.549003 9.800571 1.289796 -8.362027
Univariate 3 3.925331 11.380346 0.73312 -7.603278
Univariate 4 -1.437375 8.806283 -4.296409 -9.822441
Univariate 5 -1.5385 7.516237 -2.417881 -8.641035
Univariate 6 -3.124316 -1.364392 -5.328133 -8.688842
Univariate 7 -0.270818 8.790656 -4.045962 -8.323109
Univariate 8 2.738922 5.963356 2.577259 2.504319
Univariate 9 4.135752 10.939841 1.814736 -9.266461
Univariate 10 2.659865 5.117614 2.746284 2.83233
Univariate 1 1 0.375915 8.563581 -1.22503 -8.796395
Unsigned Avg 2.393514 8.03455809 2.40968609 7.69496764
Appendix O NormalizedError VectorMagnitude Results
The following tables contain the normalized errormagnitude results for each
texture.
[Appendix 0]asphalt_am_cr_lw_mag
Name: asphalt_am_crack red lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.366506 0.31688 0.524677 -0.541703
Error 2 -0.241258 0.315806 0.488527 -0.379379
Error 3 -0.71942 0.203087 0.548309 -0.892544
Error 4 -0.55474 0.25415 -3.651767 -0.72148
Error 5 -0.199443 0.315993 -5.770128 -0.360408
Error 6 -0.425969 0.26268 -5.938399 -0.627571
Error 7 -0.456959 0.23836 0.449916 -0.638639
Error 8 -0.248691 -0.541648 -1.117745 -0.281793
Error 9 -0.437393 0.32564 0.557933 -0.636831
Error 10 -0.010026 0.092423 -1.076809 -0.040708 ;
Error 1 1 -0.229733 0.319364 0.486716 -0.369595
Magnitude 1.324353 1.020593 9.266522 1.819164
[Appendix 0]asphalt_am_cr_mw_mag
Name: asphalt_pm_crack red mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.648735 -0.68043 -0.586616 -0.596752
Error 2 -0.298836 -0.321368 -0.261117 -0.256161
Error 3 -0.268903 -0.296673 -0.284589 -0.242012
Error 4 -0.446928 -0.470447 -0.4142 -0.408794
Error 5 -0.391157 -0.387027 -0.3083 -0.452719
Error 6 -0.560598 -0.586633 -0.495817 -0.482165
Error 7 -0.738539 -0.775965 -0.673364 -0.716017
Error 8 0.068374 0.077381 0.080369 0.021829
Error 9 -0.631904 -0.655413 -0.575827 -0.569006
Error 10 0.067603 0.076316 0.079519 0.021438
Error 1 1 -0.384663 -0.361532 -0.320121 -0.298569
Magnitude 1.533441 1.594908 1.380576 1.418231
[Appendix 0]asphalt_am_cr_r_mag
Name: asphalt am crack_red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.971929 -0.457054 -0.589418 -0.033727
Error 2 -0.868635 -0.432676 -0.83993 -0.522689
Error 3 -0.193013 -0.311453 -0.452148 -0.181168
Error 4 -1.003429 -0.563368 -0.72609 -0.656101
Error 5 -0.502169 -0.277209 -0.584105 -0.443573
Error 6 -0.052785 -0.04869 0.015868 -0.02861
Error 7 -0.059157 -0.186214 -0.015232 0.261343
Error 8 0.099644 0.459508 0.208158 0.185514
Error 9 -1.425053 -0.894627 -1.075405 -0.928198
Error 10 0.022096 0.333235 0.022281 0.338227
Error 1 1 -0.880729 -0.261093 -0.641538 -0.336561
Magnitude 2.412184 1.45434 1.933416 1.458473
[Appendix 0]asphalt_am_lw_mag
Name: asphalt_am_red_lw
-
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.251896 -0.36674 -0.229593 0.476347
Error 2 0.258332 -0.23573 -0.130903 0.448495
Error 3 0.110863 -0.75601 -0.488655 0.473461
Error 4 0.172293 -0.573912 -0.365814 0.489532
Error 5 0.243361 -0.181046 -0.123467 0.407402
Error 6 0.188123 -0.397646 -0.328127 0.412308
Error 7 0.175188 -0.454684 -0.310239 0.40093
Error 8 -0.292807 -0.504506 -0.113318 -0.374767
Error 9 0.250663 -0.43221 -0.293638 0.503397
Error 10 0.082246 -0.006785 0.006031 0.113229
Error 1 1 0.263814 -0.23744 -0.126769 0.448433
Magnitude 0.722771 1.409392 0.881353 1.412923
(Appendix 0]asphalt_am_mw_mag
Name: asphalt_am red mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.593579 -0.657322 -0.456165 -0.54201
Error 2 -0.283611 -0.296708 -0.151711 -0.237604
Error 3 -0.325378 -0.308244 -0.274284 -0.258854
Error 4 -0.444025 -0.452702 -0.343793 -0.392085
Error 5 -0.364346 -0.317209 -0.228653 -0.358911
Error 6 -0.513912 -0.564803 -0.371614 -0.464206
Error 7 -0.675288 -0.747543 -0.534953 -0.640029
Error 8 0.068253 0.093741 0.079704 0.053721
Error 9 -0.596402 -0.644346 -0.448735 -0.538857
Error 10 0.067199 0.092301 0.078422 0.053118
Error 1 1 -0.31324 -0.360064 -0.233471 -0.292174
Magnitude 1.432361 1.536437 1.081414 1.306273
[Appendix OJasphalt_am_r_mag
Name: asphalt_am_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.393008 0.55071 0.825874 0.412251
Error 2 0.048051 0.292151 0.156197 0.125123
Error 3 -0.051993 0.387355 0.4472 0.422366
Error 4 0.227551 0.635992 0.505322 0.70448
Error 5 0.171504 0.527115 0.517407 0.626281
Error 6 0.026387 0.03243 0.21888 0.47856
Error 7 0.015226 0.254976 0.439254 0.297484
Error 8 0.04702 0.138488 0.132158 0.135366
Error 9 0.241808 0.210907 0.094811 0.597412
Error 10 0.008428 0.022643 0.015974 0.019558
Error 1 1 -0.158615 0.384957 0.378364 0.21647
Magnitude 0.572276 1.224517 1.356553 1.411561 |
[Appendix 0]asphalt_pm_cr_lw_mag
Name: asphalt_pm_crack_red_lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -1.932425 -1.811824 -1.66638 -1.239134
Error 2 -1.004113 -0.874794 0.802684 -0.541886
Error 3 -1.356164 -1.332587 -1.211681 -0.936604
Error 4 -1.113391 -1.046159 -0.953955 -0.687343
Error 5 -0.944448 -1.042139 -0.948286 -0.739869
Error 6 -1.263684 -1.07707 -1.006223 -0.689577
Error 7 -1.502612 -1.453728 -1.312794 -0.968417
Error 8 -0.167269 -0.235201 -0.232132 -0.267872
Error 9 -2.769742 -2.543429 -2.374645 -1.810306
Error 10 -0.347925 -0.413048 -0.410502 -0.444988
Error 1 1 -1.518252 -1.334623 -1.265543 -0.908626
Magnitude 4.763784 4.44453 4.110647 3.084168
[Appendix 0]asphalt_pm_cr_mw_mag
Name: asphalt_pm_crack_red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.345574 0.336994 0.578477 0.799211
Error 2 0.618753 0.630667 0.771743 0.923481
Error 3 -0.216206 -0.28727 -0.076563 0.13834
Error 4 0.113065 0.109081 0.332233 0.57482
Error 5 -0.236076 -0.276578 -0.120784 0.040715
Error 6 -0.80477 -0.708956 -0.465265 -0.179027
Error 7 -0.152184 -0.179612 0.142683 0.415114
Error 8 0.004596 -0.008686 -0.019585 -0.035511
Error 9 -0.137135 -0.117018 0.216245 0.553714
Error 10 0.004596 -0.008628 -0.019699 -0.035452
Error 1 1 0.576723 0.589801 0.758353 0.939162
Magnitude 1.28055 1.256508 1.385826 1.799523
[Appendix 0]asphalt_pm_cr_r
Name: asphalt_pm_cr_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -2.05883 -1.160857 -1.369241 -0.757636
Error 2 -0.783753 -0.619435 -0.882706 -0.281976
Error 3 -1.195139 -1.135131 -1.102257 -0.829825
Error 4 -0.346589 -0.351244 -0.584117 -0.581287
Error 5 -0.049745 -0.229652 -0.020677 -0.014498
Error 6 -0.05074 -0.10229 0.048323 0.037967
Error 7 -0.12545 -0.238238 0.03293 -0.070624
Error 8 0.066154 0.192974 0.025603 0.251147
Error 9 -1.018225 -0.662995 -0.937181 -0.24518
Error 10 -0.312424 -0.309525 -0.316223 -0.33037
Error 1 1 -0.811258 -0.516592 -0.617534 -0.286395
Magnitude 2.866919 2.025492 2.360997 1.414574
iMppenoix 0]asphalt_pm_lw_mag
Name: asphalt_pm_red_lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -2.072924 -2.160805 -1.909036 -1.984616
Error 2 -1.072283 -1.104565 -0.979051 -0.984653
Error 3 -1.43356 -1.32999 -1.439925 -1.328732
Error 4 -1.183031 -1.197513 -1.096349 -1.120623
Error 5 -0.881301 -1.11318 -0.781929 -1.06339
Error 6 -1.367179 -1.402325 -1.206462 -1.230893
Error 7 -1.629682 -1.742592 -1.489382 -1.583007
Error 8 -0.116765 -0.191695 -0.116379 -0.209083
Error 9 -2.926156 -2.986868 -2.722211 -2.771042
Error 10 -0.298916 -0.371504 -0.298511 -0.388312
Error 1 1 -1.581984 -1.59706 -1.458484 -1.469336
Magnitude 5.036987 5.194334 4.669455 4.80765
[Appendix 0]asphalt_pm_mw_mag
Name: asphalt_pm_red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.609163 0.927275 0.916297 0.763951
Error 2 0.778102 1.001769 0.980695 0.890418
Error 3 -0.055821 0.241073 0.387586 0.053274
Error 4 0.358933 0.696416 0.740063 0.511568
Error 5 -0.091393 0.128371 0.196444 -0.000126
Error 6 -0.452292 -0.033567 -0.118406 -0.228905
Error 7 0.197546 0.57317 0.571387 0.362155
Error 8 -0.017065 -0.043065 -0.036755 -0.031018
Error 9 0.242827 0.741286 0.698852 0.492074
Error 10 -0.016938 -0.042996 -0.036666 -0.030885
Error 1 1 0.765348 1.026482 1.009577 0.901631
Magnitude 1.416234 2.08794 2.094925 1.697512
lAppendix 0]asphalt_pm_r_mag
Name: asphalt_pm_red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -6.779821 -5.788759 -6.272977 -4.044881
Error 2 -2.211635 -2.13983 -2.077101 -1.696753
Error 3 -1.153747 -1.639064 -1.228714 -0.900937
Error 4 -1.075284 -0.995743 -1.062067 -1.215521
Error 5 -0.378824 -0.522329 -0.285584 -0.427998
Error 6 -0.018005 -0.121402 0.060896 0.041742
Error 7 -2.42342 -2.253615 -1.612516 -1.757188
Error 8 -0.579922 -0.598632 -0.536458 -0.443897
Error 9 -2.229782 -2.955446 -1.872048 -2.054882
Error 10 -1.068186 -1.087566 -1.524031 -1.072744
Error 1 1 -2.796757 -3.241267 -3.013492 -2.921012
Magnitude 8.580943 8.241033 8.011488 6.237349
[Appendix 0]asphalt_ir_mag
Name: asphalt_red_ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.544894 0.630799 0.566712 0.422993
Error 2 0.420784 0.418831 0.392176 0.379338
Error 3 0.212698 0.064768 0.286176 -0.451077
Error 4 0.20437 0.251708 0.390638 0.273977
Error 5 0.491312 0.084256 0.315733 0.12912
Error 6 0.342108 0.039244 0.50362 0.044768
Error 7 0.390007 0.170886 0.368861 -0.040385
Error 8 -0.564589 0.098668 -0.578804 -0.936442
Error 9 0.558287 0.675639 0.421888 0.533032
Error 10 -0.413184 -0.405245 -0.960636 -0.890338
Error 1 1 0.504693 0.509502 0.302181 0.282008
Magnitude 1.458557 1.252501 1.651053 1.629398
[Appendix 0]asphalt_r_mag
Name: asphalt_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.045459 0.370507 -0.177851 0.092504
Error 2 0.1031 0.118827 -0.193593 -0.022199
Error 3 0.181724 0.321985 0.305863 0.056851
Error 4 -0.20737 0.131859 -0.109625 -0.241631
Error 5 0.09584 0.146847 -0.093098 -0.092225
Error 6 0.097407 0.013066 0.256256 -0.029344
Error 7 0.155486 0.207148 0.252528 0.092549
Error 8 -0.26003 0.134475 -0.261858 -0.391708
Error 9 -0.149169 0.175268 -0.108126 -0.059841
Error 10 0.025109 0.0334 -0.280985 -0.256343
Error 1 1 -0.121393 0.224867 -0.044477 -0.096643
Magnitude 0.486626 0.661502 0.688459 0.566275
[Appendix 0]fairway_ir_mag
Name: fairway_red_ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.312844 -0.243647 -0.013622 0.300777
Error 2 -0.30865 -0.284711 -0.220615 -0.171562
Error 3 -0.275699 -0.062446 0.005951 0.026099
Error 4 0.130715 0.240963 0.026189 -0.018965
Error 5 -0.037227 0.001785 0.142755 0.016708
Error 6 -0.028463 0.051734 0.049712 0.100883
Error 7 -0.179832 -0.119504 -0.304684 0.156612
Error 8 -0.38171 -0.348701 -0.354688 -0.370666
Error 9 -0.476596 0.143308 -0.0242 0.025332
Error 10 -0.771216 -0.735671 -0.742679 -0.758737
Error 1 1 -0.028504 0.101178 -0.043296 0.22321
Magnitude 1.13543 0.955472 0.919291 0.958887
[Appendix 0]fairway_r_mag
Name: fairway_red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.315947 -0.432493 0.090829 0.062138
Error 2 -0.32298 -0.680731 -0.039735 -0.094859
Error 3 -0.161776 -0.003116 0.043354 0.008858
Error 4 -0.024717 0.121019 -0.00949 -0.179185
Error 5 -0.002829 0.049721 0.009981 0.070132
Error 6 -0.052917 0.108682 0.212934 0.129263
Error 7 -0.21919 -0.089589 0.04838 0.009417
Error 8 -0.295421 -0.312799 -0.340702 -0.298092
Error 9 -0.237397 0.107655 0.238955 0.267091
Error 10 -0.551715 -0.567595 -0.595434 -0.553628
Error 1 1 -0.34536 -0.253069 -0.176514 -0.300225
Magnitude 0.921449 1.087682 0.786419 0.789681
lAppendix 0]grass_am_lw_mag
Name: grass_am_red_lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -1.237052 -3.607236 -4.070532 -3.517474
Error 2 -0.813767 -2.870287 -3.202615 -2.728207
Error 3 -1.097364 -1.462599 -1.692326 -1.479256
Error 4 -0.745202 -1.436752 -1.603985 -1.410452
Error 5 -0.688063 -1.279933 -1.175062 -1.261516
Error 6 -1.557135 -1.253415 -1.580651 -1.211436
Error 7 -0.856775 -1.58568 -1.791885 -1.548944
Error 8 -0.619625 -0.98976 -0.724853 -0.990723
Error 9 -1.523137 -5.152913 -5.834955 -5.004089
Error 10 -0.951753 -1.330314 -1.059161 -1.330752
Error 1 1 -0.817517 -3.167815 -3.642545 -3.089836
Magnitude 3.444163 8.397306 9.397599 8.172635
lAppendix 0]grass_am_mw_mag
Name: grass_am_red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.053006 -0.488133 -0.163767 -0.626422
Error 2 0.022355 -0.319458 -0.062045 -0.393755
Error 3 -0.112551 -0.622884 -0.275734 -0.849751
Error 4 -0.088608 -0.562519 -0.232504 -0.751781
Error 5 0.047065 -0.191344 -0.010221 -0.240406
Error 6 0.053481 -0.219243 -0.005617 -0.26548
Error 7 -0.091359 -0.488139 -0.187754 -0.633261
Error 8 -0.100128 -0.117976 -0.160023 -0.178717
Error 9 -0.00254 -0.395312 -0.099305 -0.507119
Error 10 0.009572 -0.009572 0.005504 -0.012991
Error 1 1 -0.015334 -0.366216 -0.111614 -0.47331
Magnitude 0.218195 1.293095 0.494066 1.696259
[Appendix 0]grass_am_r_mag
Name: grass_am_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -1.03239 -0.632091 -0.748016 -0.137537
Error 2 -0.424803 -0.048189 -0.101305 -0.069864
Error 3 -0.12045 -0.212599 -0.126221 -0.292077
Error 4 -0.201814 0.230263 -0.117978 -0.012117
Error 5 -0.057905 -0.063418 -0.116312 -0.245025
Error 6 -0.005475 0.061516 0.007668 0.007277
Error 7 -0.040804 -0.003506 -0.038909 0.047841
Error 8 -0.376698 -0.354879 -0.375221 -0.361704
Error 9 -1.36941 -0.920911 -0.910833 -0.588125
Error 10 -0.689288 -0.666166 -0.68771 -0.673864
Error 1 1 -0.871124 -0.059166 -0.149715 -0.279904
Magnitude 2.134885 1.388954 1.442397 1.086643
[Appendix 0]grass_pm_lw_mag
Name: grass_pm red lw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.74664 -0.84351 -0.033178 -0.658054
Error 2 -0.622248 -0.896529 -0.003857 -0.512194
Error 3 -0.595453 -0.543936 -0.117401 -0.823458
Error 4 -0.981765 -0.968195 -0.170864 -0.941447
Error 5 -0.853794 -0.592928 -0.155426 -0.851817
Error 6 -0.870391 -1.227051 -0.075488 -0.657607
Error 7 -0.722198 -0.632165 -0.069967 -0.660709
Error 8 -0.615185 -0.544379 -0.698818 -0.637959
Error 9 -0.832826 -1.034103 -0.048361 -0.711055
Error 10 -0.791715 -0.720108 -0.87627 -0.814764
Error 1 1 -0.568305 -0.811429 0.007897 -0.47739 !
Magnitude 2.508593 2.747378 1.156478 2.3788
[Appendix 0]grass_pm_mw_mag
Name: grass_pm_red_mw
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.783251 -0.336851 -0.945649 -0.807339
Error 2 -0.452837 -0.279207 -0.570429 -0.448706
Error 3 -1.757072 -1.223909 -1.702268 -1.850997
Error 4 -0.913732 -0.462486 -1.033922 -0.935846
Error 5 -0.65161 -0.268787 -0.911433 -0.588239
Error 6 -0.994257 -0.634302 -1.197502 -0.962234
Error 7 -1.005181 -0.329539 -1.165023 -1.047696
Error 8 -0.452157 -0.444512 -0.482362 -0.437837
Error 9 -2.345718 -1.624091 -2.633617 -2.356008
Error 10 -0.548086 -0.539625 -0.577778 -0.534152
Error 1 1 -0.486951 -0.285329 -0.618124 -0.491325
Magnitude 3.661781 2.386278 4.085691 3.714016
appendix 0]grass_pm_r_mag
Name: grass_pm_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.350122 0.025253 -1.193117 -0.638091
Error 2 -0.418654 -0.079504 -0.132676 -0.247659
Error 3 0.033314 0.195779 -0.067447 -0.615425
Error 4 -0.474106 0.476993 -0.362536 -0.395155
Error 5 -0.000964 0.304157 0.015444 -0.098251
Error 6 0.009809 0.039264 0.060183 -0.204035
Error 7 -0.475212 -0.480656 -0.803664 -0.785229
Error 8 -0.395225 -0.380982 -0.382104 -0.398392
Error 9 -0.286704 0.674637 -0.0758 -0.095173
Error 10 -0.718122 -0.701245 -0.704314 -0.721732
Error 1 1 -0.402004 -0.164644 -0.3963 -0.479847
Magnitude 1.290494 1.310354 1.741181 1.609404
[Appendix 0]itek_band12_mag
Name: itek band7 12
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 1.040012 1.040012 1.040012 1.040012
Error 2 0.899272 0.899272 0.899272 0.899272
Error 3 0.890457 0.890457 0.890457 0.890457
Error 4 0.980293 0.980293 0.980293 0.980293
Error 5 0.802668 0.802668 0.802668 0.802668
Error 6 0.821182 0.821182 0.821182 0.821182
Error 7 0.810379 0.810379 0.810379 0.810379
Error 8 -0.956792 -0.956792 -0.956792 -0.956792
Error 9 1.086904 1.086904 1.086904 1.086904
Error 10 -1.106864 -1.106864 -1.106864 -1.106864
Error 1 1 0.888417 0.888417 0.888417 0.888417
Magnitude 3.11942 3.11942 3.11942 3.11942
[Appendix 0]itek_band7_mag
Name: itek band7 7
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.111101 -2.038978 -0.20323 -0.407401
Error 2 -0.112606 -1.019527 -0.123361 -0.136018
Error 3 -0.056463 -1.115266 -0.039931 -0.233936
Error 4 -0.08544 -1.158004 -0.114866 -0.068025
Error 5 -0.067386 -0.936024 -0.021302 0.06746
Error 6 -0.006163 -0.6994 0.020448 0.04186
Error 7 0.014318 -1.714672 0.028184 -0.01993
Error 8 -0.205854 -0.493947 -0.20517 -0.206754
Error 9 -0.150488 -1.913039 -0.089069 -0.397763
Error 10 -0.599287 -0.526566 -0.598524 -0.402045 |
Error 1 1 -0.104573 -1.474344 -0.092185 -0.335113
Magnitude 0.689491 4.294383 0.699809 0.851724
[Appendix 0]itek_band9_mag
Name: itek band7 9
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.448417 -1.684889 -0.236003 -0.511951
Error 2 -0.648737 -2.030434 -0.566237 -0.457759
Error 3 -0.436988 -1.138531 -0.393291 -0.611348
Error 4 -0.24655 -1.223213 -0.337037 -0.695831
Error 5 -0.368987 -0.996168 -0.322115 -0.753441
Error 6 -0.492896 -1.374781 -0.508634 -0.581615
Error 7 -0.142754 -0.903766 -0.132945 -0.250256
Error 8 -0.780916 -0.651216 -0.615685 -0.933094
Error 9 -0.962288 -2.705262 -0.685352 -0.812259
Error 10 -0.297777 -0.184689 -0.30092 -0.270527
Error 1 1 -0.727326 -2.303613 -0.398382 -0.805038
Magnitude 1.851125 5.151354 1.456973 2.133036
[Appendix 0]lakel_ir_mag
Name: lakel
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.260165 0.014502 -0.252661 0.099345
Error 2 -0.251244 0.125173 -0.202472 0.154624
Error 3 -0.140493 -0.058086 -0.07299 0.023837
Error 4 -0.412995 -0.226029 -0.334698 -0.317953
Error 5 -0.141311 -0.383894 -0.087148 -0.329532
Error 6 -0.255086 -1.040602 -0.207384 -0.499595
Error 7 -0.287469 -0.443648 -0.21403 -0.282189
Error 8 -0.340781 -0.013248 -0.359558 -0.144472
Error 9 -0.144493 0.098418 -0.333025 0.234647
Error 10 -0.320892 0.090636 -0.337973 -0.136932
Error 1 1 -0.263784 0.137038 -0.204819 0.169685
Magnitude 0.893506 1.238648 0.845552 0.834705
[Appendix 0]lake1_/_mag
lakel red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.481104 -1.189824 -0.593841 -0.103255
Error 2 -0.374568 -1.711134 -0.533272 -0.566628
Error 3 -0.208572 -0.621674 -0.116196 0.06052
Error 4 -0.562866 -1.060584 -0.712236 -0.480621
Error 5 -0.198128 -0.538697 -0.226337 -0.045572
Error 6 -0.183703 -0.375122 -0.142465 -0.175578
Error 7 -0.369713 -1.453775 -0.305036 -0.3316
Error 8 -0.015735 0.798884 -0.014022 0.636756
Error 9 -0.435047 -1.02881 -0.430866 0.003146
Error 10 -0.298818 0.949412 -0.296715 0.527214
Error 1 1 -0.380628 -1.377101 -0.417264 -0.410045
Magnitude 1.168527 3.590794 1.330553 1.249324
lAppendix 0]orchard1_ir_mag
Name: orchardl red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.325792 0.009769 0.259833 -0.630934
Error 2 -0.084862 0.02067 -0.053715 -0.44939
Error 3 -0.186355 0.898623 -0.208153 -0.33563
Error 4 -0.434814 0.698644 -0.202474 -0.66141
Error 5 -0.426054 0.599598 -0.083307 -0.863272
Error 6 -0.021987 0.081343 -0.064482 0.094139
Error 7 -0.174952 0.740767 0.651857 -0.615621
Error 8 0.061416 -0.007961 0.076866 0.012848
Error 9 -0.210575 0.060905 -0.098371 -0.596333
Error 10 0.074647 0.065888 0.073658 0.078069
Error 1 1 -0.253306 -0.052715 0.026919 -0.688637
Magnitude 0.817066 1.490608 0.782606 1.766161
[Appendix 0]orchard1_r_mag
Name: orchardl red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.033581 0.216598 0.480747 -0.309514
Error 2 0.009278 0.246715 0.027704 -0.460554
Error 3 0.043641 0.616473 0.065919 -0.162713
Error 4 0.029934 0.673406 0.220772 -0.605596
Error 5 0.048598 0.375509 0.335358 -1.058628
Error 6 -0.066104 0.081267 -0.133727 -0.097846
Error 7 -0.030163 0.463893 0.836615 -0.606557
Error 8 -0.001268 -0.006986 0.000988 -0.056538
Error 9 0.010722 0.122808 0.089753 -0.250222
Error 10 -0.001099 -0.00702 0.000822 0.012031
Error 1 1 0.00844 0.196367 0.274758 -0.459381
Magnitude 0.108833 1.165267 1.094894 1.573624
[Appendix 0]orchard2_ir_mag
Name: orchard2 red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.935642 -0.355637 -1.082136 -2.117513
Error 2 -1.047937 -0.662356 -1.061401 -1.948539
Error 3 -0.102086 0.775359 0.066615 -0.108141
Error 4 -0.128536 0.809419 -0.781087 -0.704065
Error 5 -0.150247 0.67633 -0.68562 -0.937662
Error 6 -0.007999 0.603533 -0.065018 -0.112746
Error 7 -0.718978 0.306327 -0.972203 -1.659134
Error 8 -0.07844 0.035221 -0.071689 -0.143722
Error 9 -0.748411 -0.067206 -0.939115 -1.330766
Error 10 -0.195797 -0.148176 -0.221635 -0.193028
Error 1 1 -1.024249 -0.602536 -1.281186 -2.091266
Magnitude 2.047878 1.768561 2.628543 4.316823
[Appendix 0]orchard2_r_mag
Name: orchard2 red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.034575 0.210104 0.005835 -0.520161
Error 2 -0.032457 0.172762 -0.103577 -0.589437
Error 3 -0.026942 0.556881 0.045905 0.143774
Error 4 -0.013673 0.636373 0.103417 -0.379642
Error 5 -0.020284 0.412101 -0.082711 -0.60134
Error 6 -0.009856 0.154811 -0.156184 -0.153906
Error 7 0.041203 0.254279 -0.133526 -0.616034
Error 8 -0.009107 0.291505 0.015339 -0.0442
Error 9 0.019577 0.30625 0.074782 -0.233827
Error 10 -0.068663 0.187608 0.005552 -0.06895
Error 1 1 -0.027644 0.135303 -0.139148 -0.677112
Magnitude 0.106362 1.131281 0.312808 1.437866
[Appendix 0]rooftop_gravel_r_mag
Name: rooftop_gravel_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.0058 -0.349772 0.508226 0.297958
Error 2 0.021914 -0.349204 0.126641 0.205073
Error 3 -0.323835 -0.264685 -0.280933 -0.096198
Error 4 -0.030443 -0.423389 0.153741 -0.094038
Error 5 -0.009158 -0.523809 0.313641 -0.367584
Error 6 -0.035887 -0.222293 -0.117049 -0.132261
Error 7 0.038095 -0.399268 0.915583 -0.049544
Error 8 -0.00048 -0.040728 -0.004717 -0.010657
Error 9 -0.010384 -0.471163 0.030327 0.259918
Error 10 -0.00075 -0.008785 -0.004132 -0.011317
Error 1 1 0.004938 -0.357801 0.285521 0.137283
Magnitude 0.330554 1.152631 1.187323 0.625014
[Appendix 0]stone_r_mag
Name: stone red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.033665 -0.310283 0.128777 0.16832
Error 2 -0.044916 -0.525892 0.064915 0.013009
Error 3 -0.086819 -0.429896 -0.029669 -0.063231
Error 4 -0.132701 0.074852 0.33226 0.351606
Error 5 -0.10248 -0.198638 0.156902 0.024076
Error 6 -0.012428 0.07824 -0.000303 0.029521
Error 7 -0.180606 -0.232535 0.262407 0.169041
Error 8 -0.18369 -0.239537 -0.184787 -0.175465
Error 9 0.048569 -0.618757 0.049814 0.070472
Error 10 -0.49471 -0.490251 -0.495618 -0.485267
Error 1 1 0.024171 -0.349076 0.145989 0.093027
Magnitude 0.594135 1.210513 0.727411 0.682675
[Appendix 0]trees1_ir_mag
Name: treesl red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.429665 0.242326 -0.745203 -0.10643
Error 2 -0.267635 0.087325 -0.298976 -0.16717
Error 3 -1.103998 0.208787 -0.525745 -0.827109
Error 4 -0.391583 0.748824 -0.505719 -0.569602
Error 5 0.127678 0.860613 0.09323 -0.20542
Error 6 0.313774 0.582646 0.23138 0.175976
Error 7 0.337104 0.916198 0.103394 -0.152405
Error 8 -0.523571 -0.463616 -0.494324 -0.539123
Error 9 -0.695396 0.238691 -0.343738 0.006547
Error 10 -0.482472 -0.580398 -0.472279 -0.657284
Error 1 1 -0.805051 -0.114796 -0.495648 -0.460678
Magnitude 1.869592 1.792256 1.442574 1.441931
lAppendix 0]trees2_ir_mag
Name: trees2 red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.374778 0.316049 -0.423838 -0.21814
Error 2 -0.085234 0.149839 -0.244191 -0.052407
Error 3 0.10898 0.80081 0.039422 -0.204953
Error 4 -0.169952 0.829604 -0.00073 -0.219071
Error 5 -0.141641 0.870813 -0.028389 -0.284045
Error 6 -0.053218 0.143367 -0.085148 0.030748
Error 7 -0.012397 1.034334 0.088477 -0.259558
Error 8 -0.006608 -0.037216 0.01052 -0.022892
Error 9 -0.124919 0.426011 -0.138516 0.137
Error 10 0.000034 -0.045651 0.016338 -0.021641
Error 1 1 -0.340044 0.117262 -0.216016 -0.2336
Magnitude 0.5855 1.870641 0.568273 0.60304
[Appendix 0]trees2_r_mag
Name: trees2_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 0.034754 0.341437 -0.29368 0.346683
Error 2 -0.007936 0.213986 -0.24592 0.07251
Error 3 -0.430825 0.540904 -0.359662 -0.143085
Error 4 -0.084355 0.883678 -0.123037 -0.115474
Error 5 0.017894 0.801972 0.02771 0.140415
Error 6 -0.023108 0.40166 0.131797 0.025833
Error 7 -0.006984 0.775493 0.032105 -0.178986
Error 8 -0.304493 -0.310285 -0.295079 -0.297831
Error 9 0.020353 0.266569 -0.212027 0.184745
Error 10 -0.451504 -0.45217 -0.441623 -0.44203
Error 1 1 -0.062476 0.20764 -0.088326 0.024407
Magnitude 0.704123 1.74832 0.803273 0.72835
[Appendix 0]treesal_ir_mag
Name: treesal red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -1.358481 -0.660518 -1.516913 -2.424535
Error 2 -0.412545 0.089962 -0.440152 -0.857659
Error 3 -0.578929 0.417421 -0.893026 -1.116833
Error 4 -0.560567 0.506958 -0.641997 -0.871887
Error 5 -0.097924 0.584624 -0.29981 -0.429287
Error 6 0.002195 0.31974 -0.109335 0.155721
Error 7 -0.327844 0.151875 -0.915595 -1.314726
Error 8 -0.117808 0.070852 -0.243173 -0.134166
Error 9 -0.414995 0.203451 -0.219668 -0.632436
Error 10 -0.605066 -0.396314 -0.745265 -0.62476
Error 1 1 -0.76812 -0.222177 -0.7166 -1.121399
Magnitude 1.980996 1.26315 2.412652 3.553074
[Appendix 0]treesa1_r_mag
Name: treesal red r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -1.424398 -0.595509 -1.502682 -2.292612
Error 2 -0.786397 -0.33166 -0.844903 -1.286243
Error 3 -1.359403 -0.330502 -1.550178 -1.831297
Error 4 -1.243231 -0.044792 -1.268884 -1.86814
Error 5 -0.625975 0.118 -0.668046 -1.426819
Error 6 -0.040041 0.503053 0.018596 -0.150896
Error 7 -0.921607 -0.168138 -1.545952 -2.225858
Error 8 -0.590682 -0.699252 -0.600437 -0.698106
Error 9 -1.089646 -0.246218 -0.954256 -1.540991
Error 10 -1.733319 -1.883352 -1.747474 -1.88469
Error 1 1 -0.890053 -0.500716 -0.967332 -1.396624
Magnitude 3.55198 2.284389 3.883575 5.397382
[Appendix 0]water1_ir_mag
Name: waterl red ir
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.645342 -1.738283 -0.561539 0.179109 !
Error 2 -0.956528 -2.077343 -1.036383 -0.226683
Error 3 -0.499331 -0.902453 -0.361677 -0.36234
Error 4 -0.329652 -1.193871 -0.301888 -0.157634
Error 5 -0.413297 -1.184409 -0.546028 -0.250304
Error 6 0.887994 0.233273 0.908093 1.102865
Error 7 0.283636 -0.92523 0.410725 0.816212
Error 8 -0.686341 -0.968247 -0.672134 -0.814958
Error 9 -0.819444 -2.257684 -0.702292 0.121636
Error 10 -0.797952 -0.860495 -0.801457 -0.957367
Error 1 1 -0.376948 -1.138 -0.253027 0.044245
Magnitude 2.156521 4.46768 2.13405 1.944795
lAppendix 0]water1_r_mag
Name: water1_red_r
Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Error 1 -0.598067 -2.243368 -0.624114 0.067147
Error 2 -0.516943 -2.307468 -0.590841 -0.137113
Error 3 -0.344717 -1.803648 -0.308058 -0.413168
Error 4 -0.022022 -1.194869 0.036754 -0.026603
Error 5 -0.026205 -0.632263 0.010282 0.091824
Error 6 0.179089 0.464889 0.296506 0.592491
Error 7 -0.219162 -2.004321 0.146948 0.353268
Error 8 -0.799555 -1.019836 -0.754306 -0.740876
Error 9 -0.700437 -2.855979 -0.747036 0.022145
Error 10 -0.798474 -0.757397 -0.801562 -0.832757
Error 1 1 -0.138895 -1.426976 -0.248589 0.068375
Magnitude 1.616099 5.610503 1.666078 1.388001
Appendix P PsychophysicalAnalysis Results
The following tables contain the psychophysical analysis results for each texture
as well as a table containing the final results for all the textures.
[Appendix P]asp_am_cr_lw
Name: asphalt, am_crack_red_lw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 1 0 0 1
Real 19 10 10 3 8
Blob 20 10 10 6 10
Fractal 20 17 14 10 13
Recursion 19 12 10 7 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.56 -3.71 -3.71 -2.56
Real 2.56 0.00 0.00 -1.61 -0.39
Blob 3.71 0.00 0.00 -0.80 0.00
Fractal 3.71 1.61 0.80 0.00 0.59
Recursion 2.56 0.39 0.00 -0.59 0.00
Average 2.51 -0.11 -0.58 -1.34 -0.47
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lAppendix P]asp_am_cr_mw
Name: asphalt_am_crack_red mw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 1 1 0
Real 20 10 14 8 15
Blob 19 6 10 6 7
Fractal 19 12 14 10 1 1
Recursion 20 5 13 9 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -2.56 -2.56 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 0.80 -0.39 1.04
Blob 2.56 -0.80 0.00 -0.80 -0.59
Fractal 2.56 0.39 0.80 0.00 0.19
Recursion 3.71 -1.04 0.59 -0.19 0.00
Average 2.51 -1.03 -0.07 -0.79 -0.61
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lAppendix P]asp_am_cr_r
Name: asphalt_am_crack red_r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 1 0
Real 20 10 0 3 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 10
Fractal 19 17 0 10 0
Recursion 20 20 10 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -2.56 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -3.71 -1.61 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 0.00
Fractal 2.56 1.61 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 0.00
Average 2.74 1.06 -2.23 0.65 -2.23
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[Appendix P]asp_am_lw
Name: asphalt_am_red lw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 0 0
Real 20 10 7 8 6
Blob 20 13 10 16 12
Fractal 20 12 4 10 7
Recursion 20 14 8 13 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -0.59 -0.39 -0.80
Blob 3.71 0.59 0.00 1.30 0.39
Fractal 3.71 0.39 -1.30 0.00 -0.59
Recursion 3.71 0.80 -0.39 0.59 0.00
Average 2.97 -0.39 -1.20 -0.44 -0.94
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lAppendix P]asp_am_mw
Name: asp_am_red_mw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 1 2 0
Real 20 10 3 16 12
Blob 19 17 10 15 13
Fractal 18 4 5 10 9
Recursion 20 8 7 1 1 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -2.56 -2.00 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -1.61 1.30 0.39
Blob 2.56 1.61 0.00 1.04 0.59
Fractal 2.00 -1.30 -1.04 0.00 -0.19
Recursion 3.71 -0.39 -0.59 0.19 0.00
Average 2.40 -0.76 -1.16 0.10 -0.59
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iAppendix P]asp_am_r
Name: asphalt_am_red_r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 4 1 3 0
Real 16 10 3 4 0
Blob 19 17 10 15 1
Fractal 17 16 5 10 0
Recursion 20 20 19 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -1.30 -2.56 -1.61 -3.71
Real 1.30 0.00 -1.61 -1.30 -3.71
Blob 2.56 1.61 0.00 1.04 -2.56
Fractal 1.61 1.30 -1.04 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 2.56 3.71 0.00
Average 1.84 1.06 -0.53 0.37 -2.74
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lAppendix P]asp_pm_cr_lw
Name: asphalt red lw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 0 0
Real 20 10 7 14 16
Blob 20 13 10 1 1 17
Fractal 20 6 9 10 1 1
Recursion 20 4 3 9 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -0.59 0.80 1.30
Blob 3.71 0.59 0.00 0.19 1.61
Fractal 3.71 -0.80 -0.19 0.00 0.19
Recursion 3.71 -1.30 -1.61 -0.19 0.00
Average 2.97 -1.05 -1.22 -0.58 -0.12
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appendix P]asp__pm_cr_mw
Name: asphalt_pm_crack_red_mw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 0 0
Real 20 10 10 17 10
Blob 20 10 10 10 18
Fractal 20 3 10 10 1 1
Recursion 20 10 2 9 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 0.00 1.61 0.00
Blob 3.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00
Fractal 3.71 -1.61 0.00 0.00 0.19
Recursion 3.71 0.00 -2.00 -0.19 0.00
Average 2.97 -1.06 -1.14 -0.46 -0.30
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^^pendix P]asp_pm_cr_r
Name: asphalt_pm_crack_red_
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 2 0 2 0
Real 18 10 1 8 0
Blob 20 19 10 20 5
Fractal 18 12 0 10 0
Recursion 20 20 15 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.00 -3.71 -2.00 -3.71
Real 2.00 0.00 -2.56 -0.39 -3.71
Blob 3.71 2.56 0.00 3.71 -1.04
Fractal 2.00 0.39 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 1.04 3.71 0.00
Average 2.29 0.93 -1.79 1.01 -2.44
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[Appendix P]asp_pm_lw
Name: asphalt_pm_red_lw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 1 0
Real 20 10 1 1 13 14
Blob 20 9 10 12 13
Fractal 19 7 8 10 1 1
Recursion 20 6 7 9 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -2.56 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 0.19 0.59 0.80
Blob 3.71 -0.19 0.00 0.39 0.59
Fractal 2.56 -0.59 -0.39 0.00 0.19
Recursion 3.71 -0.80 -0.59 -0.19 0.00
Average 2.74 -1.06 -0.90 -0.36 -0.43
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appendix P]asp_pm_mw
Name: asphalt_pm_red_mw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 1 0 1 0
Real 19 10 17 15 14
Blob 20 3 10 10 1 1
Fractal 19 5 10 10 9
Recursion 20 6 9 1 1 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.56 -3.71 -2.56 -3.71
Real 2.56 0.00 1.61 1.04 0.80
Blob 3.71 -1.61 0.00 0.00 0.19
Fractal 2.56 -1.04 0.00 0.00 -0.19
Recursion 3.71 -0.80 -0.19 0.19 0.00
Average 2.51 -1.20 -0.46 -0.27 -0.58
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[Appendix P]asp_pm_r
Name: asphalt_pm red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 4 1 4 1
Real 16 10 3 9 1
Blob 19 17 10 16 3
Fractal 16 1 1 4 10 2
Recursion 19 19 17 18 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -1.30 -2.56 -1.30 -2.56
Real 1.30 0.00 -1.61 -0.19 -2.56
Blob 2.56 1.61 0.00 1.30 -1.61
Fractal 1.30 0.19 -1.30 0.00 -2.00
Recursion 2.56 2.56 1.61 2.00 0.00
Average 1.55 0.61 -0.77 0.36 -1.75
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[Appendix P]asp_ir
Name: asphalt. red ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 0 0
Real 20 10 0 2 6
Blob 20 20 10 20 19
Fractal 20 18 0 10 9
Recursion 20 14 1 1 1 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -3.71 -2.00 -0.80
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 2.56
Fractal 3.71 2.00 -3.71 0.00 -0.19
Recursion 3.71 0.80 -2.56 0.19 0.00
Average 2.97 0.56 -2.74 -0.36 -0.43
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[Appendix P]asp_r
Name: asphalt. red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 6 0 4 0
Real 14 10 0 7 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 20
Fractal 16 13 0 10 1
Recursion 20 20 0 19 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -0.80 -3.71 -1.30 -3.71
Real 0.80 0.00 -3.71 -0.59 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 1.30 0.59 -3.71 0.00 -2.56
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -3.71 2.56 0.00
Average 1.91 1.44 -2.97 0.88 -1.26
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[Appendix P]fairway_ir
Name:fairway_red_ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 4 0 6 1
Real 16 10 0 6 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 19
Fractal 14 14 0 10 2
Recursion 19 20 1 18 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -1.30 -3.71 -0.80 -2.56
Real 1.30 0.00 -3.71 -0.80 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 2.56
Fractal 0.80 0.80 -3.71 0.00 -2.00
Recursion 2.56 3.71 -2.56 2.00 0.00
Average 1.68 1.39 -2.74 0.82 -1.14
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lAppendix P]fairway_r
Name: fairway_red_r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 2 0 2 0
Real 18 10 0 2 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 19
Fractal 18 18 0 10 0
Recursion 20 20 1 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.00 -3.71 -2.00 -3.71
Real 2.00 0.00 -3.71 -2.00 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 2.56
Fractal 2.00 2.00 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -2.56 3.71 0.00
Average 2.29 1.49 -2.74 0.68 -1.72
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lAppendix P]grass_am_lw
Name: grass_am_red_lw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 0 0
Real 20 10 8 19 1 1
Blob 20 12 10 14 17
Fractal 20 1 6 10 13
Recursion 20 9 3 7 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -0.39 2.56 0.19
Blob 3.71 0.39 0.00 0.80 1.61
Fractal 3.71 -2.56 -0.80 0.00 0.59
Recursion 3.71 -0.19 -1.61 -0.59 0.00
Average 2.97 -1.22 -1.30 -0.19 -0.27
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[Appendix P]grass_am_mw
Name: grass_am red mw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 1 0 0
Real 20 10 1 1 8 6
Blob 19 9 10 10 5
Fractal 20 12 10 10 5
Recursion 20 14 15 15 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -2.56 -3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 0.19 -0.39 -0.80
Blob 2.56 -0.19 0.00 0.00 -1.04
Fractal 3.71 0.39 0.00 0.00 -1.04
Recursion 3.71 0.80 1.04 1.04 0.00
Average 2.74 -0.54 -0.27 -0.61 -1.32
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lAppendix P]grass_am_r
Name: grass_am red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 9 1 10 0
Real 1 1 10 1 6 0
Blob 19 19 10 19 1
Fractal 10 14 1 10 0
Recursion 20 20 19 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -0.19 -2.56 0.00 -3.71
Real 0.19 0.00 -2.56 -0.80 -3.71
Blob 2.56 2.56 0.00 2.56 -2.56
Fractal 0.00 0.80 -2.56 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 2.56 3.71 0.00
Average 1.29 1.38 -1.03 1.10 -2.74
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lAppendix P]grass_pm_lw
Name: grass_pm_red_lw
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 20 0
Real 20 10 6 15 1
Blob 20 14 10 14 13
Fractal 0 5 6 10 2
Recursion 20 19 7 18 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -0.80 1.04 -2.56
Blob 3.71 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.59
Fractal -3.71 -1.04 -0.80 0.00 -2.00
Recursion 3.71 2.56 -0.59 2.00 0.00
Average 1.49 -0.28 -1.18 1.51 -1.54
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lAppendix P]grass_pm_mw
Name: grass
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 1 0 0 0
Real 19 10 6 5 5
Blob 20 14 10 14 13
Fractal 20 15 6 10 10
Recursion 20 15 7 10 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.56 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71
Real 2.56 0.00 -0.80 -1.04 -1.04
Blob 3.71 0.80 0.00 0.80 0.59
Fractal 3.71 1.04 -0.80 0.00 0.00
Recursion 3.71 1.04 -0.59 0.00 0.00
Average 2.74 0.06 -1.18 -0.79 -0.83
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lAppendix P]grass_pm_r
Name: grass_pm_red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 8 0 8 0
Real 12 10 0 10 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 14
Fractal 12 10 0 10 0
Recursion 20 20 6 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -0.39 -3.71 -0.39 -3.71
Real 0.39 0.00 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 0.80
Fractal 0.39 0.00 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -0.80 3.71 0.00
Average 1.64 1.41 -2.39 1.41 -2.07
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[Appendix P]itek_band12
Name: itek band7 12
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 0 0
Real 20 10 9 8 1 1
Blob 20 1 1 10 1 1 8
Fractal 20 12 9 10 9
Recursion 20 9 12 1 1 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -0.19 -0.39 0.19
Blob 3.71 0.19 0.00 0.19 -0.39
Fractal 3.71 0.39 -0.19 0.00 -0.19
Recursion 3.71 -0.19 0.39 0.19 0.00
Average 2.97 -0.67 -0.74 -0.74 -0.82
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lAppendix P]itek band7
Name: itek band7 7
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 3 2 1 0
Real 17 10 1 5 1
Blob 18 19 10 20 20
Fractal 19 15 0 10 0
Recursion 20 19 0 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -1.61 -2.00 -2.56 -3.71
Real 1.61 0.00 -2.56 -1.04 -2.56
Blob 2.00 2.56 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 2.56 1.04 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 2.56 -3.71 3.71 0.00
Average 1.98 0.91 -2.40 0.77 -1.26
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lAppendix P]itek_band9
Name: itek_band7 9
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 2 1 1 1
Real 18 10 2 5 3
Blob 19 18 10 18 14
Fractal 19 15 2 10 2
Recursion 19 17 6 18 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.00 -2.56 -2.56 -2.56
Real 2.00 0.00 -2.00 -1.04 -1.61
Blob 2.56 2.00 0.00 2.00 0.80
Fractal 2.56 1.04 -2.00 0.00 -2.00
Recursion 2.56 1.61 -0.80 2.00 0.00
Average 1.94 0.53 -1.47 0.08 -1.07
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[Appendix P]lake1_ir
Name: lakel red ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 3 1 4 2
Real 17 10 2 11 4
Blob 19 18 10 18 7
Fractal 16 9 2 10 3
Recursion 18 16 13 17 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -1.61 -2.56 -1.30 -2.00
Real 1.61 0.00 -2.00 0.19 -1.30
Blob 2.56 2.00 0.00 2.00 -0.59
Fractal 1.30 -0.19 -2.00 0.00 -1.61
Recursion 2.00 1.30 0.59 1.61 0.00
Average 1.50 0.30 -1.20 0.50 -1.10
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[Appendix P]lake1_r
Name: lakel red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 2 1 2 1
Real 18 10 1 9 1
Blob 19 19 10 20 16
Fractal 18 11 0 10 0
Recursion 19 19 4 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.00 -2.56 -2.00 -2.56
Real 2.00 0.00 -2.56 -0.19 -2.56
Blob 2.56 2.56 0.00 3.71 1.30
Fractal 2.00 0.19 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 2.56 2.56 -1.30 3.71 0.00
Average 1.83 0.66 -2.03 1.05 -1.51
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[Appendix P]orchard1_ir
Name: orchardl red ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 2 1 0 1
Real 18 10 1 4 1
Blob 19 19 10 20 20
Fractal 20 16 0 10 0
Recursion 19 19 0 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.00 -2.56 -3.71 -2.56
Real 2.00 0.00 -2.56 -1.30 -2.56
Blob 2.56 2.56 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 3.71 1.30 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 2.56 2.56 -3.71 3.71 0.00
Average 2.17 0.89 -2.51 0.48 -1.03
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[Appendix P]orchard1_r
Name: orchardl red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 1 1 1 9 0
Real 9 10 1 6 1
Blob 19 19 10 19 19
Fractal 1 1 14 1 10 1
Recursion 20 19 1 19 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 0.19 -2.56 -0.19 -3.71
Real -0.19 0.00 -2.56 -0.80 -2.56
Blob 2.56 2.56 0.00 2.56 2.56
Fractal 0.19 0.80 -2.56 0.00 -2.56
Recursion 3.71 2.56 -2.56 2.56 0.00
Average 1.26 1.22 -2.05 0.83 -1.26
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[Appendix P]orchard2_ir
Name: orchard2 red ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 1 1 0 0
Real 19 10 1 7 1
Blob 19 19 10 20 20
Fractal 20 13 0 10 2
Recursion 20 19 0 18 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.56 -2.56 -3.71 -3.71
Real 2.56 0.00 -2.56 -0.59 -2.56
Blob 2.56 2.56 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 3.71 0.59 -3.71 0.00 -2.00
Recursion 3.71 2.56 -3.71 2.00 0.00
Average 2.51 0.63 -2.51 0.28 -0.91
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lAppendix P]orchard2 r
Name: orchard2 red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 13 1 1 0
Real 7 10 1 1 0
Blob 19 19 10 20 19
Fractal 19 19 0 10 1
Recursion 20 20 1 19 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 0.59 -2.56 -2.56 -3.71
Real -0.59 0.00 -2.56 -2.56 -3.71
Blob 2.56 2.56 0.00 3.71 2.56
Fractal 2.56 2.56 -3.71 0.00 -2.56
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -2.56 2.56 0.00
Average 1.65 1.89 -2.28 0.23 -1.49
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lAppendix P]rooftop_gravel r
Name: rooftop_gravel_red_r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 1 1 0 4 1
Real 9 10 1 3 0
Blob 20 19 10 20 19
Fractal 16 17 0 10 0
Recursion 19 20 1 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 0.19 -3.71 -1.30 -2.56
Real -0.19 0.00 -2.56 -1.61 -3.71
Blob 3.71 2.56 0.00 3.71 2.56
Fractal 1.30 1.61 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 2.56 3.71 -2.56 3.71 0.00
Average 1.48 1.62 -2.51 0.90 -1.49
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[Appendix P]stone_r
Name: stone_red_r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 5 0 5 0
Real 15 10 0 12 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 19
Fractal 15 8 0 10 1
Recursion 20 20 1 19 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -1.04 -3.71 -1.04 -3.71
Real 1.04 0.00 -3.71 0.39 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 2.56
Fractal 1.04 -0.39 -3.71 0.00 -2.56
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -2.56 2.56 0.00
Average 1.90 1.20 -2.74 1.13 -1.49
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[Appendix P]trees1 ir
Name: treesl red ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 1 0
Real 20 10 0 8 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 20
Fractal 19 12 0 10 1
Recursion 20 20 0 19 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -2.56 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -3.71 -0.39 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 2.56 0.39 -3.71 0.00 -2.56
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -3.71 2.56 0.00
Average 2.74 0.82 -2.97 0.67 -1.26
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[Appendix P]trees1_r
Name: treesl red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 3 0 14 0
Real 17 10 0 7 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 20
Fractal 6 13 0 10 0
Recursion 20 20 0 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -1.61 -3.71 0.80 -3.71
Real 1.61 0.00 -3.71 -0.59 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal -0.80 0.59 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -3.71 3.71 0.00
Average 1.65 1.28 -2.97 1.53 -1.49
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lAppendix P]trees2_ir
Name: trees2 red ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 0 1
Real 20 10 1 16 5
Blob 20 19 10 20 20
Fractal 20 4 0 10 1
Recursion 19 15 0 19 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71 -2.56
Real 3.71 0.00 -2.56 1.30 -1.04
Blob L 3.71 2.56 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 3.71 -1.30 -3.71 0.00 -2.56
Recursion 2.56 1.04 -3.71 2.56 0.00
Average 2.74 -0.28 -2.74 0.77 -0.49
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lAppendix P]trees2 r
Name: trees2 red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 10 0 7 0
Real 10 10 0 5 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 20
Fractal 13 15 0 10 20
Recursion 20 20 0 0 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 0.00 -3.71 -0.59 -3.71
Real 0.00 0.00 -3.71 -1.04 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 0.59 1.04 -3.71 0.00 3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -3.71 -3.71 0.00
Average 1.60 1.69 -2.97 -0.32 0.00
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[Appendix P]treesa1_ir
Name: treesal red ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 2 0 3 0
Real 18 10 0 7 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 20
Fractal 17 13 0 10 0
Recursion 20 20 0 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -2.00 -3.71 -1.61 -3.71
Real 2.00 0.00 -3.71 -0.59 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 1.61 0.59 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -3.71 3.71 0.00
Average 2.21 1.20 -2.97 1.05 -1.49
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lAppendix P]treesa1_r
Name: treesal red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 1 0
Real 20 10 0 2 0
Blob 20 20 10 20 20
Fractal 19 18 0 10 0
Recursion 20 20 0 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -2.56 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -3.71 -2.00 -3.71
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 3.71
Fractal 2.56 2.00 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 3.71 -3.71 3.71 0.00
Average 2.74 1.14 -2.97 0.57 -1.49
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lAppendix P]water1 ir
Name: waterl red ir
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 0 0 0 0
Real 20 10 2 8 1
Blob 20 18 10 20 6
Fractal 20 12 0 10 0
Recursion 20 19 14 20 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71 -3.71
Real 3.71 0.00 -2.00 -0.39 -2.56
Blob 3.71 2.00 0.00 3.71 -0.80
Fractal 3.71 0.39 -3.71 0.00 -3.71
Recursion 3.71 2.56 0.80 3.71 0.00
Average 2.97 0.25 -1.73 0.67 -2.16
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lAppendix PJwaten
Name: waterl red r
Matrix of Frequencies
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 10 3 0 2 1
Real 17 10 0 12 2
Blob 20 20 10 20 17
Fractal 18 8 0 10 1
Recursion 19 18 3 19 10
Matrix of Logistics score
Truth Real Blob Fractal Recursion
Truth 0.00 -1.61 -3.71 -2.00 -2.56
Real 1.61 0.00 -3.71 0.39 -2.00
Blob 3.71 3.71 0.00 3.71 1.61
Fractal 2.00 -0.39 -3.71 0.00 -2.56
Recursion 2.56 2.00 -1.61 2.56 0.00
Average 1.98 0.74 -2.55 0.93 -1.10
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appendix P]results.dat
Name Truth Real Blob Fractal
asphalt_am_crack_red_lw 2.51 -0.11 -0.58 -1.34
asphalt_am_crack_red_mw 2.51 -1.03 -0.07 -0.79
asphalt_am_crack_red_r 2.74 1.06 -2.23 0.65
asphalt_am_red_lw 2.97 -0.39 -1.20 -0.44
asphalt_am_red_mw 2.40 -0.76 -1.16 0.10
asphalt_am_red_r 1.84 1.06 -0.53 0.37
asphalt_pm_crack_red_lw 2.97 -1.05 -1.22 -0.58
asphalt_pm_crack_red_mw 2.97 -1.06 -1.14 -0.46
asphalt_pm_crack_red_r 2.29 0.93 -1.79 1.01
asphalt_pm_red_lw 2.74 -1.06 -0.90 -0.36
asphalt_pm_red_mw 2.51 -1.20 -0.46 -0.27
asphlat_pm_red_r 1.55 0.61 -0.77 0.36
asphalt_red_ir 2.97 0.56 -2.74 -0.36
asphalt_red_r 1.91 1.44 -2.97 0.88
fairway_red_ir 1.68 1.39 -2.74 0.82
fairway_red_r 2.29 1.49 -2.74 0.68
grass_am_red_lw 2.97 -1.22 -1.30 -0.19
Average 2.74 -0.54 -0.27 -0.61
grass_am_red_r 1.29 1.38 -1.03 1.10
grass_pm_red_lw 1.49 -0.28 -1.18 1.51
grass_pm_red_mw 2.74 0.06 -1.18 -0.79
grass_pm_red_r 1.64 1.41 -2.39 1.41
itek band7 12 2.97 -0.67 -0.74 -0.74
itek band7 7 1.98 0.91 -2.40 0.77
itek band7 9 1.94 0.53 -1.47 0.08
lakel red ir 1.50 0.30 -1.20 0.50
lakel red r 1.83 0.66 -2.03 1.05
orchardl red ir 2.17 0.89 -2.51 0.48
orchardl red r 1.26 1.22 -2.05 0.83
orchard2 red ir 2.51 0.63 -2.51 0.28
orchard2 red r 1.65 1.89 -2.28 0.23
rooftop gravel red r 1.48 1.62 -2.51 0.90
stone red r 1.90 1.20 -2.74 1.13
treesl red ir 2.74 0.82 -2.97 0.67
treesl red r 1.65 1.28 -2.97 1.53
trees2 red ir 2.74 -0.28 -2.74 0.77
trees2 red r 1.60 1.69 -2.97 -0.32
treesal red ir 2.21 1.20 -2.97 1.05
treesal red r 2.74 1.14 -2.97 0.57
waterl red ir 2.97 0.25 -1.73 0.67
waterl red r 1.98 0.74 -2.55 0.93
Sum 91.51 18.73 -74.92 14.06
Average 2.23 0.46 -1.83 0.34
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[Appendix PJresults.dat
Recursion
-0.47
-0.61
-2.23
-0.94
-0.59
-2.74
-0.12
-0.30
-2.44
-0.43
-0.58
-1.75
-0.43
-1.26
-1.14
-1.72
-0.27
-1.32
-2.74
-1.54
-0.83
-2.07
-0.82
-1.26
-1.07
-1.10
-1.51
-1.03
-1.26
-0.91
-1.49
-1.49
-1.49
-1.26
-1.49
-0.49
0.00
-1.49
-1.49
-2.16
-1.10
-49.39
-1.20
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Appendix Q Output Synthetic Textures
The textures in this appendix are the synthetic textures creatued using the MMT
model for with each input texture.
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